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The 
Phys cal 
Ma #2 

Magazine 
First there's David. There's got to be 

some connection with Michaelangelo's 
creation of the same name. We 
discovered him at Florida State 

University, sunbathing in his cutoffs. 

If you're into well-hung blonds, you'll get 
off on Don, who at dockside and 

poolside shows you everything he's got. 
Here's a real , rugged Florida 

outdoorsman in athletic action. 

Finally, there's Joey, a dark-haired 
beauty you may have seen gracing 
Man's Image T-shirts or in our 1977 

Calendar. He's dark, Italian, built, and 
sexy as all get-out. 

The Physical Man #2: is 8Y2 x 11 ; 52 
pages, 18 in full color; deluxe stock 

MP-3 The Physical Man #2 
$8.00 

Joey Hank 

BD-30 Eight Sx? b&w BD-28 Eight Sx? b&w 
prints ............. . $6.00 prints ...... .. . .. . . . $6.00 
CD-31 Six 35mm color CD-29 Six 35mm color 
slides ............ . $6.00 slides . . . . . ... . $6.00 

Paul 

BD-32 Eight Sx? b&w 
prints . . . . . .. . $6.00 
CD-33 Six 35mm color 
slides . . . . . .. . . $6.00 

Roger 

BD-34 Eight Sx? b&w 
prints ............. . $6.00 
CD-35 Six 35mm color 
slides ........ . ... . $6.00 

Exciting 
NEW 
Photos 
and 
Slides 

, 
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the pleasure of polk street 

~eSa&, 

Part of San Francisco life for 12 years, the Dirty Old Frenchman brings 
you the largest selection of gay films and magazines anywhere in the 
world. When in Europe visit our stores: "Le Salon International", at Oude 
Doelenstraat #1 0 Amsterdam, Tel. 020·23·06·70. And "Le Salon Inter
national b.v."at Korte Nieuwendiik 22 Amsterdam Centrum, Telphone 
020·22· 65·65. 

IIANKAMERICARD •• 1 ~ A ~ ~ A 
11JJ IV _j ~••croo<unc 'e __.tfl,(,8, 

1118 POLK STREET SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94109 
{between Sutter and Post,open 7 days 8am to 2am,_phone-415·431·7474). 

Wholesale Inquiries Welcomed! 



"If a man does not keep pace with his ~ 
companions, perhaps it is because he 
hears a different drummer. Let him step 
to the music which he hears, however 
measured or far away ." ' 

Henry David Thoreau 
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THIS ANNIVERSARY ISSUE repre
sents the end of our second year of pub
lication. Issue #17 will be the first for 
Volume 3. To help us close this year, we 
have some pretty distinguished talent 
aboard. Bestselling author JOHN RECHY 
was kind enough to tell ur ROBERT 
PAYNE what he thinks of S&M. TOM 
HINDE lent us enough of his original 
artwork to make an eight page folio. 
JIM STEWART took pictures of Johnny's 
first haircut and we go for a steamy tour 
of four of New York's ho ttest bars. Our 
piece de resistance is the arrival of HARRY 
CHESS, the hero of al l red-blooded 
American boys. HARRY has moved over 
to DRUMMER along with his creator, 
A. JAY, who will be our new Creative 
Director. BILL WARD's "DRUM" is 
violently with us, of course, and so are 
the first two chapters of the KURT 
KREISLER book, "MY BROTHER, MY 
SLAVE", which will be presented in its 
entirety. 

Even with all this going for us, we felt 
we had to do something even more 
special, so we printed our ON HENRY 
cover in gold. This necessitated running 
Captain Rush on our back cover in gold 
instead of his familiar red and yellow. 
He looks a little like a sexy version of 
Oscar, the Movie Academy's award statue. 

As DRUMMER moves into its third 
year, it is also moving to SAN FRAN 
CISCO. The vitality and excitement of 
that fascinating city is an inspiration to 
anyone who has ever visited it. Much of 
DRUMMER's business and its contribu
tors are in Northern California already. 
Both DRUMMER and The ALTERNATE 
will be well-represented in Southern 
California with a new advertising staff 
and expanded production facilities. 

THE ALTERNATE makes its debut 
shortly. It will be the nation's first only 
Gay Newsmagazine and will cover the 
Gay scene from coast to coast. Subscrip
tions and newstand orders are coming in 
at a rate that surprises even us. It will be 
monthly and may be purchased at most 
of the places you see DRUMMER. Sub
scriptions are $15 a year for twelve issues. 
Write to us at 311 California Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94104. Photographs and 
manuscripts will be considered and 
returned promptly. We inv ite news con
tributors and stringers th roughout the 
world to help, us keep Gay America 
inform ed . 
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MALE CALL/ Dear Sir: 

JOCK SUCKER 
Dear Drummer: 

As an avid reader of your magazine I 
would like to bring to your attention a 
strong fetish of mine- that of gym gear, 
particularly footwear. Nothing turns me 
on more than seeing a sexy-looking stud 
wearing sneakers, especially the kind with 
lots of rubber around the edge and over 
the tops of the toes, as on certain types 
of basketball and tennis shoes. 

In MALECALL (Vol. 2/ No. 13) a 
letter signed Steve, Glendale , CA. empha
sized the same along with gym gear such 
as jockstraps. A couple of buddies of 
mine also share this fetish and we really 
get off sniffing each others sweaty 
basketball sneakers and wearing each 
others jockstraps around our face when 
we get together for sex. 

So if ever you can get on this band
wagon, be sure to print plenty of copies. 
I, sure as hell, and a lot of others too, 
wouldn't want to miss it! 

RUBBERMAN LOVER, 
Detroit 

TARZAN FAN 
Dear Drummer: 

Can you publish an article on the 
biography of the late Lex "Tarzan" 
Barker with many photos of him? I 
would like some big and clear photos of 
Tarzan Lex Barker in Tarzan and the 
She-Devil, some showing full body and 
some close up. Also shots from War 
Drum, Girl in the Kremlin, and 24 Hours 
to Kill (where Lex swims in a water 
tank.) But most of all, I like his Tarzan 
photos. 

BOOT GUZZLER 
Sirs: 

A READER. 
(No address) 

I am including a cheque for the amount 
of $4. for issue #4 of DRUMMER. 
Although the required amount is only 
$3. for the back issue, I am sending 
more because I want it to be sent first 
class mail. Otherwise the customs people 
will open the envelope and perhaps seize 
it. A subscriber from Sept-lies Que. has 
had most of his DRUMMER numbers 
seized at customs because those creeps 
consider DRUMMER obscene and im
moral ... I have gotten all my numbers so 
far because I paid extra to have it sent 
first class. 

So I am looking forward to getting 
#4 because the front cover is very erotic 
for me: a leatherman drinking from a 
boot! 

I particularly enjoyed your last number 
with the artic le about the BOOT & SHOES 
CLUB in it. The part of the article 
concerning the initiation into a boot 
club was written into a very long and 

detailed letter to the editor I sent to the 
now defunct JUSTICE WEEKLY ... 

Please publish more pictures about 
boot licking, boot sucking, slave's shoul
ders being used as footstoo ls for booted 
feet, etc ., etc:, etc. 

POSTAL ERECTION 
Sirs: 

Yours truly, 
ROGER 
Canada 

Your magazine is fantastic - ! begin to 
get ready days before it comes, and get a 
hard on when I open it. The stories by 
Orlando Paris are simply magn ificent- 1 
almost reach climax just reading them 
and wishing I were his subject. 

QUEER COMPLAINT 
Men: 

Sincerely,~. 
GENt:. 

Georgia 

I am a DRUMMER subscriber and am 
sorry to report that I haven't yet received 
the latest issue. (It's in the Mail- Ed.) 
Please don't keep this poor slave waiting 
too long for the one mag I love so much. 

Sincerely, 
THE LEATHER PRINCESS 

San Francisco 

PS: It might interest you to know that I 
am trying to have sex change surgery , so 
I can be a real leather queer' 

ESPECIALLY GONE ON 
The Editor: 

New Zealand has a small population 
and consequently there is no organized 
leather scene in the country - no bars, 
etc. and any leather gear has to be 
brought back from overseas trips. So your 
magazine is relied upon greatly to keep us 
up-to-date with what is happening over
seas. At the moment there is no way of 
contacting others interested in leather life 
in New Zealand although a few of us have 
been able to make contact. 

While I'm writing to you, I've two 
requests to make ... there is a trend in 
DRUMMER away from good photos of 
leathermen - either posed or action 
scenes. Some of the one's I've enjoyed 
most were in the earlier issues - such as 
the leather bar and Mr. Leather evenin7. 
I'm especially gone on Kelway Pollack s 
outfit in the back of one issue (I think 
either No. 3 or No. 4). Sorry Val Martin, 
but if I'd been able to be there Kelway 
would have got my vote - can we have 
some more photos of him published 
please? 

My other request relates to the inter
national scene - I've seen references to 
leather activity in England, W. Germany 
and the Netherlands particularly, and to a 



lesser extent in other countries (almost 
forgot Canada where I hear that there 
are quite a few centres of leather). Would 
it be possible to have a short series of 
articles on the scene in various countries 
with photos if warranted? I'm sure your 
U.S.A. readers who travel and your sub
scribers in other countries would ap
preciate this. 

Thanks for your great magazine in 
the past - I'm looking forward to 
DRUMMER monthly. 

QUALITY VS. QUANTITY 
Dear Drummer: 

K.M. 
New Zealand 

In regards to the DR MMER article 
about our BAS Club, it would seem from 
the letters received so far, 84 in number, 
that most of them were from masochistic 
types, wishing to be hurt or dominated 
by a man in boots. While there is abso
lutely nothing wrong with that in our 
opinion, we are not an S&M club. Though 
there may be boot discipl ine at times, it 
never dominates the club. I believe a little 
force never hurt anyone, whether they 
were top man or boot dog. 

As for us, we have always been exclu
sive, and as a result, have been scorned 
and looked down upon. The bike clubs 
won't even recognize us, t hough our in
terests sometimes seem to verlap. There
fore, we decided that qu ality should be 
the standard. From the experience gained 
from those loyal members of the old 
club, the bootist brothers were hard to 
find, having lived most of their lives in 
the closet with their boots. They enjoyed 
their playthings when no one was look
ing, afraid to expose themselves to the 
laughter of family, friends, and loved 
ones. They were labeled boot freaks, toe 
queens, and other hurting names by ig
norant, narrow minds closed to this and 
many other subjects. 

For some of the boot members, the 
knowledge of others like themselves in 
the BAS came just in time ... when they 
were young and overwhelmed by their 
boot fetish, while others were older and 
well established in the kn owledge that it 
was important to their mental and sexual 
welfare to give in to their unusual desires. 
For still others who neve r heard of us, 
suicide was the solution, and upon hear
ing of these unfortunates , we mentally 
cursed ourselves for being too late. The 
choice is there for you, for all of us to 
make. So go out into the world and seek 
out your understanding equal. Otherwise, 
stay in your closed and musty closets, 
real and of the mind, fo r you are not 
ready to reach out. . .and may never 
be. 

The psychiatrist's couch may be the 
answer, but he will insist that you change 
your whole way of thinking, or adjust to 
living in your own private ell. .. perhaps 
even suggest that you find a good woman 
who would wear spike heels for you to 
fondle. Well, the BAS may be quite a 
ways from perfection, but we are learn
ing, and feel that we have a much better 
solution than that. We make mistakes .. . 

we get discouraged ... we fall by the way
side ... but we still spring back when we 
see another boot buddy who is in even 
sadder shape. So we stick a virile, mascu
line, booted leg out to him and say, 
"Grab hold. We'll pull you out of this 
mess, or trap, you feel ensnared by. Stick 
with us baby, we'll make you live 
again ... or maybe love again!" 

To shower love on an inanimate ob
ject like a boot, which cannot return 
either warmth or love, is certainly a one
sided love affair, but we'll try to show 
you what it's all about ... what we feel it 
has been about in the past four years, 
1968 through 1971 ... what it is about in 
1977. Special thanks for a new awareness 
and appreciation of our viewpoint must 
go to DRUMMER, in addition to past is
sues of the FREE PRESS, the ADVO
CATE, and JUSTICE WEEKLY. 

So all of us have felt a need for some
thing to fill a void in our lives, from the 
construction worker with the muddy, 
lace-up work shoes, and motorcycle cop 
who enjoys a deep-seated thrill by having 
a jail trustee put a high gloss shine on his 
high boots for 10 cents, to the military 
man who must spit shine his boots for 
inspection, and the truckers and cowboys 
who slowly and erotically pull off each 
others' boots in a motel or truck stop. We 
all know the business executive in his 
suit, tie, and Florsheim shoes, who can't 
wait to get home to his cocktails, city 
apartment, and his oily, heavy, leather-

smelling engineer boots he so lovingly 
caresses, and pulls on his feet in secrecy. 

So we are what we are. Quality is the 
word. Boots is the magic word. Make use 
of the Boot Appreciation Society while 
it functions. The chance may never come 
your way again. 

ARNE LARSEN 
La Canada, CA 
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BBOBY 
AU HDR OF THI "SIXUAL DUll." 

TALKS ABOUT SaM WITH 
BOBBBTPIYIB 

DRUMMER's Robert Payne has 
interviewed gay author John Rechy to 
probe further the statements against 
gay S&M in his most recent book The 
Sexual Outlaw. Mr. Rechy 's state
ments have caused as much furor in 
gay circles as in straight, and DRUM
MER was anxious to illuminate in par
ticular what the novelist and self
styled Revolutionary actually feels 
regarding S&M. There have been a ple
thora of Rechy interviews of late, ob-

viously in connection with the promo
tion of The Sexual Outlaw. While 
other interviewers have concerned 
themselves with discovering a literary 
justification for what we might call 
an intrusive, personal, and revealing 
documentary, this interview was con
ducted for the sole purpose of delving 
into Mr. Rechy's attitudes com:erning 
S&M so that our readers may under
stand for themselves his criticisms and 
philosophy. 



DRUMMER: With that lead-in, have 
you anything to say? 

RECHY: I know that some people 
have been very upset by certain sections 
of this book. I want here to emphasize 
something about S&M, it's important to 
emphasize this first: I'm not talking from 
a Moralist point of view: I'm not talking 
from the outside; and I'm not saying 
"Let's legislate against this." I'm talking 
about something that I have participated 
in, that I've been a part of. At one time 
I was very heavy - heavily- into S&M. 
In San Francisco. But also, and equally 
important, something that I am very 
fascinated, still, by. And indeed still 
participate in. But I m increasingly trying 
to see where I think the destructiveness 
is and to purge myself of it, and then to 
try to share this knowledge. 

DRUMMER: I liked very much your 
statement in the Sexual Outlaw: "Re
move the idea of right or wrong, and then 
we can look at it." 

RECHY: Yes. I'm very glad you 
picked that up. Let's withhold our 
verdicts on what we're doin& until we 
don't have to deal with 'their shit, and 
then we can see where it's us and when 
it's not. 

DRUMMER: Could you clarify the 
statement: "I believe in the need for full 
awareness that one is destroying one's 
self or another, no matter how willingly." 

RECHY: We all need to explore fan
tasies that we don't understand or know 
where they come from. That's one of 
the main things that I'm calling for: 
Exploration. The exploration of where 
they come from, what they do, and do 
they purge? Now, to me one of the most 
enriching aspects of gay li fe is its ten
dency to enact fantasies. This is one of 
the things that puts the gay world like so 
far above the straight world. Fantasies 
are enriching. This is super. I am not, in 
any way, in this book talki ng against the 
enactment of fantasy. But, then, divide 
the fantasies. Where does one fantasy 
come from; where does another come 
from? Put S&M in the realm of fantasy, 
because most of it is charade. Much of it 
does not include real hurt - some does, 
we would be foolish to say otherwise -
but most of it involves the pantomime: 
the ritual. So I think the matter is one of 
exploring which are the liberating fanta
sies and which are the reactionary fan
tasies? In an interview in a past issue of 
DRUMMER a gentleman in to costumes 
stated: "EVERYBODY loves a cop. In 
spite of everything else, everybody likes a 
cop. You know, they do their little 
nasties, but basically everybody likes a 
cop." I bring this up because your ma~a
zine presented this man as representative 
of those into the uniform fet ish. Now I'd 
like to say something about the "little 

nasties." The little nasties that the cops 
do on us. The "little nasties" include, in 
the leather context, the incredible raid on 
the Mark IV. The shackling and turning 
of fantasy into reality, the pinching of 
wrists, the calling of names, the putting 
into cells, and putting four people 
through now the horror that I have been 
through - the horror of the Sexual Ar
rest : It can end up costing you thousands 
of dollars, it can wipe you out. One little 
cop "nastie" can end up costing you not 
only thousands of dollars, but also your 
life. If you read the newspapers you will 
see perhaps a suicide report, and then a 
little note - this happened recently with 
an actor - he was "scheduled for a 
morals hearing." All carefully glossed 
over. The "little nasties" of the police. 
Entrapment. About a month ago in Grif
fith Park on a Friday exactly 30 people 
were busted by the police. These are 
"little nasties"? Lives are ruined: Any 
person working with the State, if con
victed of a felony or misdemeanor having 
to do with sex, he is through in any pro
fession requiring a license. Sex Registra
tion : Groping your cock is interpreted as 
masturbation and is a registrable offense. 
You will have to register for life! In
decent Exposure: Register for life! Are 
these "little nasties"T I don't like the 
designations "Right" and "Wrong," they 
smack too much of the shit that's been 
put on us, but if you ask if I think there 
are elements of hatred there, my answer 
would be a yes. That's my perspective ... 
let's put a microscope on this and see 
where it's coming from and see if it's not 
gay hatred. But to dismiss that litany of 
horrors as "little nasties"? I mean, I'm 
not judgin~. I mean, look in my book and 
when I wnte about the Mark IV, who do 
I come out and criticize? The cops. And 
who do I stand up for? Those who ~ot 
busted. Then, I analyze what was going 
on, and I say, for interior consideration as 
one trying to move out of self-hatred but 
who still has it - "When I do rituals of 
S&M, and I do, I know what's implied. 
Do you?" I do know what's implied. I'm 
not that removed from it all - I mean, 
maybe two weeks ago - and later, later 
I wanted to analyze why I did that. 
There are strategic passes where I as 
writer voice my attraction to S&M. 

DRUMMER: Will you explore that 
core further in your work, not so much 
the descriptive but the psychoses involved? 

R ECHY: But I have done that. I have 
taken, deliberately and I thought very 
cooly, the three "defenses" - put that in 
quotes because I don't think any consen
sual act has to be defended - we're talk
ing here in terms of definition of the 
three justifications of gay S&M. I'm talk
ing only about gay S&M. I know how 
rampant straight S&M is, and I suspect 

there are similiar dynamics, but I'm talk
ing here about gay S&M: 

1. Comes of course from De Sade, 
and says that ·S&M is a ritual imitating 
Man's nature. There are the weak and 
there are the strong. Nature is violent, 
and so Man accepts his violent nature and 
in a sense S&M is the obeisance that we 
choose to override a part of nature. How 
does one answer that? Of course it's 
true, but explore it in this way: We con
stantly deal with the destructiveness of 
earthquakes and fires. Do we cope with 
them by imitating earthquakes and 
fires? No. The energy to combat the 
destructiveness of nature causes us to 
move away from what destroys towards 
that which creates. We have built homes 
and moved out of caves in order to get 
away from the lacerating qualities of 
nature. We have laws against rape and 
murder in order to temper man's basic 
instinct to destroy. The thrust of history, 
barbaric as it is, has ideally always been 
to purge out the negative - whether it is 
ot an external nature (earthquake) or 
internal (rape). This negativism in facade 
is rationalization number one, but I argue 
that evolution is the triumph of the 
positive over the ne?ative, not the imita
tion of the negative \~estructive). 

2. "S&M doesn t deal with hatred; 
S&M deals with love. It doesn't deal with 
pain, it deals with a new dimension of 
pleasure." That is clearly an argument 
that counters itself because, by arguing 
that, you acknowledge pain to be nega
tive and hatred to be negative. So you 
deal with it by calling it other than what 
it is. I would trust the honesty of S&M 
if they said, as I do when I'm into S&M
O.K. Should I take the time here to talk 
about what happens to me when I'm 
into an S&M thing? I know that there's 
self-hatred involved although I play the 
(I hate the phrase) 'top.' I know that I'm 
involved in a ritual of self-hatred, gay self
hatred. Because I'm gay myself, and in 
turning the other man into an object so 
that he becomes the 'Queer,' I externalize 
my own feelings. I'm saying that he's the 
queeri,l'm gonna force him to do these 
acts. Hell, we're BOTH gay, and all I'm 
doing is involving myself in a ritual in 
which I let him stand for that part of my
self which is still lurking with straight
indoctrinated gay hatred. Instead of 
facing myself with "Look, you're still an 
aspect of that strai~ht bullshit! Deal 
with it," I go out With a guy that will 
play bottom - or whatever we call it -
I hate those terms. 

3. This last rationalization often used 
- and I deal with these in The Sexual 
Outlaw - claims fantasy absorbs what 
could become real violence; if one satis
fies a need in fantasizing, one does not 
have a need to actually do the violence, 
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the assumption being that we all have a 
great undercurrent of violence - and this 
1s true, we all do. So we are asked to 
believe that if we did not perform the 
rituals of pain and humiliation, all this 
ugliness would be thrust outward. What 
does that mean? That we would then go 
and get unwilling victims? We would 
rather dt:~mp on the willing? That sure 
makes a lot of sense, unless you examine 
it closely. Gay S&M is not based on 
defiance of straight mores at all. It is 
based on the imposed mores of the 
straight world on the gay. 

DRUMMER: Would you agree with 
Genet and his sense that. morality was 
what was right, at that moment, in order 
for him to go on as he chose? 

RECHY: NO. Let me fi nd here in the 
book - Oh. You've underlined it: the 
quotation from Camus which serves as 
an epigraph for the book: 

"Living an experience, a particular 
fate, is accepting it fully ... It is not 
a matter of explaining and solving, 
but of experiencing and describing." 

- ALBERT CAMUS 
The Myth of Sisyphus 

This is what I set out to do in my book. 
I'm not a godda11111ed spokesman. We 
have too many of those. Too many "gay 
spokesmen." What the fuck is a gay 
spokesman? Have you ever heard of a 
heterosexual spokesman? It's ludicrous. I 
mean, think of it: "David Frost: Hetero
sexual Spokesman." 

. DRUMMER: Anita Bryant? 
RECHY: We should be happy with her 

remarks lately. She's also attacked wo
men who perform fellatio: "They're 
worse than homosexuals." So now she 
has really tipped over. This is great. Even 
the people who were saying "Well, she's 
got a point," all of a sudden are seeing 
that this is a fuckin' mess. I mean, who 
the fuck is she? She's a faded, never
really-star. That is true perversion. 

DRUMMER: Denying any person his 
or her point ov view? 

RECHY: It g6es beyond that. People 
kind of lose sight of the fact that what is 
involved is something that is just so fuck
ing basic. Y'know, this is no far out 
sucking or fucking on the streets; it is 
just simply letting people live where they 
want and be open if they appen to be 
public officials. When we begin to explore 
from the basis that we're not going to 
legislate against consenting behavior nor 
call it sick1 from that basis what follows 
is an exammation, whether it is an evalua
tion of the gay cause or a better way to 
grow trees. This is how we learn. NO
THING should be legislated against which 
is consensual. It is not the province of the 
Law, nor does it have to do with arbi
trary morality. People like Ms. Bryant, 
however, begin with that fatal miscon
ception that morality is not in the pur
view of freedom, so they have to step 
in - not only to stop but to punish. 

DRUMMER: They aadress the 'norm' 
as something real, rather than a theo
retical tool that aids analysis. 

RECHY: The 'norm' is what I call 
"the gray middle," and that is one of 
the things that I am most critical of in 
the gay movement: it tries to define itself 
in .. ~traight terms. I want to emphasize 
again : 1 have not only been there, I am 
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still there; but I am grappling with it. 
These are my explorations, so that I 
will no longer have to hate anyone for 
being gay, including myself. It's a public 
exploration on my part. Earlier I said 
that with The Sexual Outlaw I have com
mitted myself. Genet is very true to his 
vision, whether I agree with it or not, and 
I hope I will be, too. It is very important 
that it be underscored, and I'm sure I'm 
going to have to do it over and over, 
Never, Never do I say to anybody: "Stop 
it! This is wrong!" I do not believe in 
that. I implore that we explore it. Ex
plore it. And then I say further that this 

is how it looks to me from the inside -
not from somebody who's looking down 
to condemn how ugly this all is. I knew 
that I would get stinging criticism from 
the straights. Some people are just 
frozen - withholding reviews, not know
ing how to cope, even just yesterday can
celling an interview because the editor 
just couldn't deal with it. O.K. Some 
straight people are having apoplexies over 
it. I also expected criticism, and am 
getting it, from gays ranging from S&M to 
the religious people - the "religious" 
ones that are straiRht imitators, who want 
to be so straight: jesus, the last thing we 
need is someone telling us about revolu
tion when we simply just want to go off 
and grow our. ferns and have nice couples 
over for dinner." But, on Genet: I do not 
like his obsession with Fascism. It's very 
curious that Sartre and some of the other 
French left-wing intellectuals have con
verted Genet into this heroic figure when 
Genet is politically and sexually quite 
fascistic . This is also something I find 
prevalent in the S&M faction. 

DRUMMER: What are your sexual 
politics? 

RECHY : My whole concept is one of 
Revolution: Sexual Revolution. Not of 
goin;; out and shooting people, I think 
that s clear, but Fucking - a joyful 
Revolution where you simply fuck in 
front of everybody, suck or whatever 
you're into, and do it in the open. This is 
mind-boggling. If you do this in public, I 
mean, if orgies are done in public -
which is why I call the book The Sexual 
Outlaw, you purge the mind. Why can we 
eat in public, or go to boxing matches, 
hockey, but can't have sex in public? The 
moment people think "Why indeed? 
Why not?' that in itself is revolutionary. 
A purge by what we call 'promiscuity.' 
In terms of Revolution there are the 
revolutionary and counter-revolutionary 
elements. My definition of the revolu
tionary elements is inclusive of anything 
that brings about pride, where we can 
say : Look, you have fucked us over. 
Straights, we are grappling with your 
guilt. We have nothing to feel guilty 
about. We're going to fuck and suck. This 
is our specialness. We're going to have a 
lot of sex. You don't like it because you 
can't have sex that way. You don't have 
parks, you have police chiefs rotting in 
repression ... 

. .. What is counter-revolutionary is 
anything . that sucks energy inward. 
Revolt must be thrust out to conquer the 
enemy -not, in my sense, with guns, but 
with sex - defiance with sex. S&M is 
definitely counter-revolutionary because 
the rituals of defiance are turned inward. 
We play 'queer and straight.' To the 
point: a recent issue of DRUMMER car
ried two stories. I read this issue because 
of its review of my book and to be 
familiar with your work before this inter
view, but it's Important to say that I had 
to do no special research or digging to 
find these. O.K.? This is one. It con
cerns a White master-type who is involved 
with a young Black. We get this passage 
told by the White about the Black : 

"It was part of ,my overall plan to 
break down the arrogance I found in 
him, certain he had watched Roots 
on television some weeks before and 



must just be especially vulnerable 
because of it." 

He then maneuvers to destroy the new
found pride that this Black, struggling 
from slavery, to break down the pride 
and "arrogance" that th is man, striving 
through all the bullshit of the White 
Establishment has put on him: the 
murder, the rape, the pillage; breaks it 
down and then insists that he be called 
"Masser." And the broken man keeps 
saying, "Yes, Masser. Yes, Masser." And 
then totally subjugated repeats, "Right, 
Masser. Yes, Masser." Point one, this is 
an overtly Racist story. This is an odious 
story to me. Translate this. Say that this 
were a straight guy telling the story and 
the Black was gay, and the gay had just 
been bursting with pride over having read 
The Sexual Outlaw. This is to make it 
extremely personal to me, man, and tells 
how I read this fuckin' thing: The straight 
man makes him kneel before him and 
pay obeisance while destroying the pride 
the man had known. This is Racist! 
This is in your magazine! The same issue 
carries this story: A story about a married 
straight man, the epitome of butch, man. 
I mean, like, the whole dream fantasy. 
His wife is described in total derision, as 
a total 1950 's symbol of Sexism. Any 
woman would hate this, and I think we're 
all in it together, man. The person that 
says 'queer' says 'broad' says 'chink' 
says 'kike' says 'nigger.' O.K. His wife, 
he's a straight man - he doesn't like 
queers - is a bleached blonde, big tits, 
reads "The Inquirer." This young homo
sexual comes in touch with this great big 
butch straight guy. Finall y, they manage 
through all kinds of humiliation to get 
together, and this is the straight man talk
ing to the homosexual : 

"Slurp on that asshole," he snarled. 
"I didn't take a shower. Saved all that 
shit for you. Lick it clean you cock
sucker. Fucking toilet." He pisses on the 
gay man and then says: "Damn! I missed 
your queer mouth." 
This is a straight man and these are the 
words he is using: "cocksucker" and 
"queer." He is married. He wants 'real 
sex,' connecting, sex to a woman; he uses 
a queer as a toilet. These, in one issue of 
DRUMMER reeking with the Sexism that 
has destroyed us. The ads abound with: 
"No Orientals or Blacks." The ads for 
humiliation repetively, "No fatties, Ori
entals, or Blacks." I ask you, man, how 
can we demand Anita Bryant stop calling 
us queers when we have these fantasies 
going? One, in which we humiliate a 
Black man and reduce his pride - that's 
where we're moving toward, man! Pride! 
Two, in which we have a straight man, 
not gay, mistreating a gay young man, 
calling him 'queer' and 'cocksucker.' 
How can we possibly say "Liberation" 
and have a mock slave auction? Libera
tion means throwing away chains. The 
Mark IV people say they were holding the 
Slave Auction to support Gay Liberation. 
A Slave Auction in support of Gay Lib
eration? Take the terms, man! Libera
tion? Queers enchained? What's happen
ing? There's a whole contradiction there. 
A horrible contradiction! azi uniforms? 
They started killing us before they went 
on to Jews. Police uniforms? They would 
just as soon shoot us if they could get 

away with it! They hate us. So, I'm say
ing, let's look at these stories, let's look 
at this guy with his cop obsession, and 
let's see. Let's not legislate against it or 
call each other names or say "You're 
sick!" I'm not saying anyone is sick, I'm 
just saying are we not doing a ritual in 
imitation of the straights' hatred of us? 
And are we not allowing ourselves to wal
low and grovel in that self-hatred? This 
all comes from confusions of Before, and 
instead of saying: God, they were fucked 
for doing this to me, they had no reason; 
instead of externalizing this rage and 
using the rage to help toss off the guilt, 

The incredible courage 
required to simply go and 
cruise; it's not a matter of 
not risk-taking. There's an 
enormous risk taken. Your 
life can be turned upside 
down in one instant. A 

cop can merely come up to 
you and say, "You're under 

arrest for .... He will 
say whatever he wants-we 
know that cops lie, they're 

notorious for it." 

we carry it through in rituals of punish
ment again and again and again. We 
confuse what was done in contempt with 
Love. 

DRUMMER: There are some things 
we individually find cathartic sexually. 
When you discover that catharsis, for 
whatever reason it comes on, don't you 
think it imperative it be used to purge -
without lamely using it as an excuse not 
to deal with yourself? 

RECHY: I would differ in that where 
~ou used the word 'cathartic' I would use 
sublimation.' I define S&M as destructive 
because it gets into gay humiliation -
humiliation for being gay, punishment for 
being gay, derision of gay. I say it in 
The Sexual Outlaw. I don't believe there 
are gay Sadists, there are only gay Maso
chists. The gay Sadist is playing 'straight' 
man - he is therefore playing the oppres
sor who oppressed him. I put everything 
that is wrong with gays on the pressure 
straight society exerts on us. 

DRUMMER: A trap I fell into was an 
immediate defensiveness and a rush to 
rationalize my sexuality, in this case to 
you. But you seem to be saying, in effect, 
that we should think about what we do, 
think. In self-awareness is the key to a 
stronger future for us. 

RECHY: Right! And I'm not against 
sexual fantasies that have power over
tones. Anyone reading The Sexual Out
law will find that to be something I am 
very much into. Sex is inseparable from 
the power rituals. I'm saying we need to 
purge gay-hatred from them. While fan
tasy enhances the sexual experience, 
can't we just remove this emulation of 
our enemies, their terms of derision, and 

the homage to their uniforms? 
DRUMMER: Would a uniform repre

sent oppression anymore than a cock 
represents rape? 

RECHY: Certain uniforms do. Ines
capably the cop uniform will. Inescapably 
the Nazi uniform will. The cops are 
symbols of straight oppression of us. 
Perhaps those are the only two irreconcil
able uniforms. The others, man, why, I 
wear Army shirts. 

DRUMMER: So you make a judge
ment there? 

RECHY: A 'judgement'? No, man. 
DRUMMER: You do. You seem to be 

saying these two are not allowable. 
RECHY: · Allowable? Never would I 

say, never, never, never, that anything 
consented to is "not allowable." I think 
you'll find me a totally permissive person. 
But I think one has that right to criticize. 
And when one puts on the uniform of his 
own oppressor, well, imitation is the 
sincerest form of flattery. Then one cele
brates the oppressor. But I don't say 
don't do it. I have found that a lot of 
people in heavy leather gear are not truly 
into S&M. They get into some terrific 
loving sex - not meaning that sex has to 
have love, that's another kind of bullshit, 
sex is sex, and sex is fine with or without 
love. I can understand people wearing 
uniforms, - they attract. Just like I wear 
tank tops to show off my body. It's not a 
matter of wearing the leather, it's the 
matter of gay humiliation and hatred. I'm 
proud of myself and my body. I like my
self, and I like showing my body, so for 
myself I don't like costumes that clothe. 
Anyway, so a lot of people look like 
they're into S&M and are probabiy not. 
However, the bars cater to them. I detest 
a bar that imitates a police station. A 
police station for us, man, while we're 
getting busted? But say people are not 
mto leather, but they're making all their 
contacts in a bar that duplicates a dun
geon. Psychologically that's got to hang 
on, that all your sexual contacts are made 
in a dungeon surrounded by chains and 
the sounds and sights of the police. 
Whether you're into S&M or not an un
conscious absorbtion happens. These 
atmospheres of repression have nothing 
to do with liberation. I heard a haunting 
story recently. A friend of mine who is 
so gentle and good, but sexually into 
S&M, told me about going to an L.A. 
bar where he saw this cute kid. He walked 
up to him then noticed his pants were 
wet. My friend asked what had hap
pened and the kid answered, "Well, 
y'know, I was just standing here and this 
big guy just came over to me and opened 
his fly and started pissing on me." Then 
my friend says to me, "Imagine man! Just 
imagine! How far we've come!" Well, 
how far have we come when this kid's 
first impression was of getting pissed on? 
The lack of responsibility of some of us 
is awesome. 

DRUMMER: All sexual behavior 
comes out of some need 

RECHY: This is an area where all 
kinds of people are pouncing on my 
book. I'm not a humble person and I 
don't believe in humility - there's a lot 
putting one down and you shouldn't put 
yourself down. I like myself very much. I 

Continued on Page 70 
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The films of Italian writer-director 
Pier Paolo Pasolini increasingly revealed 
the seething undercurrent of erotic vio
lence that was ultimately to result in his 
brutal death recently at the hand of a 
pickup street hustler. As his international 
fame grew, and Pasolini was able to exer
cise more and more control over his 
work, the homosexual and S/M aspects of 
his basic nature were more overtly re
vealed, surfacing most blatantly in his 
final epic, Salo, or 120 Days of Sodom, 
loosely based on the three volumes of de 
Sade (rare stills from which adorn these 
pages, thanks to Peter Adams). 

Pasolini was born (1922) in northern 
Italy's Etruscan, epicurean and educa
tional center, Bologna, where, during the 
fifteenth century, the young Giorlamo 
Savonarola had honed the S/M aspects in 
his fiery personality. The nascent movie
maker's natural father was a nobleman, 
but Pier Paolo retained the name of his 
mother, a beautiful girl descended from 
Friulan peasant stock who was destined 
to appear as Christ's mother in her son 's 
noteworthy II Vangelo secondo Matteo 
(The Gospel According to St Matthew) 
in 1964. 

Not surprisingly, Pasolini's childhood 
was rent with insecurities, shunting 
around from one northern Italian town to 
the other, his teenage years of develop
ment parallelin~ the spread of fascism. 
Benito Mussolim had taken over the reins 
of dictatorship in Italy the year of Paso
lini's birth, and his imperialistic am
bitions culminated with the bloody con
quest of Ethiopia in 1935 (Vittorio, 
Mussolini's son, made worldwide head
lines that year when he described his 
bombin~ of naked earth-bound natives as 
"exceptionally good fun"). 

Little is truly known of the future 
film-maker's childhood years, except that 
he began writing poetry at the age of 
seven. Althou~h his early formal educa
tion was errat1c at best, he was accepted 
to study at the University of Bologna 
(Europe s oldest, having been founded in 
i 158), in his old hometown. He did not 
complete his studies there, however, and 
a few years after the end of the Second 
World War moved to Rome (1950), 
which was to be his home base for the 
following ten years. 

That decade of the fifties was to see 
Pasolini's emergence as a writer of some 
note, for, beginning with 1952, he 
authored many books including poems, 
criticism, and novels, peaking with 
Una Vita Violenta (A Violent Life) in 
1959. But of greater significance is the 
fact that in 1954 he began collaborating 
on film scripts, including Fellini's sen
suous Le Notti de Cabiria (Night of 
Cabiria) in 1957 and Bolognini's II Bell' 
Antonio (Handsome Anthony), starring 
Mastroianni and Cardinale, in 1960. 

Ready now to clutch a director's 
megaphone he put his own screenplay 
Accatone (Beggar

1 
with connotations of 

hustling) before tne cameras in 1961. It 
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caused a sensation with his groundbreak
ing acceptance of total nudity and casual 
violence, and, although crotchety critic 
John Simon found it "an extension of 
neorealism to essentially obnoxious, or, 
at least, opprobrious characters, mostly 
pimps and whores," cineasts throughout 
the Western world acknowledged that a 
highly original cinema sensibility had 
surfaced. 

Pasolini's every succeeding film was to 
stir controversy. In 1962, his Mamma 
Roma, with Anna Magnani in a typically 
stunning performance, featured one scene 
in which a handsome boy is strapped 
spreadea~le to a table for the application 
of electnc torture to his genitals. It was a 
scene foreshadowing many later efforts -
"Pasolini was never one to pass up the 
opportunity to film nude boys" - that 
would reacn their apogee in what turned 
out to be his final work, Salo. 

But first was to come Rogopag (1963), 
one of those episodic group efforts also 
involving Roberto Rossellini and Jean
Luc Goadard. Pasolini's contribution, La 
Ricotta, resulted in his being given a 
four-month suspended prison sentence 
for "offending" the Roman Catholic 
religion. Meant as a pseudosatire on 
religious films and man's inhumanity to 
man, it became, to quote Simon again, 
"chiefly a pretext for dragging in various 
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pederastic types and jokes in which 
Pasolini revels." 

It also featured Orson Welles "in the 
depths of his degradation: a horrendous 
leviathan, beached and barely capable of 
moving its bulk, heavily sneering at every
body to overcompensate for its physical 
and spiritual paralysis." Needless to say, 
that puffing paragraph is also through the 
discourtesy of sniggering Simon. 

The next year (1964) saw the release 
of The Gospel According to St. Matthew, 
a literal visualization of its subject matter 
still seen here on independent television 
stations regularly around Easter-time. 
Cast with unknowns chosen Fellini-like 
for their "look," Gospel was obviously 
made out of love for Jesus as man (or 
Man, had Pasolini not been a member of 
the Communist Party), and provides a 
harrowing look at poverty, disease, pain, 
and grief. The suffering Christ on the 
cross is a far cry from the cosmetized 
American versions of de Mille and 
Stevens, and even Simon has to admit 
the film to be "at least partly compelling 
through complexity, sternness, and a 
quality of fiery aliveness." 

Pasolini in 1966 essayed a change of 
pace with Uccel/acci e uccellini (The 
Hawks and the Sparrows), a fantasy deal
ing with the sY.mbolic journey of a man 
and his son to 'the city," in the course of 

which they are joined by a Communist 
crow. One remarkable episode stands 
out, in which the crow transmutes its 
human traveling companions into two 
monks around St. Francis of Assisi, 
whom the saint orders to convert "the 
hawks and the sparrows." It is beauti
fully conceived, written, directed, and 
photographed - all by Pasolini. 

After a couple of lesser efforts, he 
brought out his supreme effort, Teorama 
(theorem) in 1968 (which he also pub
lished as a novel). It concerns the sexual 
spell exercised over four members of a 
well-to-do upper-class family - husband, 
wife, teenage son, and daughter (to say 
nothing of their maidservant) - by an 
ambisexual, godlike stranger played with 
erection-makmg intensity by Terrence 
Stamp at the peak of his Billy Budding 
desirability. 

Pasolini's camera is no less infatuated 
with this handsome actor than are the 
other cast members (to say nothing of 
audiences), and in one epoch-making 
scene zooms in for a lingering extreme 
close-up on Stamp's trousered yet barely
contained genitals as he sprawls open
thighed in a lounge chair. What might 
perchance b& left to the stunted imagina
tion in this lengthy· shot is totally - if 
briefly - exposed in a later scene when 
he strips to the buff and bounds into bed 



for the seduction of the teenage boy. 
The capitalistic husband, somewhat 

deranged by his own sexual capitulation 
to the stranger, suddenly presents his 
factory to the laborers, and finds himself 

in a railway station. There, in the preci
ously-chosen words of Parker Tyler, his 
"eyes are drawn to the figure of a robust, 
attractive youth lolling outside the men's 
room in a most suggestive, apparently 
'professional ' pose: he is (as the vernacu
lar has it) showing his basket." When the 
boy, obviously having made contact, pro
vocatively enters the men's room, the ex
factory owner shudders in resistance to 
the bait, takes off all his clothes, and is 
next seen wandering nude in a wasteland 
of volcanic rock. 

All of Pasolini 's personal proclivities 
are pinpointed in these sequences -
nudity, seduction, threats of violence, the 
fusing of Communism with Catholicism. 
Each of the characters enchanted by the 
seducer comes to no good end (prophetic 
of the auteur's own destiny?) as the wife 
becomes a nymphomanica who picks up 
young men in the street, the daughter 
goes into total paralysis and is institu
tionalized, the son "degenerates" into the 
wildest of modern art manners "where 
urinating on his canvases is one modula
tion," and the maid is transformed into 
a levitating "saint" who supervises her 
own burial-alive. 

After the heavy-handed two-part 

Porcile (Pigsty) 1969, and a disappointing 
Decameron {1971 ), Pasolini eventually 
confronted de Sade and made Salo, a 
French-Italian co-production which was 
precipitously banned in Italy and enjoyed 
a huge, long-running success in Paris. As 
its release in the States is udbious we 
are indebted to Paris-based critic Peter 
Adams for what little information we 
have about it. 

According to Adams, Pasolini places 
the film in a modern setting - in Salo, a 
small town outside Rome - during 
Mussolini's reign, equating "Mussolini's 
fascism with de Sade's degradation." It 
is divided into three parts : Circle of 
Pleasure, Circle of Shit, and Circle of 
Blood. 

"Three middle-aged lecherous liber
tines gather up all the good-looking boys 
and girls in town and cart them away to a 
castle in the country where the 'festivi
ties' begin. Boys and ~iris are savagely 
fucked, people eat shit and boys are 
hideously tortured to death ... It's one 
thing to be fucked," Adams notes, "but 
quite another to eat shit and have your 
cock cut off or your pee granded. 

"It's not " he concludes "for the 
faint-hearted> ' D 





chapter :I 
At six-fifteen, of the morning of November 12th, the stud

ded leather belt screamed through the air, tearing at my naked 
ass. I jerked away, desperately trying to hide behind the 
clothes rack, but Killer McKenna cornered me in the walk-in 
closet where I slept. He was inexorable and merciless. The 
black belt whistled through the air, raining blows on my legs, 
my chest, my belly. 

"You lazy son of a bitch!" Killer snarled as his massive arm 
shot out, jerking at my hair, dragging me out of the closet, 
through the lobby and into the gym proper. 

He dumped me on the carpet like a sack of potatoes, 
slapping me hard across the face. Stabs of pain ricocheted 
through my sleepy head as he towered over me, the belt 
raised . high. His thick muscled legs spread wide as he bent 
over, bracing his body. I screamed as the belt ripped at my 
tender flesh. I watched in horrid fascination as the welt 
formed on my body, starting at my belly button and ending at 
my left nipple. It changed from pmk to angry red and finally 
tinged with purple. 

The dream . · .. at six-fourteen I was in the middle of it 
when the belt smashed a~ainst my flesh .. . I was eight years 
old ... we were living 1n Modesto, California near the out
skirts of town. Mom had run away with a musician and Dad 
was in the kitchen getting drunk on dago red. I tried to open 
the screen door quietly bu t it squeaked. 

"That you, Georgie?" His deep voice slurred with wine. 
My small hand trembled as I pushed the report card at him. 

One glance at the straight row of D's and his mouth turned 
down into a scowl. "Get the razor strap, kid!" 

"Oh, Daddy I'll get straight A's next report card!" My 
heart pounded (ike a trip hammer as I pressed my hand against 
his rock hard leg. I loved im even though he wasn't my real 
father. I didn't remember the real one. He'd been killed in a 
truck accident when I was two years old. My new father was 
a wrestler in high school and fought professionally in the 
early sixties but he was a bleeder and had to quit. He was 
forty-two years old but in terrific condition as he worked out 
in the local boxing club. 

I sat on his lap. I made sure my ass pressed against his 
crotch. There was no reaction so I changed position, squirm
ing. I glanced at his rugged face. Suddenly it was beet red and I 
knew he wasn't going to whip my ass with the razor strap. 
Not that day! 

"You get better marks next month, Georgie! Okay?" 
"Oh, yes, Pa, I promise. Cross my heart and hope to die!" 

I squirmed harder1 now boldly jumping up and down on his 
lap. I could feel h1s cock st iffening against the warm thinness 
of my blue jeans. • • 

Pretending I was moving to a different position I pressed 
the palm of my small hand directly down on the huge cock
head that was straining against the corduroy of his work pants. 

A guttural sound came from deep inside him. "God! Damn! 
Georgie!" 

"What, Daddy?" I asked innocently. A sluggish green fly 
landed on the kitchen table. Cupping my hand I caught it 
and then slammed it against the floor

6 
killing it. 

"You know what you're doin' to addy, don't you?" 
"Sittin' on your lap." My hand pressed harder against 

his ra&ing hard on. 
"C mon, Georgie!" He picked me up and carried me into 

the bedroom. The early afternoon sun poured through the 
bay window onto the unmade bed. He sat on the edge of it, 
pulling down my blue jeans. He pulled me close and I felt his 
hu&e dick pushed hard against my tiny one. 

'Ain't gonna use the razor strap on you, kid!" 
"What are you gonna use on me, Pa?" 
He flipped me over on my stomach and I was lying across 

his lap . "You're a bad, bad boy!" 
The palm of his calloused hand came down on my tender 

ass flesh faster and faster and I felt the warmth spreading 
to my hairless cock and balls. 

"Nice and rea ... nice an·d red," he whispered. His huge 
index finger gently probed my tiny pink hole. I closed my eyes 
tightly, relaxing completely as the giant finger slipped into 
my boyass. Rapture filled my body as Daddy slipped in an
other finger and pushed them all the way inside me. It felt so 
good. It made me feel secure and happy. I was giving Pa what 
he wanted. He'd been so sad since Ma had left him for the 
musician. 

Dad stood over me, spreading his thick legs wide, planting 
his heavy work shoes into the shag rug. He Jerked me to my 
feet. He was six feet four and my face was a few inches higher 
than his crotch. I knew I wouldn't have to get down on my 
knees to make love to the big warm thing between his legs. 

"You think you're smart enuff to find junior?" he asked. 
"Oh, yes, Pa! I can find him all right!" My hands eagerly 

unzipped his fly, expertly reaching inside. It was so long and 
so hard. I had trouble pullin~ it out of his jockey shorts but 
finally it flopped out, bouncmg against the side of my face. 
It was nice and warm against my cheek. I stared hard at the 
huge drippy knobhead. 

"Kiss it, Georgie!" His voice was a low moan as he pushed 
his body forward. 

First I gave the drippy head a loud wet kiss. Then I stuck 
out my tongue, licking at the warm drool. It tasted terrific. 
Reminded me of when I was a little baby and Mom shoving 
the baby bottle in my mouth. "Can I play with your balls, 
Daddy?" 

He didn't answer. Instead he gently pushed my head 
toward the huge knob. I opened. my mouth as wide as it would 
open. I realized that I was growing. For the first time I man
aged to stuff the blood gorged cock head into my small mouth. 

"Oh, my God! Feels good, kid ... terrific!" My right hand 
pressed his buttock muscle and I felt him tremble. 

"Spit on it, good! Get it nice and wet, 'cause Daddy's gon
na give his boy a royal fuckin '. " 

My mind twisted back to reality as Killer's leather belt 
smashed against my vulnerable ass. Then he jerked my head 
forward, pointing my face at the huge wall clock. "You see 
the fuckin' time, cocksucker?" He screamed. He was so mad 
that spittle ran down his chin. 

My heart was in the pit of my stomach. I was supP.osed 
to start my four hour workout at six in the morning. ' I ... 
I'm sorry, boss!" 

"Shit, you'll never be a champion pullin' this shit!" His 
rugged face twisted in anger. "You wannabe a fuckin' nobody 
for the rest of your life'" 

"No sir, I don't." 
"Then you gotta work your ass off!" His curly dark hair 

swirled down over his forehead, glistening with sweat. His 
mountainous chest muscles rippled under his thin white skin. 

"How the fuck do you think I made it in pro football, 
huh?" He stepped forward, his ham-like fists clenched. His 
thick ten inches bounced against his hairy leg. 

"Work! Work! Work! Every God damned day! You can't 
be lazy! You got that?" 

His words echoed and re-echoed, bouncing around in my 
head, going deeper and deeper . .. into the past . . . the same 
words. You're a no good lazy bum, Georgie! ... Daddy yelling 
the words at me ... on and on ... and now I knew. Dad and 
Killer McKenna ... spitting images of each other . .. giant 
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men with dark curly hair and pale blue eyes and ... and . .. 
My dream ... was it a wish fulfillment? I knew it hadn't 

really happened . .. at least I don't think it had. When I was 
eight I'd made an excuse to run into the bathroom when Dad 
was in the shower, always staring at his huge piece of meat, 
especially when he had a piss hard on in the morning. It was so 
beautiful. I wanted to suck it. But I was scared to make a 
grab. 

Killer's hand pulled at his monstrous cockhead. Was he 
getting ready to jam it down my throat? There was no doubt 
about it, Killer looked just like Daddy, except his dick was 
thicker and longer. I let out a deep sigh. It had been so long 
since Killer had shot his creamy load down my throat .. . 
so long since he'd fucked me half to death next to the squat 
rack. I wondered .. . would Killer ever let me suck on that 
juicy piece of meat again? • 

Killer threw his head back and roared with laughter. The 
tattooed black panther was wide awake on his left arm. He 
stepped forward, his legs spread wide, gripping the monster 
between his legs. I sank to my knees, opened my mouth and 
waited for the hot stream of yellow piss. 

"You ain't gettin' your breakfast juice this morning, shit
head!" He turned on his heel. "Gonna piss in the fuckin' 
urinal. It deserves it more than you!" 

"I won't oversleep ever again boss!" 
His hands were on his hips. "Well, asshole?" 
"Well, what, boss?" 
"Yer fuckin' legs. Like toothpicks!" 
Selfconsciously I stared at my thighs. They didn't compare 

to my upper body. In the last two weeks I d added a solid 
inch of muscle to my pees and a half inch on my biceps. "Sir, 
I do six sets of squats with three hundred pounds!" 

Killer scratched his ass in dis&ust. "Don't you know that 
the Mr. Bay Area contest is com in up in three months?" 

I pulled my eyes away from his huge dong. "What about it, 
sir?" 

His index finger hit my chest. "You, asshole, are gonna 
represent the Killer McKenna gym!" 

"Me?" I was shocked. "Three months?" 
"Yeah, you, shithead!" He slammed his fist into the palm 

of his hand for emphasis. "You better win first place or I'm 
gonna lock you in the walk-in closet and throw away the 
fuckin' key. You got that?" 

"I'll win it, sir, I will!" 
"If you do win, your reward is right here!" He grabbed his 

huge piece of meat and waved it at me. "It can be your lolli
pop for the night!" 

"Thank you, sir!" He whacked at it and it started to grow. 
I groaned inwardly. Would I have to wait three long months to 
get Killer's dick? The son of a bitch. I'd quit my JOb as man
ager of the Stonestown gym. I'd knocked down a thousand a 
month. Now I was making zilch. I felt like crying as I stared at 
his half hard prick. 

He was so close I could smell him. "Continue doing six 
sets of full squats but push it up to 350 pounds." His dick 
was still growing. 

"Yes sir!" My eyes riveted on the red knobhead. 
"Also add six sets of half squats with 500 pounds. That 

should bulk up. your thighs. Got that?" 
"Yes, boss ." 
"And quit staring at my fuckin' dick! It's almost six

thirty! Get to work, asshole! " He was still playing with the 
monster as he left the gym. 

I thought my legs were ·going to fall off as I finished the last 
rep of my six sets of half squats with 500 pounds. I was on the 
verge of tears from the pain. I staggered to the lobby in time 
to open the doors for the morning rush. Then I ran to the 
locker room to check out the steam room, the showers and 
the crappers. Ever since Killer had shoved my face into a stink
ing toilet bowl in front of Rip Powell, I'd kept the locker 
room sparkling clean. 

Rip Powell, the golden boy of baseball, was working for 
Killer during the off season. Ever since that first night, when 
I'd sucked him off and he'd returned the favor, he'd kept his 
distance. He was terrified I'd tell Killer that he was a cock
sucker. Yeah, the macho stud superstar home-run king of the 
Miami Studs. ~ip was a beautiful looking man with his tousled 
golden hair and his Catfish Hunter moustache. He'd strut 
around the gym in his blue bikini with one ball hanging out. 
He moved with his Superman chin thrust forward arrogantly. 
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What I really liked about Rip was his milk white ass that con
trasted with his golden tan. His buns were twin mounds of 
solid muscle that somehow had their own gravitational law 
that made them stand at attention. 

It all came down at ten o'clock sharp that evening. The 
last member left and I was vacuuming the red rug. Rip 
sprawled on the sit-up board leafing through PLAYBOY still 
with his ball hanging out the side of his blue bikini. 

Killer stormed into the gym from his office. "What the fuck 
you doin', man?" 

Rip stuck out his chin. "I'm lookin' at the fuckin' pictures. 
What in hell you think I'm doin'?" 

Killer clenched his fists. "You're a lazy creep! You don't do 
a fuckin' thing around here, you asshole!" 

Rip jumped to his feet, legs spread wide, ready for action. 
"Nobody calls me an asshole and gets away with it!" 

They stood motionless, two magnificent animals readying 
themselves for the battle to the death. Watching, I almost felt 
like the Emperor Caligua. I moved closer, licking my lips, my 
cock suddenly stiff. Killer wore sweat pants that hung low, 
down to the crack in his ass. A trickle of sweat ran down his 
mountain of a chest. 

"You're an asshole, Rip!" Killer said the word again. 
Rip made a fatal mistake. He shoved at the ball that was 

hanging out of his blue bikini and Killer cold cocked him 
with a roundhouse right to the jaw. Rip's golden body sailed 
through the air and the gym shook as he slammed heavily 
down on his back, with Killer instantly on top of him. 

Somehow Rip managed to jerk his legs upward, springing 
them forward against Killer's chest, throwing him hard on his 
back. Killer's head just missed a fifty pound barbell. Rip 
leaped on top of Killer, smashing his fist into his face. It 
looked as if Rip was going to win the battle as he sat on 
Killer's chest, smashing his fists into his face. Blood gushed 
from Killer's torn mouth. 

I moved forward to help Killer but somehow he managed 
to throw Rip off his chest. They threshed on the floor. Killer 
grabbed between Rip's legs, trying to lift him high over his 
head but Rip squirmed away and Killer was left with Rip's 
blue bikini in his hand. Now Rip was buck naked as they stood 
up and squared off. Like lightning Rip got a half nelson on 
Killer's bull neck but Killer's huge fist smashed into Rip's 
solar plexus and the life went out of the golden giant. He 
fought on and on but it was hopeless. Killer's 225 pounds of 
rock hard muscle was too much for the golden boy of base
ball. Finally it was all over. Killer sat on Rip's chest with his 
heavy legs pinning Rip's arms t'o the red carpet. 

"You give up, asshole?" Killer grinned sadistically. His 
hand wiped at the blood that dribbled down his chin. 

"Fuck off, prick!" Rip snarled. 
Killer's hand smashed hard across Rip's face. His nose began 

to bleed. "Who's the boss?" 
"Son of a bitch!" Rip tried to twist away but Killer had 

him firmly pinned to the gym floor. 
Suddenly Killer released the golden boy. Rip jerked to a 

sitting position, glaring at Killer. "What the fuck you talkin' 
about?" 

Again Killer slapped him hard across the face, knocking 
him supine on the floor. "You want more? I got plenty!" 

Rip tried to stand up but his knees buckled under him. 
Again Killer grabbed him, this time by the hair. His hand 
smashed back and forth ... back and forth. "That's enuff ... 
that's enuff! I give up!" Rip screamed. 

Killer laughed in his face. "We ain't even started yet, golden 
asshole!" His hand went down to his crotch, outlining the 
swelling monster in his sweat pants. 

"I'm gonna hit a home run, Rip ole boy, up your bung
hole!" 

"You're fuckin' nuts! Nuts!" Rip screamed, his fear filled 
eyes darting back and forth, looking for an escape route. "Get 
the fuck away from me!" 

Killer stepped forward, towering over the prostrate ball 
player. My eyes feasted on Killer's crotch. Christ, his sweat 
pants stuck out in front from his hard on as he pulled at the 
string and they fell silently to the rug, revealing his fat ten 
inches of uncut dick. It stuck slightly upward, three inches 
away from Rip's face, pointing at his·sensuous, wet mouth. 

Rip jerked away, but now his back was against the full 
length wall mirror. There was no escape. I moved closer, my 
heart pounding, staring at the blue-green throbbing veins that 



pulsed down to Killer's enormous blood gorged cock. I 
licked at my dry lips. 

"Shit, you ain't kiddin' nobody." Killer put his hand on 
his hip and minced two steps clower to Rip. "I've heard all 
about the sex exploits of Rip Powell with the boys!" 

Rip was greased lightning as he flew across the gym, his fist 
slamming into my face. I almost blacked out as I fell to the 
floor but instinctively my knee jerked upward into his guts 
and he fell forward, screaming, his hands clutching his belly. I 
hadn't been brought up in the streets for nothing. 

Killer's foot shot out, flipping Rip onto his back. He bent 
down, spitting out the words, "Georgie didn't tell me a fuckin' 
thing, assholef" 

"Then who the fuck did?" Rip couldn't look at Killer. 
"It's all over the grapevine.' Killer put it to him straight. 

"You got caught suckin Ronnie Kowalski's dick in the locker 
room right after he shut out the Pirates. Everybody knows Rip 
Powell is a fag. Shit, why don't you come out of the closet .. . 
like Dave Kopay?" 

Rip's eyes were closed but he was listening. "Ain't no 
crime," Killer said. "I know you wanna suck my dick! That's 
why you're workin' here. When I take a shower you're always 
there." 

"Rip gives a terrific blow job, sir!" I couldn't help speaking. 
'"You rotten pervert!" Rip yelled. "When I get . .. " 
Again Killer slapped him across the face. "One more word 

and I'll gag you w1th Georgie's dirty jock strap. You hear me 
loud and clear, asshole?" 

Their eyes held. After a moment Rip nodded his head. 
"Yes, I hear you!" 

" 'Bout time!" Killer motioned to me. "Rim him out, 
Georgie. Get him ready for Big Daddy here!" He pressed at 
his half hard meat. 

Ripping off my jock strap I shoved Rip's legs high into the 
air. My tongue flicked out, touching the golden hairs encircling 
Rip's gorgeous bunghole. I lapped at the tight pink hole like a 
thirsty dog. After a while the cheeks of his milk white ass re
laxed and his bunghole began to open up. Still it was tight as 
hell as I shoved my tongue into the moist warmness. He 
moaned softly as his hand grabbed his rigid cock. He was 
spurting pre-cum. 

"Ready for Bi9 Daddy, Georgie?" 
"Almost, sir!' My tongue dug deep into his golden ass. 

Spreading his cheeks wide, I stiffened my tongue, pushing it 
deep into the burning hot funkiness inside. Wow! Did Rip have 
a hot ass. It was like an oven at 550 degrees! I was convinced 
it was virgin territory as it was tight as hell. 

"Ready for action, sir!" 
Rip's golden flecked eyes darted back and forth ... back 

and forth. His magnificent chest heaved spasmodically as he 
still fought what he really wanted. Then finally his eyes 
concentrated on the drippmg monster between Killer's legs. 
Rip bit down on his lower lip but then he licked his mouth in 
anticipation. Rip was ready. 

Killer plopped onto the sit-up bench, his huge le~s spread 
wide. In his fist he held his monster prick. "Sit on 1t, Rip!" 
His voice was flat and ice cold. 

For a moment Rip stared incredulously at Killer's immense 
stiff dick. Then he stood up, turned around and gingerly 
lowered his golden ass onto the giant prong. Suddenly Killer's 
hands shot out, grabbing Rip by the shoulders and jamming 
him down hard on the monster between his legs. My heart 
jumped a beat as Killer's ten inches magically disappeared up 
the milky white ass. There was dead silence and then the 
tortured scream ripped through the air, sounding like a horror 
movie. Killer gripped Rip in a vice-like hold and Rip couldn't 
budge. He was trapped with the giant dick deep in his hot guts. 
Now Rip's eyes glazed over ... he drooled at the mouth ... 
he began to cry softly, like a .baby. Strangely, his gold flecked 
eyes turned a deep green. Saliva was dripping from his mouth. 
"Oooh ... Ooooh ... shit . . . ooooh." He groaned. 

"Fuck him in the face, Georgie!" 
Tingling shocks of lust smashed at my groin as I rushed 

forward, cock in hand. I grabbed his thick, tousled hair, pres
sing my cockhead forward, touching his wet lips. Grabbing Rip 
by the ears I jammed my dick forward. But it was too much 
for me to handle. I .shot all 'over his rugged face, my ass jerking 
crazily. My gism splattered on his forehead, his blond mous
tache, and dripped down his cheek. Finally I jammed it down 
his hot throat, holding his ears in my hands, pushing at his face 

until his mouth was pressed hard against the blond pubic hair 
of my rock hard belly. Whew! I pulled my still hard dick out 
of his mouth and rubbed the length of it against his face, 
smearing my gism all over him. A blob of cum ran down his 
face, to his neck. Scooping it up, I shoved two fingers down 
his throat. He avidly licked my fingers and then sucked on 
them hungrily. His green eyes were filled with rapture. I 
couldn't say that I blamed him. Shit, he was a lucky dude, 
with Killer's enormous prong up his ass. 

Now Killer lifted Rip into the air like a feather, still with 
his dick shoved deep inside the golden ass. Carrying Rip to an 
exercise bench he flopped him face down on it, falling on top 
of him without removing his cock. 

Killer pumped away furiously at the milk white ass. My 
limp dick came to life and I whacked away madly. I moved 
closer, my nose a few inches away from Killer's monster. Killer 
jerked it all the way out and then slammed it home. Rip was 
screaming in passion ... louder and louder and Killer was 
tearing into his ass harder and harder. 

Their bodies jerked crazily as they_ screamed to_gether: 
Yaghhhhh ... SHIT ... CAN CLOOEY .. . FUCK1 

Killer's teeth bit deep into the golden muscles of Rip's 
back as he shot his burning hot gism deep into his guts. Rip 
shoved his ass up hard, grabbing at every inch of Killer's prick. 
There was a loud popping sound as Killer pulled out of the 
golden ass. Killer stood over the supine figure( looking down. 
Then he shoved Rip off the bench. Gism sp attered all over 
the dark leather . . . it was Rip's. 

"Lick up your dessert, Georgie." Killer's voice was almost 
soft. His pale blue eyes twinkled as I licked at the slick leather, 
slurping Rip's gism into my mouth. 

Rip lurched toward the locker room like a sailor on a 
rolling ship. 

"Where the fuck you go in'?" Killer spit out the words. 
"I ... ah . . . I ... ah ... " 
I couldn't believe my ears, arrogant, confident Rip Powell, 

the golden boy of baseball, was stuttering! 
"Get your queer ass over here!" Killer snarled. 
Rip stared hard at Killer but then he moved to the middle 

of the gym. 
"Down on your fuckin' knees, asshole!" 
They glared at each other for a moment and slowly Rip 

knelt in front of Killer. 
"Clean my dirty dick!" 
My hand pressed hard against my blood gorged knob as Rip 

licked his own shit from Killer's monster shaft. 
"Hey, Georgie." Killer motioned me closer. "You want 

sloppy seconds?" 
"You mean, ah. I . .. 1." Now I was stuttering. 
"Rip's hot ass is ail yours, kid!" Killer leaned back against 

the P,leaming lat machine. "Maybe you can hit a home run!" 
'Sir, can I ask you a favor?" 
"Have OIJe on me, Georgie Por~ie." 
"I wanna suck your cum outa h1s asshole." 
"It's all yours.' 
Quickly I spread Rip's cheeks and shoved my face into his 

ass. Whew! It was like a hot oven. Killer's gism oozed out from 
the angry red hole and I slurped it into my mouth, swallowing 
eagerly. My tongue dug deep into the slimy raunchiness. I 
cleaned his hole thoroughly. 

I slipped three fingers easily into Rip's shithole as I shoved 
his muscular legs over my shoulders. His thick shaft was hard 
as iron with the scarlet head dripping with pre-cum. "Seven 
inches up there .. . seven inches of hot dick!" I moaned. 

I slammed it all the way up to the hilt. I caught Rip by 
surprise and he screamed but then it turned into a groan as 
his big hands reached my ass, digging into my flesh , pushing 
my P.ile driver even deeper into his boiling hot guts. 

'Fuck it, Georgie!" he moaned. "Fuck that asshole .. . 
shove that dick in me . . . harder ... harder!" 

I pumped away, slamming my dick into him. Electric 
shocks pulsed in my toes, moved to the calves of my legs, 
jumped to my asshole and finally concentrating in the boiling 
load in my balls. Screaming, I erupted, exploding inside the 
oven ass of Rip Powell, the golden boy of baseball. 

I lay on top of him, licking his back, concentrating on the 
area where Killer's teeth marks cut into his tanned skin. I 
jerked my dick out of his ass and this time Killer didn't order 
him to lick the shit off my dick. When Rip finished I was 
hard again. to be continued . .. 
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/ ® MICDY MUSC~ ... AT A 'JER'/ EARLY 
AGE: HIS MOTI-IE.R,THEBEARDED-PERSoN 

OFlHE.RIMMING BiCO.S. PICADIL-LYCIRCllSRAN 
OFF Will-I A CRUELLY HANDSONE GYPSY STUD. 
BOlH HAARY (A1E.£NAGE.IRAPE.ZE. STAR). AND 
HIS FATHER-BRAWNO(-rnE MAGNIFICENT) 
CHE.SS lbOK "'Tl4E A8AN DON ED YOUTI-I UNDER 
THEIR WINGS. ••• 'N E.VENUALLY ADoPTE.O HIM. 
MICKEY SOON DE-VELOPED IWlOA ~GE.OUS, 
.ST~APPING HUNK OF MANHOOD ... A"-!D 
FOLL.OWE..D IN HIS FA TI-lERS FOOTSTE-PS. BUT 
~TWAS HIS BROTI-IER HARRY WHO I~TRODUCED 
HIM TOTHE:FUNKI£::-R FACTS OF l-IFE~ 

BRAWNO CHE.SS LATER MARRIED A 
RA1HER HAIRY ... BUT E')(Tl?E.ME.L'( WEALTHY 
l..AJYV, WHO WASA G-STRING STYLIST FOR 
FRE-DRICKS OF HOL-L'(WOOD. UNFORTUNATELY 
~E. NEW MRG.B~AWNO CH£::.65 E~PIRE:D 1 

QUITE. 6UDD~L"( ON THS 2ND WE:E:KOFTiie 
HOIIJE'('MOON FROM INll=.RNAL COMPl-IC~ION5 
RSSULIING FROM AN OIJ~-AS06E:.D VAGINA. 

BRAWNO 11-IE.N RE:TIR1=0 FROM CI~C~ 
LIFE AND"JbOI( HI58~00Dlc:>WEE>THOU-'/WOOD, 
WHE5i?E HE STAR'J"'E:D MFG. BRAND'( FL.A\IORE.D 
Pla::>PH'(LAcnc~ ~TIE- SEV Hti.-I.S GOC.C.I SET. 
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@ HliRK'Y CHiiS ... 
BY DAY HE IS ~E. COOL, HIP, S.F. 

PUBLISHER OF ... WETSWEAT~:. 
A DAMP PHYSICAL. CUI.TUR€ 
MALE! MAG-WITH WATIR6PORTS 
OVE:RTONES. 6UTrHIS 80NV1VANT 
Wi-tO I.EAD5AN APPARENTL-Y GAY/ 
DEBONAIR1 WORL.DLY, WEAI.TI--\Y
BAC~El..OR-PLAYBOY-ABOUT
TOWN ... HASA OARKER SIDE!! 

FOR BY NITE (A~DOCA5SION
ALWC~K~ND5hHARR~I~TH~ 
lbP CRIME:FIGHTI:R FOR F.U.G.G.
FEDEl?AL UNDERCOVER GAY 
GOODGUYS (A HOMOPHil-E CIA 

' 
AFFII.IAIE THAT ,5PE.CIALI'ZE:SIN 
11-l~ MORE BIZARRE 1 DAIII6~R
OU5CA5E.5 TI-lE $TRAIGHT'f'Rt)~T 

OFFICE IS INCAPABLE OFHAI-JDL-
~ lNG.) 
~ ·. MICKE.'l MUSC.LE I~ HARR"/'S 

'{ HALF Sla::;ll-IER AND WA~ 

RAmiD AGNEW ... 
IS il-iE Il-LEGITIMATE. SON OF 

A ONCE PROMINENT PU6t.IC FIGURE 
AND VANILl-A ICEBORGtA SCANDINAVIAN 
ST'RIPPER. A 60'S DRoP-OUT, RANCID 

WAS INTO SURFING, SEX, DEAI..ING AND 
PORN BE.f~E. HE GOT HIS ACT TOGm.laR 
AND ENROLl. ED AT THE E.URE.KA ACADEMY 
OF TATTOOIN0ANDAI.I.IEDARTS IN DOWN
TOWN Bi::RK!:LEY. ~e WAS SPOTTI:;D B'/ 

A FU 66 RE.CRUITlNG AGENli ONE 
DOI.L.AR N!TE11N THE DANK ORGY 

ROOM OF THE. HAIR'Y ARMS'BATH 
HOU5SL HE WAS RECRUITED ON 

.----~ EO. SPOT. 

8uR STRANGE. 'TAl-E. BEGINS 
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During the short, evil reign of the mad Emperor Caligula, he 

managed to arouse the animosity and hate of his entire empire 
with his excesses, paranoia, and his self infatuation with his 
claims to be a god. Because he suspected Caludius, his stutter
ing, bumbling, elileptic, boy loving uncle of plotting against 
him (and he was he punished him to die by marrying him to a 
famous young beauty noted for her nymphomania, Messalina, 
and cause him a heart attack trying to satisfy her rampant 
sexual appetite. 

It didn't work. Neither went near each other in their vast 
apartments in the emperor's palace. 

Messalina used to have contests at feasts with other high 
born women as to who could sexually exhaust the most, 
attractive male servants and slaves. Messalina took a long 
series of men and boy lovers of whom she quickly tired, and 
to make certain no other men or women enjoyed their talents, 
had them tortured to death before her. One of her favorite 
ways of dispatching used studs was to have them masturbated 
continuously for days by teams of slaves until they were either 
permanently impotent or dead from exhaustion. Meanwhile, 
Messalina lay on a divan playing with herself while watching 
these handsome men suffer. 

She also liked to secrete herself amongst groups of whores 
going in to gladiators' orgies given to them on the eves of their 
arena deaths, and enjoyed the feel and weight of these hand
some, sweating, powerful brutes, smashing themselves into 
women while knowing themselves about to be killed, and try
ing to breed their very life force for posterity after their 
deaths. Finally Messalina's excesses became too great even for 
the tolerating Claudius, and he had her killed. 

Caligula devised many unique methods of torture, and 
enjoyed dining while observing powerful men being excruti
atingly tortured to death as he ate. He always had these men 
castrated just before they finally died. Caligula, to show his 
total power over all men, subjected his Praetorian Guard, his 
personal safety and security, to numerous humiliations includ
ing public sexual humiliations. These wonderful, god-like men, 
while sworn to fight to the death to protect their emperor, 
when they could no longer stomach Caligula, turned on him 
themselves to stab him to death. 

Claudius, comins to power upon his nephew's death, re
warded this murdermg clique of Praetorian guard with naked, 
except for their helmets, crucifixion in the Roman forutn to 
make certain the other Praetorians did not try the same thing 
on himself. 

Claudius, a well known boy lover, worshipped the games of 
the amphitheatre, sometimes enjoying the charms and talents 
of two or three boys at a time while viewing the arena slaugh
ter from the royal enclosure. Claudius used to skip meals in 
order to stay in his royal box at the arena. He initiated the 
"Games Without End,' whereby a heavily armed man was 
sent in to kill a naked man, and then was himself stripped 
bare to be slaughtered by another armed man, and this con
tinued by day and by human torch light at night for weeks 
until the Emperor became bored of this death sport and ended 
it. 

By night the games, sport, and tortures in the arena were 
carried on by the light of human candles. Captive soldiers, 
men and youths, of which Rome had an endless supply from 
their various conquests, had their entire naked bodies gilded, 
and then their golden physiques smeared with a mixture of 
fierce burn in& pitch and wax. They were chained to tall stakes 
or nailed to T-form crosses before being lifted high and erect 
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to encircle the arena facing the audience. The horrified muscu
lar men and boys, some wearing their mititary helmets, were 
decorated as artistically as possible. Bouquets of flowers 
covered the bundle of igniting hay at their feet. Garlands of 
flowers and ivy were twisted here and there about their hand
some bodies, emphasizing rather than concealing their nudity; 
a band of flowers around their chests or waists, hung around 
their necks like a necklace, encircling their foreheads like 
crowns, or were loosely drooP,ed over a big bicep or a thigh. 

For the "glove and boots' death, men had their hands and 
feet wrapped thickly in pitch and tar smeared rags, and were 
forced to lie spreadeagled on X shaped crosses to which their 
covered palms and feet were nailed with long spikes. A long, 
thick beam nailed behind the X was lifted so these crucified 
men could take their places high, in full sight, amongst the 
rest of the waiting human candles. 

To make certain there was enough illumination for the full 
evening only every third "candle" was ignited at a time. This 
gave the straining men, not yet aglow and shrieking, to witness 
the pleasures to which their naked bodies would soon be sub
jected. Romans in the audience bid cash for the privilege of 
extending over the arena rails, the long bamboo poles tipped 
with wads of flaming tar to ignite the bundles of haf at the 
feet of these bound men, watching the flames craw slowly 
up the victim's calves. 

The Editor (Manager) of the games and the emperor himself 
vied with each other, constantly inventing new, novel, ever 
more cruel deaths to amuse and win the favor of the Roman 
mob in the amphitheatre. Boys just reaching puberty were 
spreadeagled to pitch smeared ardaery targets, with large gobs 
of pitch smearing their new pubic bushes. Archers with flam
ing arrow tips aimed for this "center of the target" to hit this 
spot, literally castrating the boy with flames before they 
spread to the rest of the target. Those archers that succeeded 
in hitting this spot were rewarded with easy, quick deaths; 
those who missed, hitting another spot on the youth or just 
the archery target itself, were sent to roasting spittles. Chained 
back to back with another failed archer, they were slowly 
revolved over low fires, with cold water poured over their 
foreheads and chests to shock and keep them conscious and 
screaming during their slow roasting. When on the brink of 
death, they were given to packs of wild, starving dogs who tore 
off and devoured their still quivering muscles. 

A short, stocky, bull necked, captured Carthaginian officer 
in full uniform and helmet was led out before the royal en
closure. Tying his hands behind his back, a slaverin~ group of 
professional I "bath boys," strong youths trained smce child
hood to bathe, oil, massage, and sexually pleasure men as 
paid services in the great Roman baths were turned loose on 
this proud officer. This man, fully aware of the obscenities 
and deaths that were regularly performed for the mob in the 
Roman arena, had made up h1s mind to die silently, proudly, 
to show these Roman sops and dogs how a real man could die. 
He stood there, jaw set, his face stoic and expressionless as he 
felt parts of his leather and bronze uniform being cut away by 
these lusting, drunken young men. Even when stripped nakeJ, 
excepting for his helmet, and feelin~ hands, lips, teeth slob
bering over every inch of his magmt1cent muscles pounding 
with middle aged power, his stern look never betrayed him. 
His mind deliberately shut out this humiliation. He'd always 
had the worst contempt for the Greek way of love making, 
and had had many and varied females as sex partners over the 
years. 
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How the audience roa,red with laughter and applause as 
this man's pride wlls degraded and shamed as he sank first to 
his knees, and then was forced face down on the hot sand to 
be fully raped. This rape continued for hours as men in other 
parts of the arena scream ed and died under tortures, and the 
audience seeing only a mountain of twisting, sweating, glisten
ing flesh over this man, soon lost interest. 

Leather hooded, naked arena guard-torturers had to dis
perse these rape maddened youths with hot pokers. They then 
lifted the raped man, his body befouled and slimy, gently, 
and putting his spread arms around their strong shouders 1n 
support dragged him over to a couple of stakes between which 
he was bound spreadeagled by his wrists and ankles. For the 
first time, this mature man's stoic, expressionless face turned 
to horror and fear as the guards tied ion~ leather cords to each 
of the large, but drained, testicles of th1s handsome father of 
twelve. The amphitheatre's audience, re-interested again in this 
man shouted for the removal of his helmet, and this last 
vestige of clothing was unstrapped and unbuckled from his 
jaw, and removed to reveal his noble forehead and newly 
bald, middle aged countenance. He began to beg to be killed 
quickly, still a man, as the guards tied both ends of these cords 
to the necks of baby pigs. No longer stoic now, he bellowed 
and roared as the pain from his tortured manhood sped 
through his whole body. Lines of naked men being marched 
past him on their way to their own positions and stations of 
torture death, paused to look at him, some recognizing their 
own officer. He died slowly at the end of two full days. His 
full chested roars of pain by then reduced to mere hoarse, 
hen like squawks of agony as these piglets pulled and pulled 
trying to free themselves. 

It was a Roman custom to march captured soldiers, naked 
and enchained through the streets of Rome on the way to the 
arena for their executions in the games and spectacles. The fall 
of Carthage and Jerusalum to the Emperor Titus, alone gave 
Rome thousands of choice men and boys with which to amuse 
themselves. After the fall of Jerusleum, the Emperor Titus 
marched a hundred thousand humiliated males through the 
streets, bare naked to the jibes and pelting of Roman specta
tors. They were used as draft animals to provide the muscle 
to construct the Flavian Amphitheatre (Colesseum). After 
years of hard labor, and its completion, these same captives, 
muscles hardened by years of hard work, were rewarded by 
being the first to d1e in it during the blood bath celebration 
of its opening. It took a full twenty days to execute this 
great number of construction slaves. 

Classical pageants were devised for the arena whereby 
ancient myths were acted out to the cruel deaths of their 
participants. A man and a boy with attached feathered wings 
representin~ the legend of Daedelus and Icarus were pulled out 
on a rope h1gh above the arena. Representing the flight to free
dom of these legendary figures from their island prison, on 
beeswaxed joined feather wings which melted when they 
rashly flew too high, and the sun melted their wings, these 
two men over the arena were released from their propping 
ropes when over the center of the arena, and fell screaming, 
hundreds of feet, smashed into the sand covered boards of the 
arena floor. 

Prometheus' punishment for stealing the fire of the gods, 
and giving it to man had an attractive naked man, chained 
spread eagled over· a boulder while a trained eagle "pecked out 
his liver" as in the legend, until this victim was nothing but a 
writhing mass of bloody tissue . but still alive. 

"Scaevola" had his hand chained to a tripod in which a 
fierce fire was lit, and he had to stand there, naked, dripping 
sweat, watching and feeling his hand burned off. This victim, 
like the real Scaevola, died without uttering a sound, in this 
case the victim's vocal cords had been smashed, his tongue 
removed shortly before to add realism to the scene. When 
dead, a long stake with a sharpened point was driven up his 
crotch, mangling his manhood, and his handsome corpse was 
raised high on the stake to display the agonized expression on 
his face to the arena audience. 

A well endowed captive soldier portraying Alyce was 
brutally castrate9

1 
but the cruelly detailed portrayal of the 

"The Death of Hercules" was the entertainment that really 
struck a violent emotional chord for the sexually aroused and 
jaded arena audience. A tall, naked, broad shouldered man of 
great physique (had to be to portray Hercules) was led to the 
center of the arena where, as ordered, he saluted the Emperor. 
A group of "perverted men" were sent into the arena to 
"worry, weaken, and exhaust" to wit sexually humiliate this 
bearded giant, and make him actually long for death while 
the audience watched, and laughed at the groans and yells of 
this chained man being raped and tortured. After satisfying 
themselves with him, his abusers assembled a massive funeral 
pyre for the big man. The victim was then led, half dragged. to 
the pyre where he was forced to himself climb it and spread· 
eagle his ravaged body, his feet and hands tied down. Men and 
women in the audience were raised to a sexual frenzy as they 
watched the big hair covered chest of this fine man rise and 
fall as he tensed himself partly from fear of the rising flames, 
partly from anxiousness to get his humiliation over with, a 
quick end to his shame and degradation. Many in the audience 
were so aroused by these scenes that sexual acts were shame
lessly open and flagrant while disregarding being watched. As 
the crackling flames raised higher on the pyre of hay, twigs, 
and logs, the audience was deathly still to hear this bull 's 
death roars, bellows of pain renting the air as this mighty 
"Hercules" felt the flames licking and eating his massive 
muscles. His cries, snneks, and screams caused many women 
and men orgasms. 

For the men in the arena audience's pleasure, attractive 
women were copulated by bears, apes, and large dogs on raised 
platforms permitting the lusting men in the audience to wit
ness closeup details. Oddly it was against Roman law to kill 
virgin women in the arena so after St. Agnes had been strapped 
up for torture death, and it was learned she had never had a 
man, she was released from her stake, and handed over to a 
large group of idling seminude gladiators standing on the side
lines waiting to fight, for their use. This poor flower of a girl 
was crushed down on the hot sand of the arena floor under 
these sweating, massive brutes as they took turns entering her 
nad pumping their sperm into her body. When the group had 
finished with her and had satisfied themselves, she was dragged 
semi-conscious to her stake for further torments till death. 

So many crucifixions of men and boys were sometimes 
carried on in the arenas and circuses that they appeared to 
be forests. Men in the audience made bets on which men 
would die first or last. The Romans always crucified men 
naked to add humiliation to their slow, squirming agony 
deaths. Sometimes men were crucified upside down, by one 
hand, one foot, on T-shaped crosses, X-shaped crosses, some
times two men were nailed back to back on either side of the 
same cross. Women were hung by their breasts, and many men 
were hung by their genitals over sharp iron stakes stuck in 
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the midst of bonfires. The bigger and heavier men and boys' 
weights snapped off their genitals causing them to fall, 
castrated and screaming on the red hot stakes, while the lighter 
men swung and bounced screaming to the laughter of the 
audience. 

Gladiatorial sports were inherited by the Romans from the 
earlier Etruscans who inhabi ted that area prior to the Romans. 
The Etruscans, to honor their noble dead ,had pairs of slaves 
and servants fight to death over their master's grave as part of 
the funeral ceremony. The Romans took up the idea and ex
panded it, the combats at fi rst being strictly clean fights, but 
later the Roman thirst for blood demanded ever newer, more 
novel ways of murder thrills, until the last days of the Empire, 
when the games were abolished, they had turned these killings 
into mass spectacles of sad istic cruelty with heavy overtones 
of sexual obscenities. 

As the Empire expanded so did the variety and quality of 
the speciments that could be enslaved into the gladiatorial 
schools as masses of slave men and boys to choose from 
were captured . There were huge blond giants with clean, 
hairless bodies from the deep forests of Gaul and Britain, 
massive bald blacks from um idia (southern Egypt), their 
sweaty, rippling muscular bodies gleaming like ebony, hairy, 
short, sturdy, circumsized fighters imported from the eastern 
Mediterranean areas, and slender, adonis-like worshippers of 
the male physique from captured Greece. Even high born, but 
now impoverished, Romans of good physique, volunteered 
to fight as gladiators to try to re-coup the family's fortunes 
through prize winning. The gladiatorial schools, armed concen
tration camps, were called stables and life was severe, totally 
without feminine comforts, where the inmates were treated 
as stallions, whose only pu rpose in life was to fight, kill or 
be killed, until the rare tim e when if a gladiator had fought so 
long and well and survived, he was retired with honors, and 
usually given a job as a trainer, masseur, or oiler of other 
gladiatorial "students." The gladiators were considered the 
lowest form of life in Rome, but this didn't stop women and 
men in the arena audiences from lusting after their sexual 
attraction and powers. Generally speaking they were more 
like powerful horses than men, and since they were so muscu
lar, they generally were equally as ruggedly handsome and 
desirable. They could be compared to our present day gladi
ators - pro-football jocks - and just as our own grid iron. 
gladiators develop powerful erections under their jock 
strapped, pouch cups when their sadism is aroused by their 
triumphant bashing, hurting, and subduing other equally as 
strong opponents, so also did the Roman gladiators come back 
from the kill with their sex engorged. Many wealthy women 
in the amphitheatre audience paid to be allowed to await 
these brutes in cells beneath the arena to be their method of 
sexual release, with the smell of death and sweat still on these 
men. The aroused, sadistic lust of these brutes caused them 
orgasms so powerful and vio lent many of these women en
joyed the most powerful sex drive they had ever had. In fact 
this sex was sometimes so rough, the women needed doctors 
after being copulated. 

More often, young, pretty skilled "bath boys" were waiting 
in the gladiators' cells to qu 1ckly remove these men's armor or 
leather breech clouts if wearing one, and provide sexual re
lease for the turgid men wi th their mouths or anuses. Some
times while being raped by kill maddened gladiators, the 
boys beneath them were strangled or had their necks broken, 
their internal organs torn to shreds in the fit of passion of the 
bull hung brutes above them, or were suffocated beneath the 
huge masses of sweating muscles. While bath boys and other 
slaves were dirt cheap, gladiators were a fantastically ex
pensive investment, so if a boy was killed or rendered useless 
for further servicing men, nothing was ever thought of it, and 
the "wounded" youth was immediately sent into the arena to 
be finished off as bait used in wild game hunting spectacles. 
Some gladiators finished off a young victim after each fight. 
This being the only way they could fully release the violent 
tension pent up in their systems by the kill. It wasn't too 
much to pay to reward such a gladiator who put up such a 
good show. 
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Friendships between ~ladiators in their stables was vigor

ously discouraged by the1r masters because if two strong men 
became close friends or lovers, and were later paired off to 
fight each other, it would make it harder for them to try to 
kill a man whom they knew or loved. 1 Because they wanted 
their gladiators kept at full tension they seldom were given 
women, or boys if preferred, till after fighting. Though at the 
Emperor's request, these men were sometimes feted at lavish 
banquets and orgies to provide the emperor and his friends a 
show as gladiators sated their appetities for food or sex before 
the mornings of their deaths. On rare occasions, rich land 
owners, needing more slaves of good muscle would bring in a 
wagon load of nubile female slaves to the gladiator schools 
for breeding, their offspring being sturdy ahd strong. 

Gladiators were considered the epitome of potent virility. 
When a handsome, powerful gladiator who had fought long 
and well before being himself killed, was dragged out of the 
Port Libitinenesis, Gate of the Dead, by men dressed as 
Mercury with a hook through his calf, his carcass to join others 
on carts heading for the putrid pits outside the city walls 
and thrown with the rest of the garbage and offal of the city; 
Romans, including women, sent slaves down to this gate with 
cash to retrieve a souvenir of the rugged man. The tiny tro
phies such as a lock of his curls, especially pubic ones, a 
nipple cut from his corpse, or a small fragment cut from one 
of his huge biceps, calves, or even his testicles, was then sealed 
in amulets supposing to have fertility charms. Any woman 
could finger these amulets while being ridden by her tired, 
commonplace husband, and her imagination triggered by the 
thought of the golden physique this trinket came off from 
was enough to cause her such violent orgasm her husband's 
weak sperm shots were literally suctioned out of his body, 
vacuumed up hers to impregnate the bitch. In this way, at 
least, it seems, these amulets did have fertility powers. 

The various types of gladiators required different uniforms, 
from the heavily armored short sword (~ladius) bearing Sam
nites to the quick moving, naked retianus armed with just a 
barbed net and trident spear. Arena audiences wanted and 
demanded to see as much virile, naked muscle as possible 
rather than just the clunking, heavily armored, killin~ ma
chines, so more often than not the gladiators fought, 1f not 
always in the nude, in the skim'piest loincloths or in leather 
pouch belt covering. ·Preceeding all games, the gladiators 
paraded into the arena nude, slaves following them carrying 
their fighting gear for the day, before retiring to their cells 
beneath the arena to garb themselves. Since they were not 
considered humans, they were also not considered to have any 
modesty, and with their powerfully developed muscles and 
sex organs to match, they had no need to be. The gladiators 
knew their sexual attractiveness had much to do with their 
drawin& power of audience followers, meaning more wealth 
for the1r masters, and sometimes for themselves. Prior to the 
championship gladiators fighting, gladiatorial battles called 
anabates were staged in the arena in which naked, condemned 
men with eyeless helmets or blindfolds strapped on them were 
placed in lar~e groups to fight madly, blindly flailing swords 
and spears With hooded men bearing red hot pokers prodding 
them on until all were dead, never seeing whom they stabbed, 
speared, or beheaded. Hundreds of pairs of choice gladiators 
were forced to fight each other, the victors paired again with 
other victors, until only one of two survived and they were 
then crucified as a joke reward. The naked, leather hooded 
Charon's poked the fallen fighters with hot irons to insure 
they're not faking death, and men guised as Mercury pulled 
the1r corpses out of the arena by hooks through their claves 
through the Gate of Death, and piled them onto carts piled 
high with these dripping slabs of beef steak on the way to feed 
the wild animals in the Emperor's menagerie or headed for the 
putrid pits outside of the city walls. 

The original "Tug of Wars" were performed in the arena, a 
large pit filled with flaming materials and stakes between the 
two groups of muscular, desperate iTlen wh.ose left hands were 
bound to the rope. After violent effort, their sweating, power
ful backs bent with force in self preservation until one team 
triumphed and pulled its opponents one by one screaming, 
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falling, impaled to be roasted on stakes. The winning team 
looked down into the pit of hell to watch their former friends 
and comrades die so painfully, and started to protest and 
scream when they saw the Romans tie the end of the tug 
rope to teams of horses, knowing they would be pulled into 
the pit to join the men who had already suffered so bitterly. 

Some luckier, especially choice handsome, muscular gladi
ators were selected by the nobility to provide dinner entertain
ment. Nero actually married one such powerfully built athlete
gladiator that especially met his fancy, provided plays whereby 
this gladiator used Nero as he would a woman, and the em
peror squealed like a vrigin being de-flowered as the brute 
copulated him. It was aim st as easy for soft Roman men to 
develop strong crusi'les on these giants of the arena and to 
desire sex with them as it is today for powerful corporation 
presidents to literally drool over muscular pro-football players 
and boxers, and hang around their locker rooms fantasizing 
about them, sometimes imagining themselves equal in physical 
po~er and attraction to these great athletes. Though patron
lz!ng these sports' giants, doing them favors, providing them 
With cars, cash, or women for a chance to hang around these 
nude players to give them a pat on the back, a squeeze of 
their biceps, when not around these football jocks refer to 
these rich guys as "jock sniffers." 

The gladiators of Rome did the same thing, stripping their 
bodies before audiences of groups of Roman men and women, 
and standing there bored to death, their anger and shame re
pressed, allowing soft Roman hands to roam over their won
derful bodies, cupping and feeling their muscles, examining 
thei,r genitals, even lifting and weighing their mighty, large 
testicles in the palms of their hands. On occasion a pair or two 
of muscular boxer-wrestlers were selected for entertainment 
purposes at lavish banquets. With cestus, brass and leather 
wrapped around their fists, these oiled brutes were to fight 
totally naked in the Greek style, clad only with a thin leather 
strap around one thigh holding a pouched, razor sharp castra
tio~ knife to form the exotic finis.h of theif fallen opponent, 
wh1le the Romans lay about on silken divans, gorging them
selves with the finest foods and wines whrle feeling up and 
under the gauzy, tiny tunics of handsome young boy and girl 
slave servants. After an evening of watching naked men fight 
to the death, no one loaded here with wine in this circle of 
couches, had the least inhibitions left, and servants were wildly 
fellating men with lifted robes while their ignored wives and 
mistresses fornicated with mature male servants or were 
fellating the soldier guards st ill standing at attention as women 
removed their iniforms below their belts and their loincloths, 
and knelt before them to pleasure these fine men. The two 
oiled, naked men fought hard, battering each other, grappling 
in wrestling holds, muscles flexing strained and mashed, 
bones crushed till finally one giant landed a winning punch 
with his cestus to his opponent's jaw. The smashed man fell, 
face down, semi-conscious. His arms straightened out momen
tarilly to begin to lift himself, but he then collapsed. Grinning, 
his VIctor mounted his back, and placing his knee halfway up 
the fallen man's spine, put his arms under the loser's arm pits, 
and yankin~ upwards forced the man's massive v-shape back
wards till h1s back was broken. Then putting one arm around 
the fallen man's neck, took his other hand and pushed the 
man's head quickly forward till his neck snapped. Unsheathing 
his castrating knife from the pouch strapped around his thigh, 
he committed the coup de grace. Turning his vanquished op
ponent over on his back, he made a few clean swipes with the 
razor sharp knife to remove 'the man's entire, haired pubic 
area, including the large genitals. Lifting his grisly, bloody 
t~ophy hig~ in <;>ne h!ind1 he shouted in triumph as he saluted 
h1s host With h1s kn1fe nand. Then he tossed the prides to a 
slave to have them treated, waxed over, and mounted as an 
amusing plaque. Two slaves came in carrying chests filled with 
g<;>ld coins and jewels for him. Then came the second part of 
h1s reward, the choice of any man or woman in the audience. 
There was a deadly .silence with heavy breathing, as he stared 
about the circle of couches in the hall, his one hand on a hip 
the other. rubbing his jaw as he contemplated the sexuai 
banquet being offered him, and trying to choose the on~s to 

be receptacles for his boiling sperm, his massive penis rising in 
anticipation. Selecting a young beauty, and with one mighty 
yank at the throat of her gown, ripped her bare, and selecting 
also a young, virgin lookin~, curly haired slave boy to pleasure 
him, he mounted the droolmg young woman, she screaming in 
pleasure-pain as he rammed his huge weapon into her. The 
youth's mouth was all over the &reat man as he copulated, 
trying to absorb some of the v1rile strength of this man. 
Again, as in the arena, the thrill of victory, the sadistic lust 
aroused by the kill in this gladiator provided this woman and 
youth with the most powerful sex they had ever experienced. 
The Roman men and women left their couches to encircle this 
rutting gladiator, ·and as they watched his rear rise and fall, 
buttocks clenching and· opening, brought their own selves to 
climax through masturbation. Later when this played out 
~ladiator was returned to his gladiator barracks, bathed, reek
Ing of rare perfumes, his wrists, fingers, and chest loaded with 
precious jewels, his tales of his evening's sexual conquests 
regaled his sex-starved stablemates into heavy masturbation 
and mutual oral sex. 

Being used as animals, killing machines, and sexual play
things did enrage some gladiators. Spartacus, often being 
forced to d:splay his nakedness publicly and fight to kill his 
friends/lovers, rebelled, and he drew like a magnet, all the 
other gladiators, then the slaves from the villas and planta
tions of southern Italy into a rebellion that shook the Romans 
to their boots after a rampage of looting, burning, raping 
of towns fallen to this rebel army. 

Notables in these towns, who had enjoyed the blood lust 
of the games, were themselves stripped naked and forced to 
fight each other to the death before their former death per
formers. Finally the overwhelming Roman armies suppressed 
the rebellion, and with typical Roman vindictiveness and fury 
crucified thousands of men. The entire Appian Way, Naples to 
Rome was lined with groaning, naked men dying slowly, and 
providing amusement to Roman travelers and excursionists 
out to see the sight. The captive gladiators and slaves them
selves provided the labor and muscle to kill themselves, felling 
trees, hewing crosses, dragging carts loaded with crosses like 
horses, forcing their own naked friends to lie spread on the 
crosses on the ground, and holding their wrists and ankles as 
the spikes were nailed through palms and feet, the Roman's 
whips slashing hard on their broad backs to make them work 
faster. Occasionally after a muscular gladiator almost tenderly, 
lovingly held the wrists of his friend or lover while being 
nailed, he had to himself lie on the next cross, the same pain
ful thing done to him. For several days these pain maddened 
men hung, the stronger the man, the longer he lived. Hanging 
naked, his sweat and excrements drew droves of tortuous flies 
his spiked hands couldn't flick away. Vultures attacked z.nd 
feasted on their muscles even in many cases before these men 
fell into merciful unconsciousness or death, biting off fingers, 
nipples, toes, genitals, even gougin~ out eyes or ripping out 
tongues of wide open mouths screammg in pain. 

Rich Roman men and women, lying on silken cushions in 
sedan chairs supported by poles on the shoulders of muscular 
slaves stopped to watch, and enjoy the sight of a writhing 
form of a man that attracted them, as insects ate his sweat 
causing him violent itching and convulsions. The Romans 
laughed as they lay sipping cool wines, and watched these 
sights between the parted curtains of their conveyances. 

The Romans learned nothing from this rebellion, their 
cruelties increased rather than diminished, and even before 
the skeletons and rotting corpses fell from their crosses, the 
gladiatorial schools were re-opened, and the Romans were 
again madly bidding on new beef, strong, new, naked captives 
being displayed in the slave markets of Rome, Capua, Napolis 
for training as gladiators to feed the hungry arenas and amphi
theatres of Rome. 

The modern mind need only depict a nude, sun bronzed 
Clint Walker, a Larry Osonka, Dave Kopay, Arnold Swarzen
negger, Pete Rose, or a powerful Ken Norton standing, spread 
legged on the hot sands of the arena before arming for their 
fights, their right arms extended in salute to their Emperor: 
AVE, IMPERATOR, MORITURI TE SALUTANT. 
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Warning: when completed, this will be a sexually explicit 
drawing. If you will be offended by- the content, do not 
connect the dots! 
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A guy who got all agog 
Frenched puppies out in the fog; 

But then his friends said, 
"That's not.for your head, 

It's best to let dog eat dog. " 

A biker named Little Boy, who 
Sold his dick for a dollar or two, 

Met a man in a tux 
Who offered sixty-five bucks. 

This time Little Boy blew. 

In youth my life was electional; 
I did nothing truly directional, 

But when dad said, "Play ball!" 
My baskets were all 

Made at the Homo-sectional. 

D 

"I'm a bit new at the rough stuff. 

What's the best handkerchief for "cry-baby"? 

"Oh, he's pissed 'cause today 's his birthday and I won't give him the traditional spanking." 
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"I'm better lookin' than you are, know that?" Tom was 
standing proudly in front of the_ full length mirror in their 
mutual bedroom admiring his own nude body in the glass and 
stroking his stiff cock slowly and deliberately. It throbbed 
beneath his strong fingers almost anxiously. God! I'm so 
fuckin' horny, he thought with desperation. He was almost 
tempted to increase the pressure and jerk off right then and 
there ... 

"That's a lie ... we're identical. .. everybody says that they 
can't tell us apart!" Terry was lying on his bed and forcing 
himself, with difficulty, to eep his eyes glued to the paper
back novel. He was beginn ng to perspire slightly from the 
strain of wanting to look up at his naked brother ... and at 
the same time being afraid to. Suddenly his brother groaned 
helplessly and Terry's deep blue eyes flared wide as he looked 
up automatically in time to see Tom's tall, hard body writhing 
and twisting uncontrollably. Terry could see his face in the 
mirror. Tom's mouth was open slightly and he was staring at 
his reflection with a look of surprise on his handsome face. 
The cheeks of his small ass tensed and tightened in spasms as 
he cursed himself under his breath. 

Terry watched with open fascination as the contortions 
became more violent. Tom shuddered visibly and stepped back 
from the mirror quickly ... but it was already too late. Large, 
wet surges of hot cum were splattering and splashing against 
the glass and running down the smooth surface in sticky 
rivulets. The boy watching from the bed had an insane urge to 
run over and watch it spurt out of the big, swollen head of his 
brother's dick but he bit h s lip viciously to keep his cool. 
Then ... with a final hopeless moan, Tom's shoulders sagged 
and his head dropped forward shaking back and forth slowly. 
Finally Tom turned at last from the mirror and Terry dropped 
his eyes quickly back to the printed pages. He was finding it 
hard to control his own heav~ breathing. 

"Shit! And I have a date with Linda tonight! What a stupid
ass thing to do!" Tom went into the bathroom disgustedly and 
yanked a towel from the rack. He kneeled in front of the 
mirror and swiped the thick giz carelessly from the mirror 
leaving long, wide streaks running in all directions. He hurled 
the dirty towel to the floor angrily and just remained kneeling 
as he surveyed himself in the glass once again. Slowly the 
tension began to drain from his body and his shoulders relaxed 
as a smile formed on his young face. "What the hell! I'm so 
goddamned horny that I won't have any fuckin' trouble 
comin' again in a few hours, anyhow'" He stood and turned 
his well-formed body sideways and flexed his chest muscles. 
"Anyway, I can tell the difference between us," he continued 
as if nothing had happened. 

Terry had a hard time forcing the first word out of his 
constricted throat. "Of .. . of course you can, you boob! 
You've had seventeen years to learn the damned difference!" 
He forced a deliberately loud sigh of boredom and pretended 
to be more interested in his book than in his handsome twin. 
He was shaking inside and he hoped desperately that it didn't 
show! 

Tom stroked and teased his meat a few more times almost 
hopefully, pulling at it as he watched his own face in the 
mirror. The crystal clear blu e eyes smiled back at him from 
under the long, curly blond hair that almost, but not quite, 
reached to his broad shoulders. He chuckled softly as he said 
matter-of-factly, "My cock is bigger than yours, though!" He 
glanced through the mirror at his brother. A mischievous smile 
played at the corners of his mouth. 

"By what. .. quarter of an nch?" Terry tried desperately to 
ignore the curious temptation that he felt growing inside of 
him, but finally he gave in and rolled reluctantly to a sitting 
position on the side of the bed. Slowly he stood up and 
walked with studied casua ness over to stand beside his 
brother in front of the glass. e reached down and pulled his 
briefs to the knees exposing his own well-endowed organs. The 
balls were large and hung down well below the end of the 
thick prick which dangled heavily between his slightly spread 
legs. He looked down at his brother's hanging dong and had to 
admit to himself that it was a little broader ... but then he had 
been pulling at it, too, he compromised mentally. "Maybe a 
little thicker, but not by very damned much!" He pulled up 
his shorts and went back to the bed. He flopped down heavily 
and picked up his book again. "Besides, your super masculine 
ego bores me to death!" 

Tom laughed loudly as hi s big hand wrapped around his 
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dick and began jerking it again. "Want me to work it up again 
so I can prove it to ya'?" He walked slowly toward Terry with 
a grin on his lips. "Come on, kid. Let's both work 'em up hard 
like we used to when we were kids. Remember when we used 
to jack each other off, huh?" 

"Go to hell!" Terry was lying on his side and raised his 
upper knee higher in front of him to hide the obvious bulge 
that was beginning to grow in the pouch of his undershorts. He 
had always been turned on by his brother, the same way he 
got turned on by his own body when he played with himself. 
He just couldn't help it, but he sure as hell didn't want Tom to 
know it. The bastard would never let him live it down! 

Tom halted directly in front of Terry's face. His now erect 
prick standing straight up just at his brother's eye level. Terry 
cringed involuntarily and avoided even looking at the big, 
pulsing tool. Tom pushed it down and held it straight out from 
his crotch and thrust his slim, muscular hips forward toward 
Terry's flushed face. "Ya' know, W'C're mi~sing a good thing. 
We could make a lot of extra bread by selling our dicks to 
the cocksuckers in the park, except that I'm not too sure I 
could make the scene with another guy. I don't like queers 
anyhow!" He let go of his meat and walked to the dresser 
and grabbed a pair of clean shorts. Terry took the opportunity 
of his brother's back being turned to wipe away the few beads 
of shiny perspiration that had popped out on his forehead. His 
brother dressed quickly in a T shirt and levis. His chest bulged 
under the white cotton and his nipples showed prominently 
through the thin cloth. He left the semen-streaked mirror 
feeling satisfied with his appearance and grabbed a levi jacket 
from the closet. 

"I still got a date with that new broad at school tonight." 
He rubbed his crotch vigorously, emitting a small moan of 
anticipated pleasure. "Want to find someone and come along, 
buddy boy?" 

"No, thanks. I just want to finish this novel. Besides, dinner 
will be ready pretty soon and I'm starved." 

Tom walked over and slapped his brother's small, round 
ass with a loud crack. Terry jumped with surprise and 
muttered a curse under his breath. "Suit yourself, punk. You 
don't know what you might be missin'!" Tom left the room 
without closing the door behind him, as usual. 

Terry rose quickly and hurried to close it after him. He 
could hear his father's voice from the living room as Tom 
passed through to go out the front door. "Got a hot date, 
huh?" 

Yeah, Dad, a new girl at school. Naturally she had the 
smarts to pick me instead of any of those other slobs!" 

His father laughed raucously. "Chip off the old block, bY, 
God' You're just like your old man when I was your age.' 
Terry cringed at the sound of his father's laugh. He had always 
hated it with a passion. It sounded so ... gruff. 

"Where's your brother?" 
"Upstairs reading like usual. .. He didn't want to come 

along so I told him to go to hell!" 
"You've got to try a little harder to pull him out of that 

shell of his, son. He's too damned quiet. You can do it if 
you really want to. I've always had a hell of a lot of faith in 
you, ya' know!" 

Terry pushed the door closed quietly, turning the door
knob to keep it from making any sound. He felt suddenly 
depressed. His father had always preferred Tom to him, ever 
since they were kids. And Tom was really more like him in a 
lot of ways, louder, rougher. He sat on his bed and finished the 
last few pages of the chapter he was on and then started to get 
dressed for dinner. The smell coming from the kitchen was 
almost overpowering and it made his stomach growl loudly 
from anticipation. His mother was the greatest cook in the 
country and, besides, she liked him better than she did his 
"big" brother! 

just before he pulled on his pants he stood in front of the 
mirror again almost timidly and studied his image critically, 
examining every detail. His hands slid over his slim hips and 
pulled the white shorts down an inch at a time until his rapidly 
swelling prick was completely free and it seemed to shoot out 
at him from the glass. It never failed to amaze him; it was as if 
his brother was still standing there. Nobody would be able 
to tell the difference! He stared in fas-cination as his cock con
tinued to throb and expand. He wondered what it would really 
be like to go to bed with another man. He was sure he'd be 
afraid to even try it! 



Out of the corner of hi s eye he spotted the towel that his 
brother had used to wipe his cum off of the mirror and he 
bent hesitantly to pick it up. His blood pounded in his ears as 
he held it gingerly to his nose and sniffed at the moist spots. It 
gave off a strong, male odor and he found himself strongly 
tempted to put the tip of his tongue to the residue and see 
what it tasted like. His face flushed suddenly and he threw the 
towel from him violently. 

He turned and walked quickly over to his bed and then 
reached far back under the mattress and pulled out the 
brochure of sex film pictures that he had secretly sent for. 
He'd had to lie about his age on the order form and it had 
made him nervous for weeks after he rnailed it. He had 
watched the mail frantically every day in a panic to make sure 
that he was the one that go t to it first. God! If his folks or 
Tom were to find out what it was that he thought about the 
most he's just die, or kill himself! He opened the familiar and 
slightly worse-for-wear fo der and looked for the pictures 
that he had already decided were the best ones. He had jerked 
off over them so many times that he had lost count long ago. 
The close-up of a young man's handsome face was his favorite. 
His moist lips were wrapped around another man's big cock 
and the idea that men actually did that to each other made the 
blook rush to his groin in warm, excited surges. 

He stood beside the bed and dropped his shorts, stepping 
out of them as soon as they hit the floor. He grasped his 
pulsing hardon tightly as he eased over onto his back on the 
bed and held the pictures above his face with his left hand. 
Slowly, deliciously, he began massaging the smooth, warm skin 
of his prick as his eyes drank in the fantastic sight of the 
unreal men doing all of the things to each other that he had 
secretly imagined himself doing so often, so painfully often. 
A crystal drop of lubricant had found its way out of the hole 
and onto the big swollen head of his cock. His thumb slipped 
up over the tip and rubbed the slick liquid all over the surface 
as he looked at the picture of the young guy going down on 
someone else and imagine that instead of his thumb it was 
the guy's wet tongue rubbing the tip of his dick. His chest 
began to heave with desire as the first surges of sperm landed 
hotly against the smooth, bare skin of his belly. He increased 
the speed of his stroke and groaned with ecstasy as the final 
giant shot flew out and landed in a small puddle in his belly 
button. He continued to stare at the forms on the page as his 
hand slowly stopped pumping and slid down onto his big balls 
and began pulling and twisting the sack gently. 

Suddenly the bedroom door opened. Terry's face flushed 
immediately and he frant ically slid the folder, still open, 
underneath his pillow in a panic. His heart raced and his whole 
body was shaking. He sat up quickly and raised his knees, 
wrapping his arms tightly around them to hide his cum bathed 
stQmach. 

"Shit! I forgot my wallet, damn it!" Tom rushed over to 
the dresser top and opened the beat up leather billfold. "Fuck, 
not much to go on a date with!" He turned with an evil smile 
and asked, "What were you hiding from me, little brother? 
Something I shouldn't see, maybe?" He walked slowly and 
menacingly over to Terry 's bed . The boy's prick had shriveled 
instantly at his brother's sudden intrusion upon his privacy. 
Tom reached down and started to put his hand under the 
pillow. Terry stopped breathing and tried to rest his elbow on 
it immediately exposing the sticky shine that was clinging to 
his belly. 

"It's nothing, Tom. Please forget it, will you?" His voice 
had an urgent, pleading sou'ld to it. "just something personal, 
that's all. I'd rather you didn't push it!" He looked up into 
Tom's eyes begging him silently to go away. 

Tom's eyes picked up on his brother's recent ejaculation 
instantly. "Oh, yeah. What's this then, you lyin' little 
bastard?" He reached down eagerly and rubbed the slick liquid 
all over his brother's stomach, up over the muscles of his chest 
and then down into his pubic hair as he chuckled to himself. 
Terry cringed with humiliatio n as Tom reached up and ran his 
fingers through his brother 's long hair to wipe off the rest 
of the sticky residue. 

Without warning Tom gave one hard shove beneath the 
weight of Terry's arm and dragged out the now wrinkled 
pamphlet. His sparkling eyes opened wider and wider as he 
examined each picture and then a grin began to grow slowly 
across his handsome face. "Well, I'll be goddamned'" He 
whistled loudly and looked down at Terry's bowed head in 

amazement. "You like this kind of stuff, kid?" He folded the 
brochure back up and tossed it down onto the bed beside his 
brother who now sat dejectedly, ignoring it completely. 
Terry didn't answer the question. He felt too shaky and inse· 
cure to say anything at all. 

"Hey man ... you're not ... you're not a queer?" He stut
tered in shocked surprise. 

"I'm not a 'queer'. I've never done anything . .. with any
body. I just like to look at the pictures, that's all. Believe me, 
that's all!" The shaky voice of the stricken young man was 
trembling on the verge of tears. 

"Wow! This is really some weird scene! My little brother 
is a fag!" He laughed wildly and raised his eyes to the ceiling 
in mock prayer. "Oh, Lord, heal this sick child!" He plopped 
himself down next to Terry on the bed still laughing. Terry's 
head swirled and swam in mad confusion and the pain of 
shame swept over his nude body in gigantic, heaving waves. 
He felt dizzy and a little like vomiting. 

Tom reached over and pinched his nipple playfully. "Hey, 
babe, want me to find you someone to practice on, huh?" He 
pinched his brother's tit harder. "Wouldn't you like a nice hot 
dick to suck on when you go to sleep?" Terry winced at the 
words as well as the painful pinch. His whole body was flushed 
and hot from the embarrassment of being discovered. "Or, on 
second thought, maybe you should practice on me!" Tom had 
stood and was slowly and deliberately unbuttoning his fly as 
he talked, never taking his eyes off of his brother's face. 
A cruel smile formed on his full lips. "It would be safer, 
anyhow, 'cause you might get arrested or something if 
you did it with somebody else, ya' know?" He was now 
standing in front of Terry's trembling body and easing 
his levis and shorts down off of his hips at the same time. 
As the material cleared his cock it shot up into half-hard 
position right in front of the other boy's face. "I'll bet you've 
never even touched a grown man's dick. Take hold of mine. 
See if ya' like the feel of it in your hand, kid!" His eyes were 
glittering with excitement and his breath was becoming faster 
and heavier. 

"Please, Tom. Leave me alone. Please!" Terry's shoulders 
shook as he repressed a sob. 

"I said to take hold of my prick , Terry!" Tom's voice 
was harsh and commanding and he spoke with quick gusts of 
breath. He grabbed Terry's trembling hand and planted it 
firmly against his crotch. The sob escaped uncontrollably 
from Terry's trembling lips and tears began rushing down his 
red face. He clasped his hand around his brother 's long, hard 
cock and it froze there afraid to move even slightly. "Now 
rub it a little bit, baby, just slow and easy. Do it!" He jerked 
Terry's fist up and down on the thick prod by force . He 
moaned and threw his head back and closed his eyes as Terry 
began to pump his organ by himself. Tom looked back down 
at his brother and saw that the boy's eyes were squeezed 
tightly shut as if trying to block out the whole scene. 
Suddenly he stepped back away from the hand and the con· 
tact. "Hold it. I can't go any further, man! Gotta save at least 
a little bit for Linda tonight!" He laughed again as he forced 
the throbbing piece of meat tightly up against his belly so that 
he could get the buttons fastened over its obvious bulge. His 
face had become more sober and the flush was beginning to 
ebb away. He sat down heavily onto the bed and put his 
muscular arm around Terry's shoulders almost lovingly. Terry 
shivered uncontorollably. 

"I was just kidding, Terry. I don't really give a damn what 
the hell you are. You're just my brother, that's all, babe!" 
He pulled the boy in close to him and squeezed him warmly. 
"It takes all fuckin' kinds to make the lousy world go 'round, 
kid. Don't worry about it; I'll never spread the word to any· 
body, you know that!" He released Terry's shoulders and 
stood up. "Uh, listen, little brother, how about lending me 
five bucks. I'm sorta' short and I really want to impress this 
chick, ya' know?" Terry reached for his pants which were 
lying on the bed behind him and pulled out his wallet. He 
handed Tom the bill without even looking up at him. He kept 
his burning face down toward his lap. "Thanks." Tom stood 
looking down at him for a few long moments and then turned 
for the door. "And, Terry, as long as you're a good kid I 
promise I'll keep your little secret! Don't sweat the small 
stuff!" The bedroom door closed loudly behind him. 

The second his brother had clsosed the door, Terry threw 
himself on top of the bed face down and cried hard into his 
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pi llow. He cried until the tears stopped flowing all by 
themselves. He kept seeing Tom's beautiful hardon in front 
of his face, kept remembering the exciting feel of the big 
instrument in his hand. It was the closest he'd ever been to 
another man's sex organs and he shuddered as he realized that 
he had really enjoyed it. And he was ashamed. 

He showered with cool water and dressed reluctantly. He 
wasn't really hungry any more; he just wanted to be alone and 
think things out. But his mother was sure to come and get 
him for dinner if he didn't show up on time. He was just 
wa lking toward the dining room when he heard his mother 
call, "Mac, tell Terry that dinner's ready, will you?" 

"Okay, Helen: Oh, never mind! He's here already. Can't 
keep that one away from good food!" He kept reading his 
newspaper as he spoke. "Thought maybe you'd fallen asleep 
reading, Terry. You know, you read too damned much!" He 
folded the paper up and rose to go to the dining table. He 
slapped Terry on the back casually as he moved by him. "You 
should try to get out more. .like your brother. It's just not 
healthy to spend all of your goddamned time indoors." 

His mother smiled brightly at him as he sat down at the 
table and put his napkin in his lap. "Well, I haven't seen you 
all afternoon, sweetheart. Don't you ever get bored just 
staying by yourself in your room all weekend?" She reached 
out and touseled his blond curls lovingly. "One thing I have to 
say for you, though. I never have to worry about you going 
out and getting into some kind of trouble like I do with your 
brother!" He forced a smile and wondered if his eyes were 
sti ll red. He sure hoped not 'cause he'd have a hell of a time 
explaining to them why he had been crying if they were to 
ask him! 

Dinner passed quietly, almost dully. His father's familiar 
voice was the most often heard as usual. And all he seemed 
to be able to talk about was one or the other of his favorite 
subjects, either his boring job or precious Tom. Terry ate 
very little, excused himself with a mumble very early and 
crept back to his room sullenly. He was in a blue funk and 
worried shitless that his brother had found out about. . . 
abo ut IT! 

The movie had been a lousy bore and Tom, as he sat with 
Linda parked deep in the darkness of the trees above the city, 
regretted having wasted his hard-earned cash on it, as well as 
the valuable time he had lost with her. His arm rested around 
her soft shoulders carelessly; The crickets surrounded them 
with the ir eternally innocuous refrain as he waited for the 
right moment. 

Slow ly, cautiously, he sta rted sliding his dangling fingers 
into her blouse until he fe lt the soft skin of her breast. His 
handsome head flew back with a violent jerk and his blue 
eyes opened wide with total shock as her small hand landed 
with a resounding crack across his face. 

"What in the hel l did ya' do that for, damn it?" 
"Because I don't like it, little boy, that's why!" She glared 

at him through the semi-darkness of the car. He glared back. 
" Well , fuck you!" He started the engine and slammed 

the car into reverse and squealed back onto the pavement of 
the road . He gritted his teeth angrily all the long way down as 
she sat sullenly as far away from him as she could possibly 
manage. Rubber screamed around the curves and Tom gripped 
the wheel so tightly that his knuckles were white with tension. 

When they finally reached the bottom of the winding road, 
Tom sighed with a secret relief. He had really taken some dan
gerous chances coming down from the mountain! He'd even 
managed to make himself nervous, but if Linda had been im
pressed, she didn't show a bit of it. As he Jet her out in front 
of her place, she said a very curt, crisp "Goodnight!" and 
wa lked stiffly away from the car. Fuck her he thought 
furiously! There's a lot, a hel l of a lot better than her! "She 
shoul d have stayed in her hick hometown!" he muttered 
vain ly under his breath as he squealed away from the curb and 
im mediately headed for Joe's place for a beer or two. 

Inside the tiny establishment he flashed his fake ID at the 
old man who tended bar weekends. Joe glanced at it cursorily 
and brought him a draft. It was just a little ritual they always 
we nt through together. Joe knew it was no goddamned good, 
but he was so hungry he wanted anybody's money. He also 
pushed a little grass.on the side and Tom still had some at the 
ho use_ from the last time he had been in the joint. As he paid 
fo r h1s second beer he grimaced at his dwind ling funds. Shit! 
He's spent nearly his whole wad on that stupid broad! Now 
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he'd be fo rced to hit Terry up for some more in the morn in g. 
But at least the kid knew he'd pay him back as soon as he 
could! He looked longingly at the empty pool table but dec i
ded to save the coins. He played the juke box a coupl e of 
times at random and downed four or five more beers; he had 
lost count. Then, with a casual wave of his hand to the old 
man, he left the bar. 

He didn't walk too straight as he went to his car. He fe lt a 
little woozy from all the beers. He waited for a few minutes 
before he started the engine, hoping to sober up a little bit. 
He pu lled out into the far right lane of traffic and remembered 
what he had read about what cops looked for in a driver to 
suspect him of being drunk. He settled back away from the 
wheel and tried to be more relaxed. Even so, he sweated all 
the way home in fear of being stopped by the pigs because he 
was just barely aware enough to realize t hat he had been cros
sing over the center line of the street just a little too often and 
no matter how hard he tried he cou ld.n't keep from doing it. 

He breathed a long sigh of re lief as he pulled up in front of 
his own place and just sat for a minute or two getting rid of 
the tension of the drive home. He'd had a shitty night, he 
thought grudgingly as he entered t he bedroom. He didn't even 
bother to turn on a light but instead just stumbled over to his 
bed and kicked his trousers off onto the floor. He kicked off 
the shorts, too, but didn't even bother removing his T-shirt. 
He was just too fuckin' stoned to care! 

Terry's body hadn't stirred even the slightest at his tw in 's 
rather noisy entry . And Tom lay there thinking drun ke nl y 
back over the way the whole lousy, fuckin' evening had go ne. 
He thought of Linda's big boobs and gritted his teeth in tor
tured agony as he real ized how goddam ned close he'd been 
before she began to play the Virgin Mary with him in the car! 
He eager ly fondled his growing piece of meat and cupped his 
heavy balls in the sweaty palm of his hand, kneading and mas
saging them slowly, gently. He ached to get his rocks off and 
he knew that he wouldn't be able to go to sleep without reac h-
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ing a climax and, God, he hated the idea of jerking off again. 
Once an evening was enough! 

All of a sudden he turned abruptly up onto his side and 
rested his bleary head in his hand. He peered through the semi
darkness ~nd watch_ed his brother's murky, shadowy form for 
a few minutes, still slowly massaging his throbbing prick 
slowly and cautiously. 

"Hey, kid, you still awake, huh?" He held his breath in the 
darkness waiting for a sign of life from the other twin bed. 

The salty sweat began to gather on his face and run down 
from under his arms and across his chest as he lay there hurt
ing ... no, aching ... and now thinking very forbidden thoughts. 
Why not? The kid was a queer, anyhow! He was totally des
perate and he might as we I be the first one to teach the stupid 
p~n~ a little something! He'd love it. .. and if somebody else 
did 1t, they probably wou dn't be nearly as careful. He hesita
ted, sat up quietly and remained poised on the edge of his bed 
for a f,ew moments. _They'd both learn together. By God, it 
couldn t be that fuckm' dr"ficult, anyway. It just couldn't! 

He rose and crossed the few feet between the two beds on 
tip-toe. Every nerve and muscle in his tense sweaty body was 
on edge and tingling. He wasn't sure what the hell he'd do 
when he got there but, by God, he wasn't gonna go to sleep 
horny! This little punk was going to finally be of some real use 
to him one way or the other! After what seemed like an eter
nity to his cloudy mind he finally reached Terry's bed. The 
sleeping boy was lying on his stomach as usual. Tom hesitated 
for a moment and then reached down with trembling fingers 
~nd grasped the very edge of the cover and began pulling 
1t down a fraction of an ·nch at a time. Terry didn't move a 
muscle. At last the cover slid back off of the kid's beautiful 
buttocks. _They were bare and seemed to gleam invitingly in 
the soft light from the street lamp outside the bedroom win
dow. The cheeks were fi rm and round, very small for the 
boy's fram~. Tom b~ga~ stroking them lightly with the tips 
of shaky fmgers, enJoymg the cool smoothness beneath his 
hand. Terry stirred slightly 

"What ... what's happening?" He turned onto his side and 
raised his shoulders up to peer into Tom's burning face. "Oh 
it's you!" He looked puzzled as his gaze wandered down and 
back to where Tom's big hand had followed his bare ass as it 
had turned away from him. The sweaty palm rested firmly 
over one naked cheek. "What do you think you're doing 
Tom?" His voice was sleepy and confused. ' 

"Ju~t shut your fuckin' mouth, punk! I'm feeling your 
queer little ass, that's what I'm doin'!" His voice was taut with 
nervous frustration. His breath was being expelled in short 
passionate gasps. "I'm gonna start your education in being~ 
good homo tonight!" He squeezed the bun roughly. "I'm 
gonna have myself a virgin one way or the other. .. and right 
now!" 

"For Christ's sake, Tom, cut it out will you?" Fright 
glowed in Terry's wide blue eyes as he made the statement al
mo~t pleadingly. H_is head was just beginning to clear and the 
ommous prom1se 1n Tom 's harsh words sank into his brain 
clear and fast. "You know you can't. .. you can't do that to 
me ... I've never done it!' He tried to move away from his 
brother's strong hand as he added, "This is silly. Stop fooling 
around and go to bed ... please." 

"Okay, if you're ready o talk to Dad about being a queer 
tomorrow morning! He won't like it." The T-shirt came off 
casually. 

"Tom, you promised me. You promised not to tell any
body about. . _.ab,out the way I feel!" He was genuinely scared 
now and he d1dn t know what to do or say next. His brother's 
face looked so hard and s•range as it floated in the darkness 
above him. He felt completely helpless. 

"I said only if you were a good kid. Now be one and lay 
flat on your belly!" He shoved Terry roughly back onto his 
stomach and_ fell on top o! him heavily. Terry could smell the 
alcohol on h1s breath and 1 only seemed to heighten the fear 
and apprehension that he already felt. 

'Tom, please don't do this thing to me, please don't!" he 
b~gged. He j~rked as he_felt ~is brother reach down and spread 
h1s ~heeks w1de apart w1th h1s gruff hands. His heart jumped in 
p~n1~ a_s he felt the head of Tom's big cock press hard against 
h1s v1rgm asshole clumsily. 

"I guess you better relax a little more, kid. This is a hell of 
a lot t_ight~r than a woman's pussy," Tom whispered hoarsely. 
The b1g d1ck probed and pushed at the tight opening trying 

to break through with force alone. Terry moaned loudly and 
reached back to push his brother's slim hips away from his ass. 
Tom slapped the bare cheeks sharply. "You'd better cooperate 
with me, Terry ... or else! And I think the other thing would 
be worse!" He smacked the kid's ass again even harder. "And, 
don't forget, I could spread the word about you all around 
school, too, ya' know!" He spit the words out between heavy 
breaths at the helpless boy beneath him. All of a sudden Tom 
moved back onto his knees, his thick prick pulsing in the 
darkness. "I think it's time for lesson number two, sweetheart. 
Turn over onto your back. Now!" He almost flung Terry out 
of bed as he moved to implement his command. When his 
frightened brother had maneuvered over onto his back, Tom 
moved quickly up over his chest. He reached down and 
grabbed Terry by the back of the head and pulled it forward 
until the neck was strained. "You'd better learn how to suck 
a man's dick if you're going to turn out to be a good cock
sucker!" He laughed coarsely and his words were a little 
slurred from too much beer. He forced the swollen and oozing 
head of his cock up against Terry's closed and protesting 
mouth. The boy's eyes were misted over with stark terror as he 
felt the hot meat trying to force its way into his mouth. Here
membered the pictures in the brochure and fearfully, hesitant
ly he opened his mouth and admitted Tom's throbbing prick 
between his virgin lips. It felt so strange to actually be doing it, 
especially after thinking about it for so long and he almost 
gagged as the long shaft hurried back into the opening and 
pushed hard against the back of his throat. 

"Get it good and wet, punk. Don't let it lay there, damn it, 
suck it!" Tom started moving his hips in a fucking motion and 
g~oan~d with pleasure as Terry began to suck and lick it with 
h1s slick, warm tongue. He moved it slowly in and out of his 
brother's. mouth until he thought he would explode. He 
y~nked 1t out from between the wet lips frantinlly and 
flipped h1s brother back onto his belly. He spit into his hand 
and rubbed the slick liquid clumsily into the crack of Terry's 
quivering ass and mounted the boy's hips again. He reached 
do~n with ~oth ~ands and guided the long, hard tube up 
agamst the t1ght little hole and pushed. It entered this time 
and he almost yelled at the wild sensation. Terry let out a lit
tle cry of surprise and tried to move away from his attacker. 

"Please stop, Tom, please. It hurts so bad ... and it's 
wrong ... please! 
. , "Shut up! !'m gonna fuck that pretty little ass of yours if 
1t s the _last th1ng I ~ver do!"_ He moved the head of it slowly 
deepe_r mto the cav1ty savormg the groovy feeling of warmth 
and t1ghtness. It was one of the wildest feelings he had ever 
had. Suddenly he gave one gigantic shove and landed on top of 
the helpless boy with his full weight forcing the instrument of 
torture all the way in to the hilt. Terry cried aloud from the 
hot burning agony of the forced intrusion into his body. Tom 
reached up and slapped his hand tightly over his brother's 
open mouth in a panic. 

"Keep your goddamned mouth shut or I'll do worse than 
this, believe me!" He began to move faster as he reached under 
Terry's body with his free hand and felt for his tits. He cupped 
the rounded chest muscle in his palm and pretended it was a 
woman's breast, Linda's. He pinched and pulled at the hard 
nipples painfully, enjoying Terry 's muffled groans from under 
h!s hand and t~e twisting of the boy's naked body beneath 
h1m. Terry squ1rmed helplessly under the violent assault and 
Tom only pumped harder trying to hit bottom. He did and 
-r:erry almost passed out. Tom started ramming and twisting 
Violently as he approached the end. The asshole was slick and 
more relaxed now and he relished the feeling of being the first 
man to break his brother's cherry. He imagined some other 
guy mounted where he was now and mentally stood back to 
watch. It turned him on even more and he accelerated his 
attack on the round, white little ass beneath him. Terry's 
arms and legs flaile? and thrashed on the bed helplessly and 
he had tears stream1ng out of the corners of his tightly closed 
eyes. 

It started ~ushing out unexpectedly and Tom pounded his 
prick deeper 1nto _the warm cavity. He grunted and groaned in 
ecst~sy as_ the th1_ck, ~ot cum shot far into Terry's insides, 
bath1ng h1s gut with h1s own semen. At last it was over and 
Tom _gave. one last violent shove and collapsed completely, 
crushing h1s brother beneath his weight. Their naked bodies 
rubbed slickly against each other from his sweat. 

"So that's what a real piece of ass is like, huh?" he 
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muttered with his face buried in Terry's blond hair. "Did ya' 
dig that, baby. Did ya'?" 

Terry lay perfectly still under him, breathing heavily, his 
eyes still closed and his handsome young face misted over with 
a light film of perspiration. His dark eyelashes looked even 
longer against his pale skin. 

Tom's fingers were sore and he laughed as he suddenly 
realized that his brother had bitten his hand while he was 
fucking him up the ass. 

"Why you little bastard!" he chided as he slapped the 
violated cheeks sharply, causing Terry to jump at the sudden 
additional pain. Still he didn't speak. He just remained motion
less, crying silently into his pillow. Tom got up from his 
brother's bed, wiped his dick on his shorts and climbed into 
his own bed with a tired grunt. In minutes his breathing was 
deep and quiet. He slept the sleep of the totally satiated. 

Terry remained on his stomach for a long time trying to 
forget the searing pain that shot through his lower body. He 
was almost afraid to move a single muscle; he didn't know 
what to expect or what to do nowT He just wanted desperately 
to die or something, anything, not just from the attack by his 
brother and all the pain. He was afraid of something else that 
seemed even more monstrous, more unbelievable. He reached 
his hand cautiously down and underneath him as he raised his 
aching hips up off of the bed. It encountered a large, slick, 
damp spot. He had shot his own load all over the covers while 
his brother was screwing him. That fact worried him more 
than anything else. In fact, he was frightened! 

His ass was very sore when he woke up the next morning 
and he just laid there with his eyes closed, mentally probing 
his body for other painful signs of his brother's abuse the night 
before. His mind was numb and it stubbornly refused to truly 
believe that the whole scene had really transpired. He decided 
that his tits were a little sore, too. He heard Tom stirring in his 
bed and yawning loudly. Terry still didn't move as the sounds 
indicated that Tom was getting up. 

"Hey! Little brother!" Another yawn. "You're a damned 
good piece of ass, know that?" He laughed good naturedly. 
"And, man, have I got a headache! Get me some aspirin, will 
ya'7" He heard Tom scratching at some unknown area. 

"Get them yourself." He opened his eyes and immediately 
shut them again when he found himself staring directly at his 
brother's full hardon as he sat on the edge of the bed just 
across from him. 

"What? What was that again, buddy?" He heard Tom 
moving across the narrow space toward him and opened his 
eyes again. "I guess you didn't hear me right. You must need 
a little more persuasion, huh?" He reached down and rolled 
Terry face up on the bed gruffly. "From now on things are 
gonna' be done my way and you'd better get that through 
your curly little head, Terry!" He pulled the boy up protest
ingly into a sitting position. "You didn't get a chance to finish 
your second lesson in cocksucking last night, kid! Go to it!" 
He shoved his prick toward Terry's frightened face and put his 
hands on his bare hips, waiting impatiently for his brother to 
obey his command. 

"You've hurt me for the first and last time, Tom_ I'm not 
going to put my mouth on your cock!" Terry gritted his teeth 
and pressed his lips tightly closed_ He reeled and fell back 
across the bed as his brother's hand smashed across his face 
violently. His eyes opened wide in stunned surprise and before 
he could utter a word of protest Tom had moved quickly 
around the bed and now stood above his face looking down at 
him angrily. Tom's jaw was set firmly as he grabbed Terry 
under the arms and pulled him over until his head hung over 
the side of the bed. Then Tom grabbed his arms and pulled 
them up, trapping them tightly beneath his own armpits. His 
big hands held Terry's he I pless head and he kneeled beside the 
bed and shoved. The heavy cock forced its way far back into 
Terry's protesting throat and pounded against the flesh merci
lessly. Tom threw his head back and closed his eyes in ecstasy 
as he felt the warm wetness of his brother's mouth wrapped 
around his aching prick. He looked down again to enjoy the 
sight of his brother's naked body twisting and squirming and 
he smiled with pleasure as the boy began to moan, trying to 
yell around the big, shoving piece of meat that threatened to 
cut off his breathing. He fucked Terry's face brutally, enjoying 
the feeling of having the upper hand at last. 

"You've been a pain in the ass ever since you were a little 



kid!" Tom growled angrily. "Now maybe you'll be of some 
use to me ... you and your smart fuckin' brains ... and your 
precious mother always fussing over you!" He grinned down at 
Terry who wasn't able to see his expression because of the big 
balls slapping against his eyelids. "It'll be kinda' fun to know 
I 'II never have to jerk off again!" His attack increased in fury 
as he felt the old familiar surge beginning at the thick base of 
his cock. He groaned and rammed as the juice shot from the 
end of his weapon in gigantic splashes. He watched as his 
brother tried vainly to swallow everything but it was useless. 
The cum squeezed out from around his cock and oozed down 
across Terry's sweating face and onto the carpet. He continued 
to shove it in and out long after he'd shot the last of his load, 
just simply enjoying Terry's agony and discomfort. At last the 
rape began to slow and he let go of the kid's head and yanked 
the slick dick out of his mouth with a loud pop as Terry's 
suction was broken. The miserable boy just stayed in the same 
position breathing heavily and trying to swallow the residue of 
his brother's profuse ejaculation. It tasted bitter on his tongue. 

"I hate your guts!" he muttered thickly. 
"Good, baby. That gets us off to a good start in our new re

lationship! Now get me that fuckin' aspirin!" He slapped Ter
ry's nuts hard with his open hand causing the boy to double 
up with pain. "From now on when I say shit, you shit!" He 
was relishing the new feeling of power he had over his brother 
and his eyes glistened as he tried to imagine all of the delicious 
possibilities that lay ahead of him. Terry let go of his balls and, 
aga inst his will, went into the bathroom for the aspirin. Tom 
took them from him without a word of thanks. Terry flopped 
back down onto the bed and buried his face in his pillow. He 
was totally humiliated and ashamed of what was happening 
between him and his brother. 

"I'm gonna take in a movie this afternoon, want to come 
along, punk?" Tom stretched and began removing his T-shirt. 
Terry shook his head in the pillow not wanting to look at his 
brother right this moment. He could still taste the cum in his 
mouth. "Suit yourself, cocksucker! I couldn't care shit less, 
but if I really wanted you to go, you bet your sweet little ass, 
you'd go!" He laughed as he went into the bathroom to get 
cleaned up. He whistled happily to himself as he showered and 
the sound made Terry's hea rt contract with pain. 

As Tom finally prepared to leave the room, he looked over 
at his brother's still nude body lying face down on top of the 
bed. He strolled over casually and caressed the round little 
buns with mock tenderness. "That's right, baby. Keep yourself 
ready for Daddy later. Maybe I'll take in a porn movie to get 
myself horny again!" He laughed as he slammed the door be
hind him. Terry cringed at the sound of Tom's laughter; it 
had sounded like his fathe·'s! He didn't go down for break
fast. His stomach felt too unstable from the huge load of cum 
he'd been forcea to swallow. 

lom found a movie he thought he might like to take in 
and sat way in the back as he usually did out of long habit 
of going on dates. He felt smug and self-satisfied as he sat 
watching the screen and thinking about Terry. He munched his 
popcorn hungrily. A shadow eased itself down the aisle and 
took the seat next to him. As they sat silently, the stranger 
reached out in the darkness and rested his hand on Tom's 
knee timidly. Tom jerked his leg out from under the intruding 
fingers and muttered harshly, "Cool it, man r" He glared at the 
stranger through the murkr darkness and saw that he was an 
older man but not bad look ng. Slender, with the eyes of a sad 
cow. His expression now '.'.as one of hurt rejection and Tom 
felt a little sorry for the fag. 

"Besides, I just had a blow job. Tough luck!" he said out of 
the corner of his mouth looh.ing at the screen again. 

"Oh, yeah?" The words were low and breathless. "Did you 
get it here?" 

"Nope. My little ... my brother sucked me off. He's turned 
queer, I guess!" Tom felt infnitely pleased with himself. 

"Is ... is he as good lookir gas you are?" He sounded almost 
excited as he whispered. 

Tom's entire brain suddenly lit up and he turned his head 
to stare frankly into the man's eyes. "Sure. We're identical 
twins. You want him?" He turned on the boyish innocence 
once again and smiled. "lt'l cost ya' a few bucks!" Tom felt 
the excitement welling up inside his pounding chest. This 
might turn out to be easier than I thought, he mused. 

"How much?" The breath was harder and closer to his ear 
now. 

"Oh, twenty will cover it, I think." 
"That much?" The man paused reflectively. "What'll I get 

for it? What does he do besides suck?" 
"You'll get your money's worth, buddy! He'll do anything 

you want him to ... for me!" He leaned forward and dumped 
his empty popcorn box down underneath the seat. "Take it 
or leave it!" He held his breath in fear of the expected refusal. 

"When?" The man was eyeing the boy up and down 
hungrily. 

"Give me your address. We'll be there anytime tonight you 
want us to." Tom felt elated but tried to remain cool about it. 

"We ... " The voice raised in a question. 
"Just to protect my property, that's all. I don't come with 

the deal!" He laughed softly into the darkness. "I'll leave you 
to your own designs; you can count on it!" 

"Okay, it's a deal. But you get paid afterwards." The man 
had taken a ballpoint from his shirt pocket and was bending 
over trying to write something on a business card. When he 
was through he held it up trying to catch some light to read it 
by. Finally he handed it secretively to Tom as he glanced 
around to see if anyone else was watching. His hand was trem
bling nervously. 

"Okay. Eight o'clock all right?" He looked eagerly into 
Tom's eyes. 

"Great, man! I'll have him there for you at eight." He 
stood and started moving down the aisle away from his new 
'client'. "So long." As he left the theater he squinted against 
the glaring sunlight. Once back in his car he read the address. 
The writing was sort of shaky and he smiled at the thought 
that the guy had been as nervous as he was! It was kind of a 
crummy address, he realized, but money was money' Now to 
convince Terry without having too much of a hassle about it. 

His mother and father weren't home when he entered the 
house. Probably at the market, he thought. He hesitated for a 
few moments before going into the bedroom. He was a little 
scared but his need for extra bread was greater than his fear 
and he walked in with forced courage. Terry was lying on the 
bed reading again, dressed in only a clean pair of shorts. He 
looked freshly scrubbed and his hair was curlier than usual 
from a recent shampoo. He didn't bother to look up when his 
brother breezed in. 

"Hey, little brother. How ya' feelin'7 I mean after our little 
training session this morning7" He walked over and sat on Ter
ry's bed casually. "Still sore at me?" 

"I told you before. I hate your guts! So go to hell, Tom." 
His lips were pursed in a pout making him look even younger 
than his seven teen years. 

"Listen, kid. There's this guy I met who's a real groove, 
man, and he wants us to come over tonight. Just for a little 
get together, you know." He was finding it hard to control 
his nervous breathing. 

"I'm not going anywhere with you, tonight or any other 
night!" 

"Oh, come on, man, you'll like him! And besides Dad 
wants you out of the house more often and I promised him 
that I'd convince you. How about it? It would make Dad 
feel better, a lot better than something else that I could tell 
him!" 

"You wouldn't dare tell the folks, Tom. You just would
n't!" Terry closed the book and rubbed his eyes. He felt 
miserable and he couldn't help but show it, and he didn't 
really care any more. 

"Try me, punk. They'll be home in a little while and I 
could fuck you up for life in just five minutes'" He pushed 
Terry over onto his back roughly and stared fiercely into his 
wide blue eyes. "I want you answer before they get back, 
buddy, you understand that?" He shoved his hand under Ter
ry's pillow feeling for the brochure that had started the whole 
nightmare for the kid. It wasn't there. "Okay, where is the 
damned thin g, Terry . Give it to me ... now!" 

"1. .. I threw it out." He was lying and Tom knew it. He 
had never been a convincing liar. Too damned goodie goodie! 

"I'm not goin' to ask you again, kid. Get off your ass and 
give it to me!" He shook Terry's body violently as he spoke. 

Terry crawled reluctantly from the bed and reached under 
the mattress pulling out the fateful paper. He handed the 
wrinkled page to his brother with his head bowed in shame 
and remorse. Tom looked it over briefly and laughed aloud as 
he waved it in front of Terry's face. 

"Just a little something extra to back me up when I have 
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my heavy talk with the folks It'll never be the same between 
Mom and you, ya' know!" 

Terry sobbed uncontrollably a few times and sat down on 
the bed heavily. He dropped his hands into his lap hopelessly 
and said quietly, "All right, all right I 'II go with you. Whatever 
you say." He sighed deeply, h pelessly. 

"That's my little brother. I knew you'd see it my way, kid. 
You always were pretty smart!" He squeezed the boy's nipple 
cruelly making him cry out in pain. Then he walked to the 
closet and pulled out his Po laroid camera. He checked it for 
film and made sure the battery was still good. 

"What's that for?" Terry asked dully. 
"Oh the guy thought we might take a few pictures just 

for kicks. Don't worry about it. Just relax and enjoy your
self. You'll like him, I hope." Tom avoided looking at his 
brother and pretended to b~ more interested in the camera. 
They both heard the front door close and Terry tensed with 
apprehension. Tom looked over at him suspiciously, an un
spoken threat glimmering in h is eyes. 

"Do I have to get dressed up for this damned visit or any
thing? I mean are we going for dinner or what? Shit, I wish I 
didn't have to go with you!" Terry was becoming petulant. 

"Hell, no!" Tom couldn't help laughing at the boy's ques
tion. "Wear as little as possibl e. " 

Terry looked at him wit a confused expression on his 
handsome young face. Then he shrugged his shoulders and 
went back to his book. 

Helen called them to dinner about a half an hour later and 
Tom forced his brother to go to the table with him. Terry 
stayed in a sullen mood all du ring the meal. 

"Guess what, folks!" Tom beamed at his father across the 
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table. "Terry's decided to go out with me tonight to see this 
friend of mine!" 

"Well, I'll be damned!" His father smiled at Tom ap
provingly. "I knew you could do it, Son. I knew it!" 

"Just don't be out too late, you two ... tomorrow's 
school." But Hel~n was nodding her head in approval as she 
spoke. 

"Tom's chest swelled with prirle. "Oh, we have to be there 
by eight and, if 'things' go right, we should be home by ten." 
He looked mischievously over at Terry who sat just playing 
with the food on his plate. He had barely touched it. 

"You don't look too enthused about the whole thing, Ter
ry," his mother said quietly. 

"I'm just a little tired from so. much reading, I guess, 
Mom." 

"Well, you start going out more with your brother and 
you'll feel a hell of a lot better in the long run, believe me!" 
Mac went back to his eating knowil"\g that what he was saying 
was the absolute truth ... as usual. 

The ride to the guy's apartment was made in tense silence. 
Tom had handed Terry the camera to carry. It was now inside 
a brown paper bag. Tom smiled to himself all the way over and 
his brother simply sat staring out the window into the dark-
ness, pretending not to care. • 

As the man opened the door, Tom deliberately remained 
quiet. 

"Jesus Christ! Which one of you beautiful babies is the one 
I talked to this afternoon, anyhow?" He passed his hands 
across his eyes in disbelief as he stared approvingly at the two 
teenagers. to be continued . .. 

I Bountru\1) I 
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THE BOLD MEN are here -
strikingly portrayed by MALE HIDES' artist - BOUCHARD. 

Available on 100% white cotton T Shirts in sizes S - M - L - XL. 
Order by number and size. $6.00 each plus 10% for ~hipping and handling. 

Illinois residents add .OS% sales tax. 

~ W~!;s~!!~!~.~~~~RI hs 
S Personol Ads- Attire- Restraints - ovelt•es I~ 
"' LARGEST COLLECTION IN THE U.S.!!! ~ 
~ C.talogs &: Brochures $1.00 SUitt Age • ~ 

., COnFIDEnTIAL DISCREET SERVICE~~ •• lucwu,.l'"'"'" 211 f11t~ A ... ICSal • .., Yon .•. Y. !lOti 
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Mr. Hinde was born in San Francisco 
and was raised in Mill Valley, California 
and in the Napa Valley, north of the San 
Francisco Bay Area. He has studied art at 
the San Francisco Art Institute, College 
of Marin, St. Mary's College, and the Uni
versity of California Extension Center in 
San Fran cisco. His training incl udes litho
graphy, etching, silk screen, painting (oil), 
landscape and portraiture with major em
phasis upon life drawing and the human 
form . His current medium is graphite and 
pencil, turpentine washes, and pastel. His 
subject matter could best be summed up 
with the following: 

i once saw an alley cat in heat, spread 
eagle on a concrete walkway between my 
house and the place next door. looking 
over the fence i saw her lying fl at on her 
belly with her rear sticking up in the air, 
her tail whipping from one side to the 
other. her front claws dug into the con
crete path pulling at it. gathering in the 
alley were several toms fighting with each 
other over who would mount her first. 
four of them fucked her savagely and 
with each thrust she backed farther 
against that captor mating as violently as 
she could; she didn't care who screwed 
her or how many times each one did. she 
simply lay there howling for more ancl 
wanting no pause between shifts. 

man as animal, like that alley cat or a 
bull wild in his mating; man mounting 
man, the spirit all carnal. man feeling his 
body, not thinking, enjoying his instincts 
as he submits to his body, freeing that 
animal to act: to taste ass, cock, sweat. to 
slap, kiss, grunt, to fart, to fuck, to eat 
cock, to rim, to howl, to cry. the power 
enjoyed while controlling another body 
whether fucking it, beating it, tying it 
down or stringing it up. the joy of sur
render. the celebration of the animal in 
man. 

i draw people who are human, people 
completely submerged in their sex with 
bodies which are real, faces filled with 
feeling, playing with other bodies, bare 
expressions which are quite direct. in the 
intensity of this specific sexual language 
no thought is paid to any reality ouside 
of the immediate. no value exists except 
the desirability of each body involved and 
the pride in which each person offers 
himself. "I am a man," his actions say 
and as a man he kneels- or boastfully 
stands to take the pleasure he wants. 

------



~ ~ it is within this context, this personal 
0 ·~ climate that i draw my subject for it is 

~ here that a man lies exposed, his feelings 
expanded and open, his senses ignoring 
all caution or censure. the reverence 
demonstrated and acknowledged when 
one kneels before another "giving head or 
ass or body" is an act done in worship of 
the body. the cooperation between each 
person involved, seeking a common end 
produces that intensity experienced in 
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their moments of climax; both work ? j 
towards it, each one prodding the other 1 

on with a kiss or his hand. the reverence, \ .r / . 
the cooperation, the language, and each / · 
mood of this communication is what i 
acknowledge with my drawing. the dig- ( ' 
nity of those touches, and t~eir intimacy, ) 
is worthy of respect. 

Thomas G. Hinde I 

i' 

May 24, 1977 
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Mr. Hinde's ink and pencil drawings 
have been exhibited in the following loca
tions: 

GALLERIES 
Upper Market Street Gallery, San 
Francisco 1971 
Arlene Lind Gallery, Jackson Street, 
San Fran cisco 197 5 
The Second Floor Gallery, Commer
cial Street, San Francisco 1975 

OTHER EXHIBITIONS 
Upper Warehouse Bar, Mission Street, 
San Francisco, 1971 
Napa County Fair, Calistoga, Califor
nia 1972 
The Ambush, "Wallflower, a one man 
show", Harrison Street, San Francisco 
1976 
The Ambush, "Portrait", Harrison 
Street 1977 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
FIST FUCKING SLING!! Made of finest lea
ther and will hang you high! Only $35.001 Plus 
10% shipping and 6% tax for California resi
dents. Send $2.00 for our leather catalogue. 
The Cellar, 256 S. Robertson Blvd., Beverly 
Hills, California 90211. 

Need shackles? Thumb restra nts? Wrist re
straints? Slave collars? Vests? Plus a whole line 
of groovy clothing for the macho man? Send a 
buck for our catalogue! The Emporium, 5466 
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California 
90029 . 

Heavy M. Into everything BOTTOM. Am very 
handsome, have a very hot and attractive little 
ass, ready for anything and everything to be 
tried out on it. I am exparienced, so please, 
no novice tops. Am not into code words or shit 
like that. Only limits are no blood, and unfortu
nately no shaving. Try me, you'll like me. 30's, 
5'B", 140. Long Beach. Box C12B. 

Scat Man. San Francisco. Am into rimming 
beautiful asses and maybe more from the right 
guy. Am sort of hung up and nervous, but I am 
very likeable and know what I like . Am also in
to enemas and drinking piss. Sit your big, beau
tiful ass on my face and make me eat and eat 
until the hunger that I've been storing up for 
years is filled! 50's, 6', 150. Box RJ99. 

Cowboy Man! Am a leather dude that turns 
onto horses and horsemen. Like ass slapping 
while I'm lapping. Love games and scenes, but 
like to come out of them and talk to a head 
too. Am into smoke, poppers, some drugs, and 
drink. But don't need any of t hem with the 

right guy. Looking for a real stud, no fakes, or 
'want-to-trys'. If you like to fuck, and like a 
pair of hot lips from both ends, and are also 
into new kinds of scefles, give me a try. 6', 
165 lbs., 30 yrs. Los Angeles Area. Box J17. 

Coming West from the East. Top man into 
enemas and spanking. Like a squirmer and a 
thrasher and someone who is not afraid to let 
go for a little while. Am Australian, have an 
accent, a good sense of humor, and like a good, 
good time. Am 6', 160 lbs., 44 years. Box 35B. 

THE STORY OF Q!!! Sold into slavery as a 
boy, his manhood was spent as a slave!! I This 
incredible book is a brand new, rewritten, re
edited, magnificently illustrated limited edition . 
BY." x 11" on heavy book stock. Slick cover 
with all original illustrations by Olaf. Written 
by the incomparable ROBERT PAYNE. Send 
now at our new low price. Price increase soon 
from the now $7.95. Send to the Emporium, 
5466 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali
fornia 90029. 

Cowboy Top Man for Top Man tired of break
ing in others. Into enemas, piss, rubber, S&M, 
B&D, Ass-slapping. I'll even swap you a good 
top trip if you'll do me. 6'1", 165 lbs., good
looking and good head. Photo necessary. South
ern California. Box ES3B. 

WATER FUN!! Dildoes, Leather, Enemas, Rub
ber Pants, Rubber Sheets!! WATERCAN cor
respondence club for liquid gold and enema 
fun. Catalogue and info $2.00. Age and Signa
ture required. The Cellar, 256 S. Robertson 
Blvd ., Beverly Hills, California 90211. 

Hot Ass for Enemas and Leather. If you are a 
groovy bottom with a good head looking for a 
good top and into water. Send photo and de
tails. Southern California. Box XN4B. 

NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED!! ROY DEAN 
NUDES!! The newest Roy Dean book just off 
the press. 64 pages. 16 pages of color. All never 
before published. Softbound BY." x 11". Send 
$9.95 plus 6% for Calif. residents to The Em
porium, 5466 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, 
California 90029. 

ENEMA BUTT PLUGS!! Medium and Large. 
$13.95 and $15.95. Add 10% shipping and 
6% tax for Calif. Residents. Shoot water 
through a Butt Plugged Ass!!! Age and Signa
ture please. The Cellar, 256 S. Robertson Blvd., 
Beverly Hills, California 90211. 

BRAND NEW! LARRY TOWNSEND'S LEA
THERMANS WORKBOOK NO. 6 with illus
trations by Sean. The sixth in this successful 
series just off the press. Send 9.95 to ROBERT 
PAYNE, 79B5 Santa Monica Blvd. +219, Box 
112, West Hollywood, CA 90046. Complete 
your set! We'll pay the postage. 

We need an address for Phil Andros. We have 
mail waiting to forward. Call 213-9B5-8173. 

HOW TO ANSWER A BOX NUMBER AD:, 
Put your response to the ad in a STAMPED & 
SEALED envelope. Then, in PENCIL, write the 
box number of the ad on the front and send it 
to DRUMMER Classifieds/5466 Santa Monica/ 
Hollywood, CA. 90029. 

PERSONAL ADS like but notity us at least 1 month in 
advance. Use your own name, address 
and/or phone number. 

ADVERTISING POLICIES 
HOW TO PLACE AN AD: 
Mention your city or part of the state 
in your ad. PRINT plainly your ad and 
all information on the order form below. 
Remit 25 cents for each word and remit 
same amount for each issue that you 
wish to place your ad. 
IMPORTANT! 
Failure to follow these instructions 
EXACTLY will result in delays if your 
order is returned to you for proper com
pletion of all information or correct 
remittance or clear, legible PRINTING. 
You may change your ad as often as you 

HOW TO ANSWER AN AD: 
Anyone may answer an ad, subscribers 
and non-scribers alike. Write directly to 
the advertiser, or call if address and 
phone number are given. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
If you have something to sell your ad 
becomes a commercial classified. The 
rate for such ads is 25 cents per word. 
Such classifieds will appear in this 
section . 

All Ads must be paid for in full when 
ordered. Drummer Publications reserves 
the right to edit, censor or reject any 
advertisement submitted and assumes no 
liability for and implies no endorsement 
of any product, service or individual 
whose advertising is published. Be sure 
to fill in your name, address, and tele
~>hone number in the space provided, 
3long with zip code. This information 
will not be released but your ad will not 
run without it . 

........................................................................................................................ 
DRUMMER 
5466 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90029 

Anyone corresponding with advertisers must comply with all local, 
state and federal laws. No advertisements accepted from persons under 
age 21. Drummer Publications will not knowingly accept fraudlent, 
obscene, offensive or questionable advertising. 
Name ____________________________________ _ 

Address 
City----------------
State & Zip Code-------------

Phone Number-------
1 declare that I am over 21 yrs. old, and that the data in my ad is true 
and correct. I understand that no proofs of ad will be supplied to me 
for my approval and I waive all claims regarding accuracy of repro
duction, due to mistakes or technical failures. I understand that 
Drummer Publications is in no way responsible for any transactions 
between myself a~d any pe[sons I contact through their publications. 

Signature 
You may pay by check or money order. 

AD COPY (Please Print Legibly) 

My Ad is __ Words at 25 cents a word. 

Note : No ads run without zip code. T ota I $ ---------
~ ....................................................................................................................... . 
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the leather fraternity 
HOW DO YOU JOIN THE LEATHER FRA
TERNITY? Simply send $1 lor a descriptive 
brochure and confidential application, then 
remit the $34 balance with your completed 
questionnaire. Or send the entire $35 annual 
mambership fee , and we' ll send your app li
cation. Membership benefits do not begin until 
the completed application has been received 
and processed at Leather Fraternity head· 
quarters . Now, won't you join us? 

All inquiries concerning THE LEATHER 
FRATERNITY, or letters lor forwarding to 
FRATERNITY members, should be addressed 
to : THE LEATHER FRATERNITY, P. 0 . 
Box 8444, La Crescenta, CA 91214. 

CAMARILLO. MS. Aquarius. 51. 5'11 " . 171. LOS ANGELES. S. Aries. 41. 5'10Y.o " . 147. 
White. Knowledgeable. Masculine, prefers slave White. 7". Novice. Seeks M to 50 into ass
role and needs punishment from partner over slapping, heavy tit work. No ferns, drunks, 
35. Wallows in dirty sex but has limited toler- heavy drugs. Box 087 . 
a nee lor pain. Box 254S. LOS ANGELES. S. Libra . 22. 5'10". 145. 
CARLSBAD. M. Leo. 43. 5'9%" . 175. White. White. 7". Novice. Stable and responsibl e. 
7%". Knowledgeable. Seeks person 35 to 50 Demands and will reward respect and obedience 
who is experienced , enthusiastic, discreet and from submissive, smooth, cut white male, 18 
resoects limits. Box 225. to 25. Box 130Y. 
CLOVIS. SM. Capricorn . 38. 6' 2". 190. White. LOS ANGELES. S. Libra. 40. 5' 10". 155. 
8" . Completely inexperienced . Seeks well- White. 6". Knowledgeable . Attrac t ive, imagin
developed, masculine slave to 50 with some ative Stud is good top man for obedient, unin-
body hai r. No dirt, drugs, heavy drinkers . ~~~~~o~:sr~~=r· 8~~ ~~;~ drugs, drunks, ferns, 

Box l85G. LOS ANGELES. M. Taurus. 28 . 5'5". 130. 
CORONA. M. Virgo. 42 · 6'· 185· White . 6Jol". Oriental. 4Y.o". Knowledgeable. Good, obedient 
Experienced. Wants to service masuline dudes 
20 to 33 with good bods in light kinky slave seeks gentle, white Master to 45. Box 166. 

As a continuing service to Fraternity mem- scenes. Box 169A. LOS ANGELES. M. Virgo. 34. 5'10" . 165. 
bers, new members witt be designated by a DAVIS. SM. Leo. 36. 6' . 190. White. 6" . Com- White. 6". Novice. Attractive, intelligent , mas
single [>in the margin. That is , members whose pletely inexperienced . Masculine, take-charge culine . Likes raunchy sex with funky , rough, 
listings did not appear in the last issue, and dude seeks partner with thick-shafted, big- dominant partner to 45 . Spit, blacks, hairy 
whose listings appear for the first time in t his headed cock , uncut preferred. No drugs, bodies, moustaches real turn-ens. Box 181. 
issue, will be so indicated . drunks. Box 132R. LOS ANGELES. M. Virgo. 49. 5'10Y.o''. 145. 

Please remember that you must be a mem- , .. White. 6". Knowledgeable, imaginative and 
ber of The Leather Fraternity '" order to I>GLENOA,L.~ S. Capncorn 32· 5.6 · 145· obecient. Box 182. 
answer ads or to run a free ad yourself Now, White_. 6 Y.o · Knowledgeable. Intelligent and !>LOS· ANGELES. MS. Leo. 42. 6' 1". 165. 
good hunting! e~pen.enced to satisfy . young blond partner White. 6" . Novice. Willing and eager to learn 

With little or no body hair . No fats. Box 153M. complete submission, to suffer or cause suffer

ALABAMA 
ANNISTON. M. Gemini. 42. 5'9". 185. Wh .te. 
6Y.o". Knowlecgeable. Heavy bondage. No 
drugs. Box 358. 
BIRMINGHAM. S. Scorpio. 50. 5'9". 145. 
White. 6Y.o ". Knowledgeable. Shavec head . 
Master seeks obedient slave for mild S&M, 
W/ S, B&D. Limits respected . Must be cut. Age 
and size unimportant. No ferns, drugs. Box 0 27. 

ALASKA 
(>ANCHORAGE.' S. Capricorn. 25. 6' 1". 230. 

White. Knowledgeable. Professional, un
derstanding, respectful Master seeks well
built partner under 30. No lems. Box 052X. 

HAWAIIAN GARDENS. M. Pisces. 37. 5' 10Y.o". 
165. White. 7 ~". Knowledgeable. Complete 
Bondage Slave for complete Bondage Master. 
Box 051H. 
HOLLYWOOD .. S. Sagittarius. 30. 5'10". 150. 
White. 7" . Old hand . Dominant, goodlooking 
dude digs husky, muscular, well -endowed part
ners to 39. Should be tall, dark-haired, white . 
Smooth chest preferred. Box 017J. 
HOLLYWOOD. MS. Gemini. 38. 6'. 165. 
White. 7" . Novice. Blond, hot body, tight ass, 
extreme muscle control. Wants goodlooking 
man into role-switching who knows what he 
wants and how to get itt No ferns, fats. 
Box 0170. 

ing within limits with reliable part ner to 45. 
No mutilation, physical handicapped . Box 208. 

LOS ANGELES. SM. Taurus. 30. 5'11". 155. 
White. 7%:" Knowledgeable. Heavy action man 
with right partner who is sure of himself and 
knows what he wants, what he I ikes and wha t 
the scene will be. Box 301 . 
LOS ANGELES. M. Cancer. 41 . 6 '. 155. Whi te. 
7" . Novice. Leather-lover, bike-owner seeks 
husky , clean-cut CHP or motorcycle cop type 
to 45, over 5'11". Box 185H. 

ARIZONA !>HOLLYWOOD.' M. Scorpio. 43. 5'10". 147. 

LOS ANGELES. M. Sagittarius. Moon in 
Scorpio. 34. 6'3". 180. White. 7". Knowledge
able. Seeks experienced Masters who are into 
bondage and can meet the challenge of a big 
man. Box 185Z. 

. , , . .. White. 6%:". Knowledgeable. Handsome, willing 
PHOENIX. S. V1rgo . 53. 6 2 . 180. Wh1te. 7 . to try out anything with discreet masculine 
Experienced. Willing and ~ble ~o train slave trustworthy partner to 45. Tattoo~ a turn-on~ 
over 35 f.or permanent relationship. Box 014Z. •fats ferns scat personal dirtiness are turn
PHOENIX. S. Leo. 37. 6'2" . 180. White. 8" . otis'. Box 017S. ' 

LOS ANGELES. M. Pisces. 35 . 5'7' '. 145. 
White. 7". Novice. Wants to be totally pos
sessed and dominated by aggressive, well-hung 
S to 40. Greek passive, French active. Into 
B&D, groups, dirty talk. No drugs, W/S, FF , 
pain , ferns , Orientals. Box 235. 

Knowledgeable. Seeks masculine slave to 40. 
Should be imaginative, versatile. No blood , 
fats. Box 017Z. 
PHOENIX. M. Virgo . 33 . 6' . 155. White. Nov
ice. Wants control and training from manly re· 
spectful Master to 45. No heavy pain, fa ts, 
ferns . Cut preferred . Box 231 . 
PHOENIX. S. Libra. 36. 6' . 175. White. 9". 
Knowledgeable. Good body and long endow
ment important. No aids, ferns. Box 250. 
PHOENIX . M. 31 . 5'10". 135. White. 7" . 
Novice. Needs humiliation, discipline and train
ing. Eager to please strict stud Master. No d rugs 
or fats. Box 315. 
SCOTTSDALE. SM. Libra. 38 . 6'2". 175. 
White. 6" . Knowledgeable. Sincere and im
aginative in either role and demands the same 
from partners. Takes S&M , B&D seriously . No 
ferns, fats, over 45. Box 152. 
TUCSON. SM. Cancer. 5'1 0". 165. Wh ite. 
6Y.z '' . Knowledgeable. Seeks truly mascu line 
partner to 40. No squares. Box 01 7X. 

ARKANSAS 
FORT SMITH. S. Leo . 29, 5'9Y.o" . 130. White. 
8". Knowledgeable. Sensible, selfish , a rrogan t 
S wants true M, experienced and sensu us. 
Must be small and cut. No ferns, role-switchers, 
parasites, permanent relationships. Box 135 

CALIFORNIA 
ANAHEIM. S. Aquarius. 40. 5'10" . 170. White. 
6". Novice. Considerate, imaginative, fi rm 
dominant. Seeks intelligent pa rtner for pos
sible permanent relatio nships. No ferns, fats 
blacks, Orientals. Box 136H. 
BERKELEY. SM. Scorpio. 46. 5' 11 " . 154. 
White. 7". Knowledgeable. Masculine, good 
looking dude with moustache, 41 " chest, 3 1" 
waist , seeks young well-built companion, p re
ferably Oriental , to develop S&M and bondage 
roles. Limits respected and expanded with 
imagination and affection . Photo and de a ils 
assure prompt reply with same. Box 300X. 
BIGGS. M . Cancer. 30. 6'. 185. White. 6 Y.o". 
Knowledgeable. Needs humiliation. W/S, scat 
from understanding leather Master. Blacks pre· 
!erred. No fats. Box 081 E. 
BURBANK. M . Cancer. 35. 5'8". 158. White. 
7" cut. Knowledgeable. Good-looking, mascu
line and muscular . Has workroom . Seeks 
hunky, hairy and hung imaginative Master , 
25-45. Into bondage and fantasy trips. Bo x 
25~ ' 
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HOLLYWOOD. S. Libra . 42. 6'1 ". 185. White. 
7" Experienced to turn you on . Seeks husky, 
youngish slave to train completely. No heavy 
pain, a little love. No ferns. Be humble. Box 
071X. 

LOS ANGELES. SM. Virgo. 41. 6'. 230. 
White. Completely inexperienced. Will try 
anything that does not cause bodily injury or 
excessive pain . Partner should enjoy intimate 

HOLLYWOOD. S. Cancer. 32. 5'11" . 170. contact, stimulating discussions, bike riding. 

~h~t~;.,~~~t~l~l~r~~a~a:,~nl~l;a~~:;s~~r t~a~~~ Must be clean , to 45. Box 308F. 1 
No ferns, fats. Box 185P. LOS ANGELES. M. Cancer. 34. 6'. 170. White. 

7'!4:' ' . Knowledgeable. Good headman will 
HOLLYWOOD. M. Pisces. 40. 5'6". 130. White. follow orders of experienced Master to 40 . No 
5%: " . Novice. Will give his all to Master who ferns , fats, drunks, dopers . Box 150. 
respects limits. No scat, shaving. Box 227. MANHATTAN BEACH. M. Capricorn. 42 . 
HOLLYWOOD. M. Scorpio. 41 . 5' 10". 165. 5'7" . 138. White. 6". Knowledgeable. Small 
White. 6". Knowledgeable. Educated, hairy- slim with firm ass wants verbal humiliation and 
chested, virile-appearing slave with strong good training from stern Master. Box 048A. 
longs seeks to serve totally a 6' or over white MAYWOOD. S. Aries. 52. 5'9" . 145. White. 
leather Master to 50 with a good head, firm 5". Old hand. Has had laryngectomy. Prefers 
body, big cock. affectionate flair. Box 415 . hairless chest. No drunks or fats. Box 350. 

MILL VALLEY. M. Capricorn. 35. 5'11". 
IRVINE. SM. Cancer. 34. 6' 3" . 180. White . 150. White. B" . Novice M. Knowlecgeable S. 
9" . Knowledgeable. Dominates with warmth , Has intense desire to orally serve beer drinker 
respect , affection; seeks same. Likes return to 32 heavily into W/S. Must be cut. No fats , 
affairs with white partner to 40. No blood , blacks, blahs. Box 023T. 
bruises, sever pain. Box 186P. !>NEWPORT BEACH. M. Sagittar ius. 31 . 5'4" . 
LONG BEACH. M. Virgo. 29. 5'10". 150. 138. White. 6Y.o " . Novice. Butch , muscular, 
White. 8" . Old hand . Hot and ready to serve good-looking, responsive to others' needs and 
totally e)(perienced , good· looking muscular desires. Wants man-to·man relationship with 
Master to 35 into heavy action . No shit , shav- warm, affectionate , dominant partner to 45. 
ing ferns. fats. Box 078 . Should be well -built, respec tful of limits. No 
LONG BEACH. M. Capricorn . 24. 6'7". 195. ferns, dopers, alkies. Caucasian only. Box 
Wh ite. 6 Y,". Knowledgeable. Prefers butch or 185G7. 
non-gay appearing partners who will respect NORTH HOLLYWOOD. M. Aries. 33. 5'6". 
and expand lim its. Box 125K. 135. White. 5Y.o' ' . Knowledgeable. Ho nest , 
LOS ANGELES. S. Virgo . 34. 6' 1". 168. White. totally obedient and faithful to macho Master 
11". · Knowledgeable. Intelligent, imaginative, into bikes, camping, outdoo rs. No fa ts, ferns , 
hunky Master seeks virile, well-endowed part- over 45. Box 030. 
ners to 50 into leather, drugs, music, FF . No NORTH HOLLYWOOD. M. Virgo. 48. 5'8" . 
Orientals, redheads. Box 430. 145 . White. 6". Knowledgeable. Seeks lace
LOS ANGELES. MS. Aquarius. 27 . 6' 1Y,". sitters, any race, 18 to 58, but not fats. Like to 
160. White. 5%:". Novice. Sensitive co llege stu· rim and worship ass and to be mouthfucked. 
dent wants to expand limits in long-term rei a- Also likes humiliation, bondage, being used. 
t ionship with intelligent, caring Master who Box 060H . 
drinks. Box 017W. 

LOS ANGELES. S. Aries. 38. 5'6". 135. White. 
6" . Old hand. Seeks masculine, submissive M 
under 40. No scat, fats , mutilation . Box 018 . 

LOS ANGELES. MS. Aries. 42. 6'1". 180. 
White. 6 %: ". Novice with strong desire to learn . 
Prefers masculine bodybuilder type with large 
cock. Box 050S. 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD. S. Virgo . 38 . 6'. 155. 
White. 6%:". Knowledgeable. Will respect limits 
of partner to 35 . Mexican, Asian preferred . No 
fats, phonies, redheads, over 6'. Box 188. 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD. M. Virgo. 34. 5' 9". 
135. White. 6" . Novice. Boot-lover has sincere 
desire to satisfy compatible partner into 
WIS . No ferns, drugs , phonies. Box 188R. 

OAKLAND. S. Libra. 40. 5'10" . 170. White. 
6%:". Knowledgeable. Experienced, discreet , 
mascul ine, good-looking dude, well equipped 
with toys, seeks slim , submissive partner to 
30. Should be clean shaven , clean cut. Box 
052G. 
OAKVIEW. SM. Capricorn. 44. 6'3" . 225 
White. 6%:". Novice. Virile and versatile , wishes 
to enjoy sex to the highest possible degree 
with muscular, mature partner 30-50. No 
drugs , skinn ies. Box 170. 
PALM SPRINGS. M. Leo. 50. 5' 10Y.o". 170. 
White. 7". Knowledgeable. Excellent at " per
sonal service." No drunks, hard drugs, rip
oils. Box 318Z. 
PALO ALTO. MS. Scorpio. 38. 6' . 150. White. 
7". Novice. Masculine, muscular , bald . Seeks 
part ner 45 or under for W/S, tit work, bondage 
and mirrors. Afternoons preferred . No ferns , 
fats, drunks. Box 050P. 
PALO ALTO. MS. Virgo. 44. 5'7' '. 155. White. 
7" knowledgeable. Uninhibi ted, obedient. Into 
anal actio n and W/S. No ferns, fats , boozers. 
Will travel. Box 206. 

PASADENA. S. Taurus. 29. 5' 11 ". 180. Wh ite. 
8" Knowledgeable. Tattooed b iker wants M 
who can be prepared for whatever is com 
manded. Must be masculine , into Levis and 
Leather. Box 182Z. 
SACRAMENTO. S. Gemini. 32. 6'2". 170. 
White. 6" Novice. Will genuinely consider any 
fetish or fantasy other than Nazi regalia . Set 
for B&D, W/S, scat, FF , etc. Will M at times 
Slender or muscular , butch or fern, tall or not . 
Long hair a plus, straight long ha ir more so . 
30s, 20s or less. Liquor fine but prefer no hard 
drugs or cigarette smokers. Box 184. 

SACRAMENTO. MS. Cancer . 39. 6' 1". 225 . 
White. 6Y.o". Knowledgeable. Prolonged bond 
age and training. Box 296A. 
SAN DIEGO. SM. Virgo. 28. 5'7Y, " . 155. 
White. 7" . Knowledgeable. Muscular , Mascu
line biker seeks same to 50. Leather is his 
lifestyle, not a sexual diversion! No fats , 
drunks, heavy drugs. Box 020. 

SAN DIEGO. M . Leo . 38. 6 '3" . 190. White. 
7%". Knowledgeable. Enjoys bondage, being 
used. Partner should be near area and respect 
limits. Box 050K. 
SAN DIEGO. M. Aries. 43. 5'10%". 190. White. 
Novice. Bondage. No drugs. Box 340. 

SAN FERNANDO. M. Cancer. 37 . 5'11" 185. 
White. 6". Completely inexperienced. Chains, 
tattoos, grease. Box 201. 
SAN FRANCISCO. SM. Taurus. 28. 6' 160. 
White. 6%" . Novice. Attractive stud seeks 
understanding partner to 40. Prefers someone 
to learn with or someown who will teach well . 
No fats, ego t rips, ferns. Bo x 180S. 

SAN FRANCISCO. S. Taurus. 36. 5' 10". 
165. Wh ite. 6" . Knowledgeable. Riding 
breeches fetishist seeks same to 35. Fetish most 
important. No ferns, women's clothing. Box 
205P. 
SAN FRANCISCO. S. Leo. 36. 5'8". 130. 
White. 8" . Knowledgeable. Will totally con
trol intelligent, masculine partner to 40 into all 
areas of sex . No ferns , fats , drunks. Cut pre
lerrec. Box 229M. 

SAN FRANCISCO. S. ARies. 32. 5'6%" . 148. 
White. 6Y.o". Old hand. Fair but dominant 
Master seeks obedient, trustworthy slave ready 
to serve completely without question. No cry ~ 
babies, pretend slaves, drugs. Box 290T. 

SAN FRANCISCO. M. V irgo. 40. 5'10" . 200. 
White. 9". Knowledgeable . Enjoys being 
spanked with hand or strap by masculine men 
over 50. The older the better. No physical fil th . 
Box 294V75. 
SAN FRANCISCO. S. Gemini. 31 . 6 '2". 195. 
White. 7". Novice. Offers physica l, menta l 
dominance to passive, masculine-appea ring 
partner to 45. Must be cu t . No ferns, hippies, 
unemployed. Box 299. 

SAN FRANCISCO. M. Cancer. 40. 5' 11 " . 170. 
White. 7" . Knowledgeable. The ultimate slave : 
shaved head and body ; pierced tits and fore
skin. Will do anything for right Master . Bea rded 
prelerrec. Bo x 368. 
SAN FRANCISCO. SM. Pisces. 44. 5'8". 135. 
White. 8". Knowledgeable. Seeks pa rtners in to 
full leather, motorcycle cop boots and bree
ches, sex . Sincere, honest repl ies only . Will 
switch ro les fo r true leather and sex guy s. Bo x 
314A. 
SAN FRANCISCO. M. Capricorn. 27 . 5' 7". 
130. White. 6 %:". Novice. Natura l bottom man 
st ill learn ing after two years in the scene. En
joys dom inance, bondage with partner to 40 
who respects lim its . No fats, scat . Box 015. 



SAN FRANCISCO. S. Cancer. 38. 5'8" . 130. CONNECTICUT 
Sack. 5%". Novice. Former M wishes to work GREENWICH. s. Cancer. 46. 5'11". 160. 
out S fantasies with inexperienced part ner 6". Knowledgeable. Has fine leather toys. 
oorn on the 21st of any month. Body hair a Seeks butch, sincere partner who knows how to 
...,ust. No ferns, fats, blonds. Box 032. serve. No fats, ferns, phonies. Box 051 E. 
SAN FRANCISCO. MS. Scorpio. 31 . 6'1". [> 
165. White. 6Y.". Novice. Obedient, trusting, HARTFORD:' SM. Libra. 29. 5'8". 160. White. 
wdling to experience with limits. Would con- 6". Knowledgeable. Realizes potential for 
Sider s role only under direction of ex per- heightened, prolonged sensations, wants to give 
enced s. No heavy S&M, ferns, fats, over and receive gratification with sensible, non-

45. Box 084. brutal, well-hung, caring partner to 35. No ex-
SAN FRANCISCO. M. Libra . 34. 5•10 •. 148. cessive body hair, fats, insensitivity, "one-
White. 7~"- Knowledgeable. Will totally serve way" types. Box 135W. 
experienced Master under 40 who respects LEBANON. MS. Sagittarius. 36. 6' 1 ". 190. 
1mits. Into FF, W/S, 8&0, tit work. No ferns, White. 7". Knowledgeable. Imaginative, museu-
fats, phonies, scat. Box 139. lar, attractive, heavily into bondage and most 
SAN FRANCISCO. S. Virgo. 38. 6'2" 175. scenes. Seeks Master or slave to 45 with good 
White. 6". Knowledgeable. Sadistic scenes in body. Box 300. 
togh t black leather gear. Into motorcycle eather MYSTIC. S. Aries. 50s. 5'10". 175. White. 
crotches (Codpiece pants/leather breeches/high 8" . Old hand. Experienced top man will train 
boots/hoods/gloves). BMW motorcycle rider. sexually uninhibited, honest partner to 50. 
Part ner should be into bondage, ritual, leather No drugs, phonies, dullards, fats, ferns. Box 
fet ish. No fats, ferns. Also wants other Ss for 329. 
shared scenes in dungeon cockpit. Box 184F. NEW HAVEN. MS. Gemini. 23. 5'1 1". 145. 
SAN FRANCISCO. M. Pisces. 30. 5'10' . 150. White. 6". Novice. Has sincere desire to learn 
White. 8". Novice. Macho appearing, apprecia- both roles from knowledgeable partner to 35. 
tive submissive with small hairy ass and ta ttoos No drugs, freaks, redheads. Box 1680. 
wants hunky, masculine, hairy partner to 45 NEW LONDON AREA. S. Aries. 50. 5'1 1". 
who will respect limits. No ferns, bot toms. 180. White. 8". Experienced leather Master 
Box 318C. available. Top man. Most willing to go into 
SANTA ANA. S. Leo. 38. 6'2". 185. White. 6". genitorture or whatever. Limits respected and 
Novice. Considerate, straight·appearing. Seeks expanded. Good judgment and discretion 
goodlooking, passive partner to 45. No ferns, assured. Box 329. 
fat s, blacks, Box 168M. PUTNAM. MS. Libra. 29. 5'8". 235. White. 

:>sANTA ANA.• SM. Cancer. 29. 5 •8.. 130_ Inexperienced. Clean and experimental, seeking 
Wh ite. 6Y:". Knowledgeable. Adaptable to most introduction to leathersex/bondage from sen· 
scenes. respectful of M's limits. Seeks mascu- sible. discreet partner to 40.Box 140M. 
>ine, respectful partner to 35 who will switch DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
rol es. Possible permanent relationship. No ferns, WASHINGTON. SM. Sagittarius. 33. 5'7". 
fats, balds, redheads. Box 380. 130. White. 10". Knowledgeable. Very inter

ested in a variety of sexual experiences and 
t> SANTA MONICA~ SM. Cancer. 56. 5'1 1'. 180. willing to try them with mature, uninhibited 

Whi te. 6" . Experienced hand at 50-50 role- partner, 45 to 50 preferred. No ferns, fats, long 
switching, clean moderate S&M, J/0, FF B&T hair, body odor. Box 084D. 
games. Has equipped game room. Look ing for WASHINGTON. MS. Libra. 30. 5'10". 168. 
two similar for housemates and three-ways, not White. 6Y:". Novice. Adaptable in either role to 
over 6' or under 5'9". Must have round buns, the desires or demands of understanding part· 
big- law-hanging balls and be healthy, easy-going ner to 45. Large endowment, muscular pre-
optimistic. Bald or shaved head and uncut O.K. ferred. Box 125K5. 
No tobacco or heavy drinking. Box 284. WASHINGTON. MS. Capricorn. 39. 6'1". 
SHERMAN OAKS. SM. Libra. 35. 5'6" 130. 170. White. 6%". Novice. Extremely hunky, 
White. 7" . Novice. Seeks knowledgeable, under- intelligent number enjoys pleasuring dominant, 
sta nding partner under 50 who respects im its. masculine partners to 45, preferably no one-
No fats. Box 181T. night stands. No ferns, fats, stupidity. Box 
STUDIO CITY. MS. Scorpio. 32. 5'7%" 160. 290L. 
White. 5%'" Knowledgeable. Seeks understand- FLORIO 
ing partner who wants a relationship out o f bed A 
as well as in. No blacks, dirty bodies. Box !>COCOA BEACH.' S. Capricorn. 59. 5'6". 155. 
294Z. White. Knowledgeable. Open-minded, willing to 
SUNNYVALE. MS. Virgo. 30. 6'. 180. White. please. Box 360. 
8". Novice. Imaginative, masculine, intel igent, COCONUT GROVE. S. Libra. 28. 5'11". 140. 
affectionate. Seeks considerate. understanding, White. 9". Knowledgeable. Highly sexed, well
imaginative, firm, military-oriented partner built, educated Master will guarantee satisfy
over 30. No W/ S, scat, heavy drugs, permanent ing sessions and respect limits of clean, healthy, 
injury. Box 085. good-looking partner to 45. Should have 
TARZANA. M. Pisces. 39. 5'9%''. 169. White sophisticated equiPment. No ferns, fats, loose 
8". Knowledgeable. Enjoys C&B action, man- asses. Box 1522. 
hand_ling, catheterization, etc. fro':l re~po nsible, FT. LAUDERDALE. M. Aquarius. 28. 5'10". 
conf1dent partner. No role-sw1tchmg. Box 135. White. 7". Novice. Wants control and 
132M. . , , training from manly, respectful Master to 40 
WEST HOLLYWOOD. S. Aquar~us. 21. 5 11 · with imagination No fats ferns Box 124 
144 White. 6%". Knowledgeable. Seeks re- · ' · · 
liable, stable masculine partner to late 40s. No FT. LAUDERDALE. MS. Leo. 32. 5'9". 160. 
lovers, role-s~itching, redheads. Box 294V8. W~!te bodybuilder- 31"waist, 43" chest, 

17 arms-seeks same or natural builds. No 
!>WEST LOS 'ANGELES. SM. Scorpio. 28. 6'2". fats or fems. Eager to find those into giving 

190. White. 6)1,''. Novice. Adventurous, strong, scat and W/S only. L/L. Box 249. 
achievement-oriented, seeking understanding, . , , 
discreet, affectionate partner to 40. Beards, FT .. LAU.~ERDALE . S. Libra. 28. 55 . 130. 
dark hair muscles a turn-on Caucasian only Wh1te. 8 . Knowledgeable. Masculme, well-
no fats. B~x 310. · ' built , attractive st_ud respects lif!lits of young, 

well-hung, masculine partner. Will switch roles 
for right person. No fats, ferns, filth. Box 
294V50. 

COLORADO 
t>ASPEN.'S. Pisces. 26. 5'11". 150. White. 6" . FT. LAUDERDALE. M. Pisces. 43. 6'2". 160. 

White. 6" . Novice. Will obey and completely 
serve dominant, masculine disciplinarian to 45. 
Beards, tattoos a plus. No scat. FF. Box 346. 

JACKSONVILLE. SM. Libra. 26. 5'1 1". 155. 
White. 6". Novice. Attractive, masculine, highly 
sexed dude wishes to expand experiences with 
tolerant partner to 45 respectful of limits. No 
ferns, fats, ego trippers. Box 051 A. 
JACKSONVILLE. S. Sagittarius. 46. 6'. 150. 
White. Novice. Thorough, patient, respectful 
of limits and tolerance. First and foremost a 
foot fetishist. No fats, gross personalities. 
Slender, sexy feet a plus. Box 159. 
LAKE WORTH. SM. Pisces. 36. 6'1". 175. 
White. 8". Old hand. Can endure much in either 
role and wants no·nonsense partner who knows 
what he is doing. Into heavy S&M, regular sex. 
No ferns, amateurs. Box 1251. 
MIAMI. SM. Scorpio. 35. 5'9%". Knowledge
able. Heavy oral orientation and exhibition
ism desired. Box 047. 
MIAMI. M. Aries. 48. 5'9%". 155. White. 8%" . 
Knowledgeable. Will submit to and serve 
rugged, masculine partner to 50. Funky, hairy, 
sweaty a turn-on . Blacks, straights preferred but 
not necessary. No ferns. Box 059. 
MIAMI. MS. Leo. 39. 5'1 1". 170. White. 6%". 
Knowledgeable. Will serve hunky, bearded 
Master to 40 who respects limits and can give 
love, dominance. Should be lean, well-en
dowed, masculine biker. No ferns, fats, alco
holics, drugs. Box 260. 
ORLANDO. S. Libra. 25. 5'8". 145. White. 
7". Knowledgeable. B&D. Firm but gentle. 
Prefers slave 1 8-25. Box 060C. 
SATELLITE BEACH. S. Virgo. 47 . 6'3%" . 175. 
White. 7". Knowledgeable. Will provide any ex
perience desired with respect and understanding 
of limits. Reliable, trustworthy. No fats, ferns, 
hard drugs. Box 199. 
ST. PETERSBURG BEACH. M. Taurus. 42. 6'. 
222. White. 6". Novice. Passive with high pain 
threshold. Will serve a knowledgeable Master 
who respects limits. No heavy booze, drugs. 
Must be clean. Box 062L. 

GEORGIA 
ATLANTA. S. Capricorn. 38. 6'4". 175.White. 
8". Old hand. Experienced to teach young man 
to 25 who is butch in appearance and wants 
training from partner understanding of limits. 
Box 009D. 
ATLANTA. SM. Leo. 40. 5'8". 135. White. 
7". Novice. Sensitive to partner's needs, body 
sig nals, limitations. Seeks partner 30 to 55 
able to entertain. Travels frequently to Cali· 
fornia, Texas, Florida, major Eastern cities. No 
fats, drunks. Box 052R. 
LITHONIA. M. Cancer. 48. 5'11". 153. White. 
6". Knowledgeable. Seeks young, willing part
ner of medium height. No fats. Box 220P. 

HAWAII 
HONOLULU. M. Aries. 41. 5'10%" .154.White. 
7". Knowledgeable. Needs strong, well-built 
Master to enforce slavery. Racks a special 
fantasy. No fats, drunks, drugs. Box 017P. 

I ILLINOIS 
ALTON . S. Capricorn. 35. 6' . 170. White. 
Knowledgeable. Versatile , muscular, hunky 
Stud seeks partner to 35. Should be clean· 
cut, no fats. Box 159M. 

CHICAGO. SM. Gemini. 23. 5'1 1". 150. White. 
7". Knowledgeable. Enjoys giving and receiv
ing rough sex with clean-cut, straight-appearing 
partners to 40. Should have good body, be well
endowed. No ferns, fats, redheads. Box 314M. 

CHICAGO. M. Capricorn. 47. 5'6". 160. White. 
6". Knowledgeable. True M into heavy B&D 
has high pain tolerance. Seeks knowledgeable, 
masculine partner to 40 who knows what he's 
doing. No role-switchinQ. fats. Box 342. 

CHICAGO. MS. Cancer. 31. 6'. 162. White. 
6". Completely inexperienced. Intelligent, 
respects limits, will do anything with/for 
intelligent, understanding partner to 50. No 
selfish. uncaring, unfeeling. Box 010. 

CHICAGO. M. Cancer. 39. 5'1 1". 185. White. 

Handsome, well-built intelligent S seeks museu· 
lar, mature M for spread-eagled bondage and 
assau lt. Looks unimportant; musculature and 
stam ina are. Will consider relocating, particular· 
ly to Hawaii. No role-switching, slobs or w eak
lings. Box 318R. 

FT. LAUDERDALE. SM. Cancer. 31. 5'11" . Knowledgeable. Seeks bodybuilder type up to 
140. White. 7" . Knowledgeable. Great top man 45 able to totally dominate. Must be masculine, 

DENV ER. M. Libra. 30. 5'9%". 195. White. 
1". Novice. Seeks totally dominant Master to 
please and serve. Prefers non-smoker, light 
drinker, no drugs. Box 254. 
DEN VER. M. Aquarius. 24. 5'8". 150. White. 
5~". Knowledgeable. Sincere leather lover digs 
police scene. Wants to get into prolonged total 
bondage, dog and toilet training. Willing to 
experiment and correspond. Box 110. 
DEN VER . MS. Scorpio. 28. 6'3". 195. White. 
6". Completely inexperienced. Prefers pa ·tner 
to 28 for mutual fulfillment of fantasies with 
whom to learn or who will teach well, respect· 
ing limits. Also wants to correspond with/m eet 
others into wrestling movies, etc. Travels 
some. Box 150 F. 

>IDAHO SPR I NGs.• MS. Libra. 43. 5'9". 147 . 
White. 7Y2". Knowledgeable. Masculine, w ell· 
bu ilt construction man will do anything to sa
tisfy a Master, knows and respects limits but 
will experiment. Has fantasy-trip location and 
equ ipment for sessions with masculine, sincere, 
heavy-hung guy to 45. Prefers rugged , outdoo rs 
type and will consider permanent relationsh ip. 

o ferns, fats, hustler, dopers. Box 213. 

will satisfy levi-cowboy type over 25. Will clean. straight in appearance. Box 052Z1. 
switch roles with right partner. No fats, game- CHICAGO. M. Taurus. 34 . 5'10%". 195. White. 
playing. Uncut preferred. Box 065. 7Y:". Knowledgeable. Wishes to meet Master 
GAINESVILLE. SM. Gemini. 35. 6'1". 170. who likes to be served, knows how to get 
White. 7¥.!". Old hand . Intelligent, has deep and service. Past training allows for thoroughly 
genuine interest in scene. Wishes to constantly experienced M in all facets except scat. Groups 
broaden and deepen experiences with like can be arranged. No fats, drugs, drunks. Box 
partner to 45. No drunks, fats, curiosity - 070Y. 
seekers. Box 156X. 
HIALEAH. SM. Pisces. 32. 5'8". 165. White. [>C,H_I,CAGO.• MS. Gemini. 25. 6'1 ". 180. White. 
6" . Knowledgeable. Experienced in both roles 7Yl . K~owledgeable. We1ghtl1fter . With an un-
to go as far as partner's experience permits. de~standmg ~nd t~lerance for pam seeks ath· 
Partner should be well-built, over 28, not in ~et1c , well-built, ha1ry partner to 40. Should be 
Miami or Ft. Lauderdale. No ferns, fats, long- mto bondage and rough sex b~t know when to 
hairs. Box 009. stop. No ferns, fats, drunks, cigarette smokers. 
HIALEAH. S. Sagittarius. 32. 5'1 1". 180. Box 180X. 
White. 8". Knowledgeable. Will provide skillfu l CHICAGO. SM. Scorpio. 38. 5'1 1". 175. 
application of pain/pleasure and fulfill fantasies White. 8". Knowledgeable. Adaptable, ex-
of muscular, deep-throated partner to 40 into perimental. Partner must be interested in 
long sessions. No fats, shit, burning or cutting. mutual pleasure. Big balls, hairy chests a plus. 
Box 136. Box 181S. 
HOLLYWOOD. M. Libra. 24. 5'11". 155. CHICAGO. M. Aries. 29. 5'10". 175. White. 
White. 7%". Into B&D, W/S. Would like good- 7". Knowledgeable. Enthusiastic and willing to 
looking butch Master under 35 for discipline, try almost anything with levelheaded partner 
training, permanent relationship. No fats, in good physical condition. No ferns, fats. 
blacks, fems, hardcore S&M. Box 369. Box 1 86Z. 

r 
THE LEATHER FRATERNITY T-SHIRT! 

Available in Black & Red on a White 100% cot· 
ton shirt. StateS, M. L. XL and send your 4.95 
to ROBERT PAYNE, 5466 Santa Monica Blvd. 
L.A., CA 90029. It'll improve your action! 

I ' HANG IN' TREE LEATHER. 
WORLD'S 1st WESTERN 
STYLE 'TOY' CATALOG 

JUMBO COLOR ILLUSTRATED 
@ , PRINTED CATALOG ... S3 

LEATHER 'TOYS' 200' film .. ,$15 

NOW! 8mm COLOR! . 

.{ ~DI!LAWJK }'Q\) 
." IA\INID DI!LWJ~,.. .,. 
Reel 1- Strung Up Reel 2- Dungeon 

Western Style! Bondage! 
Reel 3- Bill Harrison 

w/s & Leather Games! 
1 REEL/$39-2 REELS/$69-3 REELS/$99 

must state 2 I 

HANGJN' TREE RANCH 8 

P.O. Box 81988 San Diego. Ca. 9213fl 
(Calif. add 6% tax [,Overseas add I 0% shpg) 

\, ( 

(North side between 
7th and 8th Avenue) 



CHICAGO. SM. Sagittarius. 30. 5'11". 160. LANHAM. SM. Sagittarius. 36. 5'9" . 180. MIDLAND. S. Taurus. 25. 6'. 165. White. 
White. 7~". Knowledgeable. Will switch ro les White. 6%" . Knowledgeable. Sever Master will 6%'" Knowledgeable. Young, aggressive, versa· 
for right partner to 40. Should be above average strain to but not beyond limits. Has unusual tile , will try anything at least once with butch 
in looks, build, endowment. Must be clean, endurance in M role. Seeks partner to 40 M to 45. Moustache, beard , hairy belly turn· 
respectful, discreet, willing to switch . Box willing to work toward increasing mutual en- ons. Into cock, ball , ass work. No ferns, fats , 
228A. durance. No psychological S&M, fats. Box 016. small balls. Box 143 . 
CHICAGO. S. Cancer. 32 . 5'11" . 160. Wh ite. SILVER SPRINGS. MS. Taurus. 50. 5'5" . 170. TAYLOR. MS. Capricorn. 24. 5'10". 165. 
6Xt". Knowledgeable. Experienced Master with White. 7 Y.a " . Completely inexperienced . Likes White. 6%" . Novice. Eager to learn from and 
gentle style suitable tor training novices as well hard but gentle sex with partner into submit to the rightS. Will serve Master totally . 
as expanding limits of experienced slaves into Greek . Partner should be well -endowed and Box 261. 
bondage, S&M. Must be clean, discreet, ma:>eu- know how to use what he's got. No drunks, MINNESOTA 
line. Box 294V. , . drugs. Box 121 · !>HASTINGS. SM . Gemini. 42. 6'1" . 155. White. 
D,U.~DEE . SM. Taurus. 50. 6 ·. 220. White . MASSACHUSETTS 7\>' '. Knowledgeable. Seeks average to well · 
6Y. . Knowledgeable. Loves playmg both ro les !>BOSTON.' M. Capricorn. 21 . 5'10". 140. Chi- endowed partner to 50 into thongs, masks, 
~it.h compattble, dtscreet partner who enJoys 6.. K led bl Obed ' t ·n· t restraints light bondage. Box 219. 
gtvtng and receiving. No hustlers, trou ble- nese. · now . gea e. 18_0 • wt. mg 0 • 
makers, dirty types. Box 294X. learn .. French active, Greek pasSive. Will wear MANKATO. M. Aquarius. 37 . 6' . 190. White. 
LANSING. M. Taurus. 32 . 5'10". 155. White. restratnts , harne~ses, clamps, etc. ~eeks know- 6%" ' Novice. Seeks imaginative interrogator in 
8". Knowledgeable. 1 nto leathersex with 1e?geable, ?~mtnant, understand_mg partner Minneapolis-St. Paul area willing to experi-
masculine partner over 30 who is REALLy wtth own. ltvtng quarters and equtpment. L/L ment with old and new methods to extract 
the Master. No long hair, ferns . Box 294V15 scene, whtte 8 plus. No ferns, heavy S&M. Box information . Digs genital toys. High pain 
MAYWOOD. S. Gemini. '45. 5'11 ". 190. White. 052EJ . threshold. Box 066. 
BY.". Completely inexperienced. Seeks clean BOSTON. s. Gemini. 31 . 6'2". 155. White. 8" . NEW PRAGUE. SM. Pisces. 40. 5' 11 ". 200. 
discreet partner. Box 142. ' Knowledgeable. Seeks fully submissive M to 35 White. 7". Completely inexperienced . Wants to 
McHENRY. M. Scorpio. 23. 5'8". 150. White. willing to give himself over to natural, satisfy- learn from and seek new pleasures with muscu-
6 %" . Novice. Nice tight hot ass, good mu:;c le ing, highly sexed s. Must have good ass and lar , clean~ut_. powe:ful yet gentle Mas~er to 
control. Needs to please, worship , service, know how to use it. No involvements. Box 070. 40. No htppte or dtrty types, heavy dnnkers 
satisfy , submit to highly sexed, heavyset, BOSTON. M. Cancer. 29 . 5'7". 140. White. or drug users. Box450: , ... . 
husky, rough LIL Master to 40. Bulging belly 5" . Novice. Good-looking, well-built, eager to ST. PAUL. M. Saglttanus. 39.61 165. White. 
O.K. C&B, tit torture. Big chest , musc les. please and learn from firm but gentle leather- 6". Novice. Eager and willing to please firm , 
tattoos, large endowment, rugged biker, lo ng master over 32. No one fat or unclean. Box experienced~ discreet , u~de.rstanding Master to 
sessions, heavy action all turn-ons. Box 058. 153A. 45 who Will respect llmtts. No ferns, role-
SPRINGFIELD. MS. Aries. 51 . 5'8" . 170. BOSTON. S. Aries. 42. 5'10". 150. White. 6" . switching. Box 298 . 
White. 5%" . Knowledgeable. Wants to meet Knowledgeable. Seeks partner over 18 for strict ST. PAUL. S. Cancer. 49. 5'11". 180. White. 
muscular hairy men for bondage, 30-50 p re- discipline and prolonged bondage. Same size 5%" . Novice: Seeks cut partner with little or 
ferred. Box 335. or smaller, smooth body . Must submit to pubic no body hatr, large balls or only one ball, 
WHEATON. M. Scorpio. 35. 5'10" . 195. White. shaving and being owned. WASPS especially good ass. Box 373 . 
8" . Novice. Training and reducing to better welcome, discretion assured, long-term relation -
serve and please you, Sir I Box 160. ship possible. Box 253. 
INDIANA BOSTON. SM. Scorpio. 47. 6'. 170. White. 
FORT WAYNE. S. Taurus. 37. 5•11 ... 157 . 7%" . Knowledgeable. Hunky, experienced, im-

aginative stud seeks partner to 50 into W/S, 
White. 7%". Old hand . Masculine , dominant , B&D, preferably with suitable facilities and 
levelheaded, athletic guy with experience n a equipment. Bo x 067 . 
variety of activities seeks trim, well -proper- CHICOPEE. SM. Aquarius. 37. 6'2" . 180. 
tioned, emotionally stable partner to 40 with White. 6" . Knowledgeable. Has strong desire 
reasonable endurance for pain. No ferns, ats, to dominate well-endowed partner in 30s or 

~~"o'?'Ad~~g~0~f~a;9r·ibra. 35. 6 •. 150. White. 40s. Light to moderate scenes only; no heavy 
7". Old hand. Very demanding but considerate stuff. Box J69D. 
M t h · S&M b d h .1. . HADLEY. SM. Scorpio. 28. 6'1". 180. White. 

as er eavy Into • on age, umt ta 100 6%" . Knowledgeable. Rough yet loving Master 
with mature, dependable true slave to 45. No seeks discreet , interesting, adventurous out-
chickens, beginners or those unable to fo llow doorsmen to 40. No bar flies, fats, promis-
complete domination. Box 132F. cous types. Box 157R. 
INDIANAPOLIS AREA. M. Aquarius. 43. 6' . LEOMINSTER. MS. Pisces. 38. 5'9% " . 160. 
170. White. 7". Knowledgeable. Imaginat ive, White. 6" . Completely inexperienced but 
responsive and discreet. Into leather bondage imaginative. Understanding, into bondage. 
scene, groups a turn-on . No fats, ferns. Cor- Seeks clean, intelligent partner. Box 185N. 
respondence invited, exchange photos and MILLBURY. M. Virgo . 27 . 5'9" . 160. White. 
experiences. Box 150M. 6" . Knowledgeable. Must be humiliated and 
INDIANAPOLIS. SM. Taurus. 33. 5'6". 160. forced into total submission by masculine, 
White. 5W'. Knowledgeable. Sincere, honest , dominant partner to 45. Should be cut, gao-
interested in possible long-term relationship. graphically convenient. No ferns, heavy maso-
Partner must be discreet, over 21 . Box 119. chism . Box 005. 
INDIANAPOLIS. S. Virgo. 45. 6'3". 190. SANDISFIELD. M. Cancer . 46. 6'. 170. White. 
White. 6%". Novice. Firm, understand ing 8". Old hand . Tattooed cock. Pubic hair re-
Master seeks clean, discreet, masculine partner moved. No drugs. Box 280. 

~~~~t~;:,:~r~ .. ~o~~:o~e under 
35

· Blond, !>WORCESTER~ S. Libra. 36. 6'1" . 190. White. 
10"+. Knowledgeable. Firm Master demands 

MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA. SM. Gemini. 25 . 5'11" . 165. 
White. 5%". Novice. Leather/bondage enthusi
ast seeks straight·appearing partner who is 
discreet, will switch roles. Bikers, uniforms a 
plus. Wants contacts in Michigan, Indiana, 
Illinois, Missouri. No fems, beards, blatants. 
Box 051M. 
KANSAS CITY. S. Aries. 36. 5'11" 190. 
White. 8" . Knowledgeable. Intelligent, imagina
tive. Seeks candidates interested in a total in
volvement who are truly submissive and enjoy 
pain, humiliation , discipline. Travels frequently 
to Omaha, Minneapolis, San Francisco, D.C., 
Dallas, Houston, Detroit, Atlanta, Denver, New 
Orleans, St. Louis, Salt Lake City. No one in
sincere, indiscreet. Box 230P. 
KANSAS CITY. M. Aquarius. 28. 5'11". 175. 
White. 6" . Knowledgeable. Imaginative, willing 
to try new things with masculine, understand· 
ing partner to 45. Uniforms a plus. No ferns. 
fats, filth. Box 180Z. 
ST. LOUIS. M. Aquarius. 40. 6'2". 170. White. 
8". Novice. Handsome, has the capacity to en
joy and the desire to please a discreet partner to 
41. Prefers uncut. Box 003. 
ST. LOUIS. S. Leo. 31 . 5'9". 210. White . 6" . 
Knowldegeable. Demands strict obedience; will 
punish any infraction with pain . Partner must 
have stamina, youthful appearance, can be to 
late 40s. Box 245. 

experienced slave under 35 to satisfy every MONTANA 
need. Moderate to heavy pain tolerance and 

KENTUCKY 
COVINGTON. S. Virgo. 35. 6'4". 190. White. 
7%". Old hand. Well ·built stud into hot, sweaty 
pain trips, oil. Well-built, white only to 45 . 
Box 153H. 
LEXINGTON. S. Leo. 37. 6'1". 197. White. 
7". Knowledgeable, understanding. Par t ner 
must be experienced, smaller, straight appear· 
ing, educated, discreet, without conscience 
conflict in these and related matters , over 25. 
No ferns, fats , dopers, suicides. Box 258. 

lOUISIANA 
BATON ROUGE. S. Leo. 28. 5' 10". 170. 
White. 8". Knowledgeable. Good top man en
joys satisfying slave's real desires. Must be at 
least 8", masculine. Box 047W. 

NEW ORLEANS. M. Scorpio. 32. 5'7". 140. 
White. 8%". Novice. Pleasant, intellig1!nt, 
self-confident, sensual, REAL man, a stallion 
to be tamed by domineering, proud, mascu line 
partner to 40. Should have good body, intel
ligence, endurance, large endowment. Box 162 . 

i>NEW ORLEANS .- SM. Virgo. 21. 5'11" . 45. 
White. SY/' . Completely inexperienced . Sexy 
dude wants to learn light S&M from wel l-en
dowed partner to 38. No blacks, Orientals, ·ad
heads. Box 241V. 

NEW ORLEANS. S. Gemini. 42. 6'1" . 95. 
White. 6" . Knowledgeable. Total respect and 
obedience demanded. Box 305. 

MARYLAND 
ADELPHI/HYATTSVILLE. M. Aquarius. 40. 
6'6". 235. Black. 10". Novice. Bodybui lder 
seeks knowledgeable bodybuilder Master who 
respects limits and will train. Under 45, white
preferred. Must have sincere understanding of 
Leathersex, S&M. Box 227 L. 
HYATTSVILLE. M. Cancer. 49. 172. White. 
8". Knowledgeable. Good cocksucker for clean 
cut white partner who can take it easy. Mus be 
sober and discreet. Box 125L. 

DRUMMER 50 

masculinity a must. Box 286. 

MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR . M. Aries. 23 . 5'8" . 130. Black. 
6%". Novice. Enthusiastic, imaginative, will 
ing to learn from cool , confident, open-minded 
well -endowed partners to 45 . White preferred . 
No fats, violence. Box 304N. 
BAY CITY. M. Pisces. 25 . 5' 11 ". 170. White. 
6" . Completely inexperienced . Requires train· 
ing by experienced S under 35. Box 045. 
BERKLEY. S. Vi rgo. 33 . 5'6". 135. White. 
8 %" . Knowledgeable. Firm Master demands 
obedient experimental Slave. No balds, fats , 
dominants. Box 0520. 
DETROIT. SM. Libra. 26. 5' 10" . 160. White. 
8". Knowledgeable. Professional man respects 
limits of psychologically sound partner who 
knows what he wants. Should be 25 to 40, 
well-built . No fern, insensitive persons. Box 
154M. 
DETROIT. SM. Scorpio. 34. 5' 10". 155. White . 
6%" . Cut. Reasonable Master with equipped 
house; bondage, S&M a must. Box 340B. 

FLINT. SM Aquarius. 34. 6'. 230. White. 
6%". Completely inexperienced. Discreet, 
will respect limits of compatible partner . Black 
preferred. No drugs, drunks. Box 051 GS. 

JACKSON . MS. Pisces. 39. 5'3". 135. White. 
Old hand. Cigarette smoker preferred . Box 209 . 

LIVONIA. M. Virgo. 58. 5' 10". 185. White. 
6". Old hand . Compulsive masochist has been 
fully trained as animal slave to serve Master 
who will horeswhip him as work animal. Must 
be masculine. No public humiliation, full 
leather dress . excessive material demands. 
Box 348. 

MARQUETTE. MS. Aries. 25. 6'1". 168. 
White. 7" . Completely inexperienced. Virgin 
ass. Will obey good teacher who is a real man 
and straight in appearance. No ferns, drugs. 
Box 188F. 

SWEETGRASS. MS. Aquarius. 50. 6'1" . 180. 
White. 6". Old hand, collection of used cow· 
boy/leather gear. No !ems. Box 230. 

NEW JERSEY 
HIGHTSTOWN . M. Leo. 35. 5'8". 160. White. 
7". Novice. Seeks well-built , rugged, gentle but 
demanding Master to 40 willing to go slowly at 
first . Box 136E. 
NEWARK. MS. Libra. 56. 5' 9%". 155. White. 
8 %". Novice. Seeks training from patient part
ner. Box 294W. 
NEW EGYPT. SM. Cancer. 21. 6'4". 150. 
White. 10%''. Knowledgeable . Has played both 
roles, eager and curious to learn what he may 
have missed with knowledgeable, imaginative 
partner to 40. Must be masculine in appearance, 
actions. No glasses, acne, body odor, small 
endowments. Box 120. 
PRINCETON. MS. Aries. 42. 5' 11". 190. 
White. 7". Novice. Virile a net versatile, wishes 
to enjoy sex to highest degree with masculine 
partner to 45. No hard drugs, heavy drinking. 
Box 318W. 
RANDOLPH. S. Scorpio. 36. 6'2". 180. White. 
6Ya" ' Knowledgeable. Seeks permanent slave, 
20s to mid ·30s, to share life and private house. 
Into leather bondage. Willing to train and will 
respect limits. No fats, ferns, hard drugs. Box 
291 . 

NEBRASKA 
WAYNE. M. Pisces. 34. 6'. 165. White. 6%" . 
Novice. Seeks not-too-experienced cowboy 
type into bondage. Box 306. 

NEW YORK 
ALBANY. MS. Aries. 42. 5'8%". 170. White. 
8". Completely inexperienced . Very masculine. 
Wants to meet/correspond with white, mascu
line L/ L guys to 45 . Loves to suck, be tucked 
and to please partner. Digs clean cut , mous
tache, large endowment. Box 290R. 
ALBANY. S. Gemini/Taurus. 40. 6'2". 225. 
White. 7". Knowledgeable. Wants straight
appearinq who digs police scene. Box 317. 

BRONX. M. Libra. 56. 5'11". 150. White 
Knowledgeable. Has need and capacity tc 
serve mature uniformed, booted officer. 
police/military preferred. Unconditional ser
vice , Sir; total commitment. Box 017. 
BROOKLYN. S. Aquarius. 25. 6'3" . 190. 
White. 6". Novice. Dominant dude seeks part
ner under 30 into Levis, wrestling, occasional 
role-switching. No ferns, fats , blacks. Box 125F .' 
CLAYTON. SM. Aquarius. 28. 5'7Y,'" 160. 
White. 5Y.t' ' . Completely inexperienced . Eager 
to learn from attractive, open-minded, discreet 
dude. No ferns, fats, scat. Box 292 . 
COPIAGUE. SM. Scorpio. 47. 5'10". 165. 
White. 6%". Knowledgeable. Attractive, con
genial, trustworthy, enjoys both roles. Partner 
must be attractive, trustworthy, clean, under 
50, cut. No uncouth, hairy types in poor physi 
cal shape. Box 183. 
FLUSHING. SM. Taurus. 43. 5'8". 180. White 
6'' . Knowledgeable. Biker into Leather/Levi 1 
masculine scene seeks intelligent, butch partner 
Will switch roles for right person. No ferns, 
blacks Box 052H. 
GRE.,ENWICH VILLAGE. M. Gemini. 25 . 6' 
150. White. 1". Novice. Actor/playwright 
believes in worship of the male body. Partner 
must be highly intelligent, liberal, under 40, 
well -endowed. Box 302 . 
ILION. MS. Gemini. 47 . 5'8". 130. White 
5%"' Completely inexperienced. At best wher 
told what to do and torced by patient and 
understanding Master, preferably blond Aryan 
type. Must be cut and clean, well-endowed . 
Box 141 . 
NEW YORK. M. Capricorn. 5'8". 200. White. 
6". Knowledgeable. Desires moderately ag
gressive young S for humiliation, some bondage 
and torture, W/S, scat, boot-licking, etc. Stable 
action with manure especially desirable. Black 
preferred. Box 018C. 
NEW YORK. M. Cancer. 38. 6'2". White. 7". 
Intermediate. Weightlifter with 46" chest, 
34" waist wants to expand experiences with 
clean, masculineS. Box 023. 
NEW YORK. MS. Gemini. 47 . 5'10%". 155. 
White. 6%". Knowledgeable. Original and 
imaginative to serve mature, compatible partner 
who proves himself superior. Should be flexi 
ble, strong, well-endowed with well·delined 
legs. No ego trippers, psychos, freeloaders. 
Box 023P. 
NEW YORK. SM. Virgo. 44. 6'. 190. White. 
7" . Novice. Will do anything with hairy, butch 
partner. No permanent damage, no ferns. Box 
079F. 
NEW YORK. SM. Leo. 44. 6'. 180. White. 
9"' Old hand . Into heavy role-playing, able to 
switch . Discreet, respects limits. Wants partner 
to 55 for week-day scenes locally, any time out 
of town. No permanent relationships. Box 
136M. 

I> NEW YORK.• M. Gemini. 48. 6'. 140. White. 
Knowledgeable. Enthusiastic, butch, ever-hard 
and ever-ready, seeking partner sincerely into 
scene and not play-acting. Absolutely no scat. 
Box 164. 

NEW YORK. M. Virgo. 33. 5'11" . 198. White. 
6%" . Completely inexperienced. Sir, would 
you like a kid of your own? Affectionate, good 
boy needs his rough-loving macho Daddy to 
take him home and housebreak him. Train me 
to serve you well, please! No prissies, nervous 
Ivy Leaguers, drug users, heavy drinkers. Age, 
race, looks unimportant. Box 1562. 

NEW YORK. M. Libra. Late 50s. 6'3". 180. 
White. 5" . White-haired man of distinction type 
will serve virile male, any age or race, who has 
fantasies of beating Daddy's ass, fucking the 
professor who failed him in French, pissing into 
his priest or making his boss suck his asshole. 
Have poppers, toys, dog collar. Box 290X. 

NEW YORK. S. Gemini. 45. 5' 11". 150. 
White. Old hand. Skilled , well·known whip 
Master also into mutual Leathersex with boot 
and uniform buddy. Action wanted/guaran
teed . No J/0 phone calls, correspondence, 
ferns, fats , heavy drinkers. Box 294. 
NEW YORK. M. Pisces. 29. 5'10%". 140. 
White. 6%'" Knowledgeable. Will serve, obey 
and satisfy completely a truly masculine Mas
ter. Digs uniforms, rough, macho image. Box 
252B. 
NEW YORK. M. Taurus. 48. 6'. 145. White. 6" 
Knowledgeable. Wants relationship with clean, 
intelligent man with leather tastes. No hardcore 
S&M, drugs, fats, blacks. Box 252C. · 

NEW YORK. Leo. 47. 5'8" . 150. White. 6%". 
Pain, S&M not necessary to sexual activity 
but strongly attracted to the heavy masculine 
overtones of the scene. Box 312. 
NEW YORK. M. Aquarius. 36. 5'8". 136. 
White. 7" . Knowledgeable. Must have intense 
masculine domination and bondage from man 
40·55. Box 070T. 
NEW YORK. S. Taurus. 35. 5'9". 155. White . 
7". Knowledgeable. Super S gets off on satisfy
ing hunky , very sexual partner through B&D, 
humiliation, etc .... Should have good balls and 
ass. No ferns. Box 056. 
NEW YORK. M. Taurus. 46. 6'. 175. White. 
9". Novice. Seeks masculine partner into golden 
showers, beating, chains, humiliation. Box 
059G. 



EW YORK. S. Gemini. 45. 6'4". 190. White. COLUMBUS. SM. Taurus. 25. 5'9". 183. White. 
a··. Knowledgeable. Will dominate, control, 6Xt'" Novice. Satisfaction guaranteed to sincere, 
rain discreet, employed slave who li\les alone. straight appearing butch types. No ferns, fats, 
o ferns, fats. Bodybuilder preferred, under snobs, chicken. Box 365, 

50. Box 061. MASSILLON. M. Libra. 35. 6'1Y.". 215. White. 
EW YORK. S. Capricorn. 40. 5'10". 150. 7". Completely inexperienced. Willing to serve 

White. 8". Knowledgeable. Will humiliate and and eager to please clean, well-muscled Master 
dominate partner with fetish for uniforms, to 45. No filth, hard drugs. Box 165P. 

WILKES-BARRE. S. Cancer. 40. 6'. 170. 
White. 12". Old hand. Extensive military ex
perience, specialist in military&penal discipline 
and training, builds torture equipment to 
order. Seeks masculine partners intersted in 
fantasy scenes or totally satisfying the Master's 
needs. Will train willing beginners. No ferns, 
fats. Box 055. 

~r~'::'s~~~ 0~og~. Fetishes and complete slavery OR EGON TENNESSEE 
NEW YORK S Scorpio 45 5'10" 173 PORTLAND. S. Leo. 34· 6'l". 155· White. CHATTANOOGA. SM. Pisces. 45. 5'10Y,". 
White. Know.ted9eable. Tr~stw~rthy, ~ill r~ G%". Novice. Selfish, arrogant, dominant, de- 200. White. 7". Old hand. Versatile. Into 
spect limits of slim, well-built partn r under manding, wants to own fully slave who will enemas, creative bondage and toys with gen-

HOUSTON. SM. Sagittarius. 35. 5'7". 135. 
White. 6)1,''. Knowledgeable. Tattooed. Re
spected in both roles.Uninhibited, creative, 
dedicated and committed to partners into 
tattoos, piercing, shaving, leather, rubber. 
Must be extermely submissive but versatile. 
Box 318X. 

[>HOUSTON. M. Capricorn. 38. 5'7JI,''. 138. 
White. 5Xt". Novice. Eager and fascinated to 
learn from and serve experienced, patient part
ner to 50 who will accept limitations. Wishes to 
be shaved, humiliated. Not seeking romance or 
permanence. No fat or shy people. Box 371. 

50. No fats, TVs, scat. Box 220. serve, obey and satisfy every need 100%. No uine honest partner to 55. Box 134. 
NEW YORK. M. Sagittarius. 36. 5'7". 140. fems,fats,blacks,hippies.Box 347 · COLLIERVILLE. S. Leo. 33. 5'11". 165. VIRGINIA 
White. Bodybuilder seeks very thin black Mas· PENNSYlVANIA White. 7". Novice. Must be butch and museu- ALEXANDRIA. M. Scorpio. 24. 6'. 165. White. 
ter. Wants to be mentally dominated and HARRISBURG. M. Scorpio. 40. 6'. 163. White. lar. Box 086. 7". Knowledgeable. Masculine, semi-muscular, 
humiliated into worshipping Master as Center 6". Novice. Needs discipline and bondage. LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN. S. Aquarius. 54. 6'. slim M wants to serve S stud into police uni-
of the Universe. Short and/or younger a plus. Box 319. 155. White. 6". Old hand. Ex-motorcycle cop- forms, boots, britches, domination. Over 27 
Box 220M. LANCASTER. MS. Scorpio. 36. 6'. 185. White. military man has extensive collection to please preferred. No drunks, blacks. Box 125K2. 
NEW YORK. S. Leo. 44. 6'1". 175. White. 6". Completely inexperienced. Wants to learn small, neat, clean, white slave to 50 with boot ALEXANDRIA. SM. Aries. 30. 5'11". 175. 
8". Knowledgeable. Police domination and both roles and Leatherscene from knowledge- and breech fetish. No fats, role-switching, White. 7%:". Knowledgeable. Marine enjoys 
discipline and bondage with leather gear. able, understanding partner to 45 who respects drugs, mutilation, scat, drunks. Box 2950. sharing new and mutually enjoyable ex-
Will build pain tolearance in Slave Limits limits. No skinnies, fats. Must be cut. Box 076. MEMPHIS. MS. Aquarius. 37. 6'2". 180. periences with attractive, intelligent M to 35. 
respected. Box 127. NEW KENSINGTON. S. Libra. 40. 5'7". 170. White, 6JI,''. Novice. Travels extensively. Will Blond, large endowment, hairless body turn-on. 
NEW YORK. s. Taurus. 44. 6' 110. White. White. 7". Knowledgeable. Nineteen years' expenment under dommant partner. Box 140. No one selfish or inflexible. Box 151. 
7". Novice. Seeks, dark, hairy slave w'th large and many varieties of experiences will please ~~%N~~i;::0~!'16~~Nhas~: ~.::,~~ri~str~;·~~~~: [>ARLINGTON: SM. Scorpio. 30. 6'2". 180. 
uncut cock. Must be knowledgeable, clean. totally servile partner under 6'. Must be willing chist who wants and needs to feel pain to White. 6". Ma~culine, leather clot.hing, high 
Box 153P. to accept demands. No ferns, fags. Box 066D. limits. No drugs drunks blacks chicken. boot lover lookmg for same. Versatile. Moder-
NEW YORK. SM. Virgo. 26. 6'. 180. White. MAIN LINE PHILADELPHIA. MS. Leo. 47. Box 218. ' ' ' ate S&M bondage. Will worship right leatherS 
7". Knowledgeable. Sober dude gets off on 5'7Y,". 145. White. 7". Knowledgeable. Seeks from heels to crotch. Box 140D. 
mutual enjoyment with over-sexed. level- sincere, straight-appearing Master 27 to 50. No TEXAS 
headed partner under 55. No ferns, youths. fats or blacks. Moustaches a real turn-on. MANASSAS. SM. Capricorn. 47. 5'8". 165. 
Box 168K. Box 296G. AUSTIN. M. Aries. 30. 6'1". 155. White. White. 6Y.". Novice. Wants L/L guy for B&D. 
NEW YORK. M. Libra. 48. 5'6". 180. White. PHILADELPHIA. S. Virgo/Scorpio. 42. 5'7". 6!h"' Buckin' bronco needs horny, endowed, Dirty, sweaty workclothes preferred. Likes 
6". Novice. Will submit totally to patient, 160. White. 7". Knowledgeable. Italian stal- trim, muscular, Levi Jock-stud to 25 to ride rought trade. Age not a problem, but no ferns, 
respectful, persistent Master into heavy S&M, lion, muscular and hairy, experienced to un- long and hard and provide instruction in muscle fats, blacks. Box 135P. 
C&B work, uniforms, whips. No scat. blacks, derstand limits in all areas. Master seeks mascu- worship and body service. Box 294V9. NORFOLK. SM. Cancer. 43. 5'6". 140. White. 
true brutality. Box 184G. line, obedient slave to "Serve his leather, chains DALLAS. SM. Cancer. 35. 5'11". 195. White. 7". Novice. Dominant but considerate leather-
NEW YORK. SM. Capricorn. 21. 5'8} ". 120. and boots. Will train up to 35 in S&M, B&D, 7¥..:" · Knowledgeable. Hairy muscular, big- lover and bike owner seeks sincere, honest, 
White. 6¥..:". Completely inexperienced. Seeks W/S, chains, bike and western leather toys. booted biker desires experienced man with discreet partner to 40. No ferns, fats, phonies, 
masculine, straight-acting, straight appearing Send letter of submission with photo and good hands. Trees accepted. Box 017R. dopers. Box 185S. 
partner to 40. No ferns. Box 262. phone. No bullshit. Box 052. DALLAS. S. Aries. 42. 5'8". 130. White. 7Y,". RICHMOND. S. Leo. 52. 5'9". 172. White. 
NEW YORK. M. Taurus. 36. 5'9". 145 White. PHILADELPHIA. M. Libra. 49. 5'10Y,".140. Old hand. Handsome stud respects limits. No 9". Old hand. Wants true lover of Levis, high 
6". Novice. Seeking masculine partner with White. 8". Completely inexperienced. Willing fats. Must be masculine appearing, acting. boots, riding britches. Cycle owner preferred. 
large, thick cock or someone into FF. o fats. and eager to learn from refined, well-built Box 049. Box 400. 
Body hair a p lus. Box 282. partner to 50. Box 052F. WASHINGTON 
ROCHESTER. M. Capricorn. 43. 5'8". 165. PHILADELPHIA. S. Taurus. 40. 5'10". 165. ~t,.~L~~d ~- :ri~s. ~9 · 5'

1l':- l~. Wh~e. SEATTLE. MS. Libra. 32. 6'11Y,". 185. White. 
White. 6". Completely inexperienced. Willing White. 7"· Knowledgeable. Imaginative, 2 nd Man h l:t ge~~ratl~n ~ste; e- 7". Knowledgeable. Adaptable, sincere, open-
and eager to learn from patient, understand- mature, hot-looking dude seeks dark, masculine ra hs. a"! B w ~ 37nows IS pace. 0 ems, minded, honest, seeks same to 55 for possible 
ing teacher to 50. No outright brutality. Box moustached or bearded novice to 50. Should ats, ipp!es. ox · permanent relationship. Law enforcement types 
070R. have good body and teeth, must be clean. No DALLAS. S. Pisces. 33. 6'. 170. White. 9Y,". a turn-on. Must be able to travel. No blacks, 
WOODBURY, LONG ISLAND. SM. Taurus. ferns, fats, redheads, slobs. Satisfaction guaran- Old hand. Has strong fists, flexible feet, steel- drunks, heavy drugs, one-way types. Box 125N. 
43. 5'9". 172. White. 6". Knowledgeable. teed! Box 227G. like pees, insatiable desire for constant, heavy TACOMA. SM. Capricorn. 37. 6'2)1,''. 190. 
Trustworthy, responsible, intelligent, creative PHILADELPHIA. SM. Pisces. 49. 5'11" · 175. sessions with totally submissive, well-built White. 7". Novice wants to learn both roles 
and fully aware of risks and dangers.W;shes to White. Will train Slave to worship Master's slave to 50. This is one hot number. Box 023K. from clean, knowledgeable partner. Owns 
fulfill M fantasies with masculine, discreet, ~e~~~';;,~~;~7!~ ~dyAr~e~d~~ers5.~g~o~~I [>DALLAS.• SM. Pisces. 5,9Y.". 160_ White. 7... Harley and prefers bike owner. No ferns, fats. 
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· No ferns, fats, White. 6". Novice. Into B&D. Would give up Knowledgeable. Leather/uniform enthusiast. ~~~6~~.2-SM. Libra. 51 . 5•10 ... 240. Wh ite. 
WOODMERE. S. Cancer. 55. 5'9". 180. White. freedom for right Master to 35. Willing and Breeches, boots, bikers, especially real cycle 7"' Completely inexperienced. Virgin ass. 
5%". Novice. Has vast leather equipmen collec- eager to learn from sincere, honest, level-head- offic~rs (discretion assured). No fats, ferns, Sincere, genuine, honest. Friendship more 
tion to turn on a biker Minto Leatherse)(. Visit- ed L/L partner. Must be clean. No heavy S&M, phon~es. Box 186Z5. important than sex. No limits, no turn-offs. 
ing California September-October, wants to ~~a,'~·Ad~uEgLsP,cHiglarettes, ferns. Box 186.," DALLAS. S. Libra. 40. 5'11". 170. White. 7". Box 1B1-X. 
meet slave. No drugs, ferns, drunks, role switch- . .. A. S. Capncorn. 26. 6_ 3 · 180. Knowledgeable. Permanent slave wanted by WISCONSIN 
ing, FF, B&D. Box 147. ~u~:~~r 7 ·.t~n~wledgeabl~ .. Good-looklmtg bodky- stud with police and Marine Corps disciplinary GLEN HAVEN. M. Leo. 51. 5'9". 160. White. 
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS. S. Sagittarius. 42. 6'. . . WI . s rang, crea IVe persona I y see s experience. Box 252M. 
155. White. 7Y,". Knowledgeable. Gentle yet willmg, trustmg_ partner to 35. No fats, drugs, FORT WORTH. SM. Aquarius. 43. 6'2". 195. 6". Knowledgeable. Serious, well-educated, ex-
firm, will respect limits of quiet, obedient slave back talk, sloppmess. Box 318K. Wh' 7., K led bl D . b .11 perienced M likes long, active sessions and will 
over 30. Can travel, will assist older Masters. PHI_LAD~LPHIA. S. Aquarius. 46 .. 5'9". 165. swi~~~ fo; r7;~ p;~:On~· Muos~·~=n~as'::~l~~. try almost anything with strong, imaginative, 
Possible long-term relationship. No TVs, mar- White. 7 . Knowledgeable. Masculme S seeks mature into Levis leather bondage road calm, trustworthy S who respects limits. Must 
ried Bis, drugs. Box 132D. M under 35 into B&D., oil, leather, Levis, bikes. Box 059D. ' ' ' be real man. Box 115. 

NORTH CARO LINA 
amyl. Send photo and phone number. Box 209. KENOSHA. SM. Gemini. 45. 5'9". 145. White. 
PHILADELPHIA. S. Libra. 40. 6'3". 165. FORT WORTH. MS. Scorpio. 41. 5'11". 190. 6Y.". Knowledgeable. Will satisfy wants and 

RALEIGH AREA. SM. Cancer. 44. 6'1%:''. White. 9". Novice. Has assumed slave role for White. 6%". Novice. Former motorcycle cop needs of unselfish, sensitive partner over 30. 
195. White. Experienced. Domination without greater awareness of slave limits and desires. seeks sincere, honest, trusting, discreet Pubic shaving important. Box 185W. 
physical pain. Digs wearing partner's clothes Seeks submissive partner to 45 with good bas- partner over 25. No drugs, ferns, rough trade. 
and boots. Box 156. ket and buns. Will not mark, bloody or shave. Box 353. 
OHIO Box 294V25. FORT WORTH. M. Leo 50. 6'1". 150. White. 
AKRON. SM. Sagittarius. 39. 6'2". 165. White. PITTSBURGH. M. Virgo. 60. 6'. 165. White. Completely inexperienced. Wishes to be of use 
8". Knowledgeable. N.E. Ohio, Richmond, 7%:". Old hand. Thirty years' experience in first to and provide enjoyment for partner who will 
Atlanta areas. Seeks versatility and enthusiasm. class servitude. Not into heavy S&M but can help him to realize his fantasies. No fat or 
Box 154. provide young slaves for Masters' stronger indiscreet persons. Box 252D. 
AKRON. MS. Gemini. 43. 6'1". 195. White. desires. Box 205G. HOUSTON. M. Leo. 35. 5'10". 155. White, 
6W'. Knowledgeable. Into heavy B&D, light[>READING.'SM. Cancer. 46. 6'. 160. White. 6". 6)1,''. Knowledgeable. Wishes to please a skillful, 
S&M. Would switch roles with right partner. Novice. Enjoys bondage. Respects limits. Domi- positive Master and expand experience. Can 
No extreme pain, heavy drinkers o drug nant, but will switch for right partner. Must be ~itch_ for right person. No permanent rela-
users, hippies. Box 187. cut. Box 051B. tiOnShlps, fats. Box 161. 

IHATHffUCK 
IS THf UATHfR 
fRATfRNITY?! 

>CLEVELAND. • MS. Aries. 46. 5'10" 155. .-------------------------., 
White. 6%:". Novice. French active, Greek pas-
sive. Wants to please large, well-built par ner to 
50. No fats, heavy S&M, B.O. Box 017V. 

CLEVELAND. SM. Sagittarius. 30. 5'11'. 152. 
White. 6". Novice. Former slave seeks respect
ful partner to 45 for W/S, light B&D, nude 
games. Should be neat and discreet. No fats, 
slobs. Box 316. 
CLEVELAND. M. Libra/Scorpio. 45. 5'9". 
170. White. 6". Novice. Wants to ser\le big, 
husky Master 30 to 50. Some experience, but 
willing to learn more. Box 318F. 
COLUMBUS. MS. Libra. 26. 5'11Y,". 165. 
White. 8". Completely inexperienced. Wishes 
to learn from intelligent, masculine partner to 
35 who will respect limits. No violence, mutila
tion, ferns. Box 132T. 
COLUMBUS. S. Cancer. 29. 5'11". 180. White. 
7". Novice, will please and respect limits of 
swarthy, muscular partner. Must be clean. 
Hairy preferred. No fems. Box 197. 
COLUMBUS. SM. Aquarius. 46. 5'8". 143. 
White. 7". Novice bordering on knowledge
able. Good-looking, sensuous, turns on easily 
with physically and mentally attractive 
partner. No scat, slobs, ferns, liars, heavy pain. 
Box 234. 

-----------------------
Are you into: 

ret.."cs? 
A MONTHLY PUBLICATION 

To Aid Men in Meeting Other Men 
Wilh UNUSUAL INTERESTS! 
Love Out Your Fantasies ... 

Place an UNCENSORED AD saying 
What You're Really Looking for 

and We'll Help You Find It! 
Nationwide Listings of Men You'd Like to Meet 

Send for Sample Copy, $1.50. 
SMads 

P.O. Box 712, Dept. R.B. 
Old Chelsea Station 

New York, N.Y.10011 

----------------------· 

RF.M/~ Products 
BOOKS 
8MM 
color movies 
What ever 

RACKS 
WHIPPING 
HORSES 
NOVELTIES 
LEATHER 

Everything for the S/M community from large racks to small leather 
toys. We sell movies 01\ S/M related subjects -write boob, The Life 
of a Masochist is one. We have the most complete line of products 
for the S/M community to be found. For completely illustrated 
catalog send $2.00 to R.F.M. P.O. Box 1025 

Glendora, CA 91740 
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WATERTOWN. S. Libra. 27. 6'. 175. White. 
7". Novice. Will satisfy needs of mutually 
honest, understanding partner. Into W/S, 
B&D, humiliation, public exhibition. No heavy 
drugs, selfish types. Box 130W. 

AUSTRALIA 
EAST SYDNEY, N.S.W. M. Sagittarius. 33. 
5'7". 134. White. 6W' . Knowledgeable. Will do 
best to please Master, willing to try new ideas 
and scenes with pleasant, positive S to 35. No 
fats, disrespectful of limits. Visiting San Fran
cisco and Denver in October '77. Box 071 . 

BELGIUM 
BRUSSELS. SM. Aries. 34. 6'. 155. White. 7" . 
Old hand. Leather and S&M are a way of life 
involving real men who fully accept its con
sequences and whose final aims are mutual and 
refined pleasure. Seeks intelligent, good
looking, imaginative partner to 45 who will 
switch roles under right conditions. TravaJs 
frequently. No dirtiness , stupidity. Box 313. 

CANADA 
CALGARY, ALBERTA. SM. Cancer. 31 . 
5'814 " . 135. White. 614". Novice. Seeks clean, 
anally oriented partner in general area to 45. 
Thoughtful, versatile, respects limits. No 
ferns , fats, heavy drinkers. Box 332. 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA. S. Cancer. 30. 
5'6" . 130. White. 614" . Knowledgeable. Level
headed, imaginative, will respect limits of dude 
heavy into ass work. No role-switching. Box 
131. 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA. M. Scorp io. 32. 
5'8" . 168. White. 8" . Completely inexperi 
enced . Hunky dude needs leather and male 
superiority from experienced , goodlooking 
bodybuilder type to 40 willing to train. No 
violence, fats, insensitive , unclean. Box 308. 
PORT ALBERNI, BRITISH COLUMBIA. M 
Pisces. 42. 5'7'' . 142. White. 6" . Knowledge
able. Experienced and obedient, willing to ser 
vice and please Leather Master. Into B&D 
W&S. Black a real turn-on. No ferns, fats 
Box 04BL. 
WEST VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SM. Warlock host offers vacation accommoda 
tions in totally dedicated S&M home to mascu 
line male stallions, any race, and their Slaves 
Box 011 . 

(>TORONTO,•ONTARIO. SM. Libra. 27 . 6'1" 
150. White. 6". Novice. Imaginative, willing, 
digs lengthy sex scenes wlth husky, hairy part
ner to 45 into role-switching. Box 017T. 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. S. Taurus. 47. 6'. 175. 
White. 6". Old hand. Into straps and paddles. 
Masculine, well-built, levelheaded. Seeks young, 
short, lightweight, smooth-skinned partner. 
Blonds preferred . No fats, uncleans. Box 0668 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. MS. Capricorn. 23. 
5'7''. 120. White. 6" . Completely inexperi 
enced . Needs experienced, forgiving teacher 
under 30 in Toronto. Box 074. 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. M. Taurus. 40. 5'11". 
150. White. 6" . Novice. Former priest trained 
to be obedient and to serve. Finds great sat is
fact ion in satisfying well-hung Master willing 
to teach . Must be discreet, non-possessive, to 
45. Bo x 069 . 
TORONTO, ONTARIO. S. Leo. 50. 5'7' '. 142. 
Whi te. 7" . Old hand. Wants doc ile slaves who 
dig being spanked and strapped by leather guy 
Slender or muscular guys 21 -35 only . Box 080. 
TO RONTO, ONTARIO. M. Libra. 31. 5'8" 
145 . White. 614". Novice. Intelligent, flex ible, 
obedient, strong libido. Wishes to learn from 
mentally/physica lly dominant , hunky mascu
line partner to 45 . Box 163. 
TORONTO, ONTARIO. M. Leo. 37. 5' 10" 
156. White. 7" . Knowledgeable. Enjoys being 
completely dominated by aggressive, stocky 
S over 30. No fenns, scat. Box 157T. 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC. M. Virgo. 28. 5'7" . 
150. White. 7". Old hand. Docile boot-slave 
and expert boot-licker will lick your boots 
clean. French kiss, suck, mouth massage and 
polish them to a high gloss. Boots are made to 
be licked and sucked constantly by boot 
slaves on the big , sweaty, smelly feet of cycle 
cops, firemen, SS boot-Masters, bikers, spurred 
rodeo cowboys, fishermen, road and construe 
t ion workers. Keep a slave plenty busy. Put his 
tongue and mouth to work on your Masterfu 
boots and those of your friends and working 
companions. Try me and see the results. Box 
053. 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC. M. Capricorn. 27 
5'8". 130. White. 614" . Knowledgeable 
Wants sadistic Masteds) to expand limits 
Into S&M , scat, W/S, TT, toys, drugs, beer 
poppers. Muscles in tight leather and group 
scenes a real turn-on. Often visi ts U.S 
Box 157N. 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC. MS. Sagittarius. 26 
5' 1 0" . 165. White. Novice. Seeks Leather 
master who will slap, spank, pierce and humil 
iate. Blond preferred, to 35. No hustlers 
Box 227K. 

[>MONTREAL, QUEBEC. M. Virgo. 44. 5'7' ' 
140. White. 7" . Knowledgeable. Will satisfy his 
Master 's sexual whims and fantasies. Breeches 
and boots a turn-on. No domestic slavery 
drunks, liars. Box 313X. 
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MONTREAL, QUEBEC. S. Aries. 30. 5'11". 
160. White. 9" . Old hand. Will respect and 
expand limits of willing slave to 40 who likes 
pain, games, B&D. No fenns, fats. Box 31ST. 
SEPT-I LES, QUEBEC. MS. Pisces. 43 . 5'8" . 
145. White. Knowledgeable. Boot slave wants 
partner to 40 who loves leather and wearing 
heavy masculine boots. No sneaker or Adidas 
types. Box 265. 
ENGLAND 
ISLE OF MAN. M. Sagittarius. 52 . 6'. 214. 
White. 5%" . Novice. Turned on by bondage, 
boxing gloves, hoods, rubber, W/S. Seeks firm , 
trusting, non-butch Master. Eager to try new 
toys, positions, grease, poppers, chain bond
age. Box 152T. 
LONOON. M. Leo . 29. 5' 11". 154. White. 
7". Knowledgeable. Needs to be taught re
spect and beaten into passive ways. Box 060X. 
LONDON. S. Aquarius. 47. 5'9". 175. 
White. 7". Old hand. Must be able to meet 
partner with similar enjoyment of the S&M ex
perience. Occasionally travels to New York, 
Maryland, O.C., California. No scat. Box 149. 

LONDON. M. Gemini. 40. 6'. 150. White. 
7~" . Knowledgeable. Seeks heavy rear 
action with masculine, well-endowed partner. 
No fats, scat. Box 297 . 

HOllAND 
THE HAGUE. SM. Pisces. 31 . 5' 1114". 145. 
White. 9 112" . Knowledgeable. Into whipping, 
B&O, FF, W/S, enemas. Possible permanent 
relationship with masculine partner. Visits 
USA twice a year. Box 295M. 

SWEDEN 
SO LNA. M. Cancer. 30 . 5'8!4". 132. White. 
6 ¥.t". Novice. Seeks knowledgeable, masculine 
partner to 45. Can swi tch but prefers M role. 
Box 228M. 

WEST GERMANY 
FRANKFURT. MS. Leo . 32. 6'. 175. White. 
9". Knowledgeable. American abroad will 
service. Slaves/Masters passing through. Gang 
tuck can be arranged . No ferns, fats . Under 40 
only. Limits respected . Box 1B5K. 

. ··7 . 

TATTOOING SUPPLIES 
WORLD'S FINEST 

TATTOOING EQUIPMENT 
40 PAGE COLOR CATALOG 

$3.00 
FREE COLOR BROCHURE OF 

TATTOO T-SHIRTS AND 
TANK TOPS 

~ 
Spaulding & Rogers Mfg., Inc. 

Rt. 85, New Scotland Rd., 
Dept. D 

Voorheesville, NY 12186 

76 
Solid Brass Door Plaques 

$6.00 each or 2 or more $5.00 each 
1" x 6!' x 1/8" with the following sayings on them : ~

:<S .. ? 
!1- ;~:/:. ; : 

... , ... . ~ :;,/-
\ ' ,;:;:_--;:· 

""'"'' 12 Kings 28 Pump Room 
29 Head 

50 Poop Deck 
53 S & MRoom 
56 Chain Locker 
57 Messroom 

4!£re 
650-6530 

8.418 /UnlET BLVD 
HOLLYWOOD. CA. 

13 Queens 
15 Firs t Mate 
17 No Opium Smoki ng 
18 Slop Chest 
20 Screw Room 
23 Ship's Brig 
24 1st Class Toilet 

33 Reserved for Master 
34 Ball Room 
35 Slave Quarters 
43 Water Closet 
48 Dungeon 
49 Master Quarters 

58 Storm Toilet 
59 Detent ion Cell 
60 Glory Hole 

Please rush m•---,-- braaa plaques. 
(screws not Included) 

Please Indicate order Nos. ______ _ 
Cellfomle Residents add 6% Shipping pnopold. 

Total amount enclosed$ ______ _ 
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The Story or-cr 
SOLD INTO SLAVERY AT SIXTEEN, HE WAS A 
SLAVE All HIS ll FE. Beautifully told in this variation 
of the classic "Story of 0". Passed on from one master 
to another, 'Q' is sold, rented, abused, branded, tattooed 
and is ultimately the personification of man's inhumanity 
to man. A brand-new rewritten, re-edited, magnificently 
illustrated limited edition. 8%" x 11" on heavy book 
stock. Slick cover with all original illustrations by Olaf. 

ROBERT PAYNE 
Illustrated byOLAF 

IG c1Re~ Jl795 
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LEATHERMAN'S WORKBOOK 
VOLUME 

SIX 
INCLUDES: 

a L.A.R.R"Y" 
"J:'''VY'NSJIIN'D"EJ 

COMPLETE, NEW 
NOVELETTE 

Illustrations by SEAN 

ALL NEW 

SHORT STORIES 
PHOTOS 
drawings 

g~p~ 
-~e-~ ~ 5466 SANTA MONICA BLVD. 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90029 . . 

~~ 
~.-.;, 

. --
Idol, from Denmark's famed COQ, is dedicated to Jt 
hunky, hairy HE-men. All beautiful nude photography, ~ 
no text. Each issue has a leather feature and a full-color 
centerfold poster. Nos. 1, 2 & 3 ready to go. 1/$8, 2/$15, 
3/$21, postpaid. Our 1 0-page illustrated catalog features 
dozens of European magazines including some hard..Jo find 
items. Still $1. Our fourth year! dept. D 

ellro,.,, 166 W. 2h< S<.(Down.,>i<'J 

New York City, ~- Y. 10011 



FOLLOWING HIS NIGHTMAIZ~ 
EXPE~ENCE WHE~ FACf ANt> 
I='ANTASY EMERGE!> IN'T'O A WHO!.£ , 
!>2U~ l>eCID~D TO'GET AWAY' TO 
DRIVE WHEREVER CWANCE WOULD 
TAKE I-IlM . HE TU~C> HI.S SIKf' 
TO PERFEC1ION- THEN, TAt<ING 
NO PO&SESSIONS, HE SET 
OFF 
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PI.AGE LOOK5 OESE.RTED. 

WHERE IS EVERYONE ... IT 

DOESN'T SEEM TO 13E 
CL.OSED FOR T~AOING ••. 
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ONE.-MAN 
OPERATION 
Wl-lO HAS 

FALLEN ASLEEP 

F"~M MR.EDOM. 



PRIVATE 

F'UCK OR 

CAN ANYONE 
JOIN IN? 
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and folds up into a small pouch or carry
ing case. It is always wise to have one of 
these on trips or vacations (C leanliness is 
next· to Godliness). The open-end foun
tain syringe is the second type. By open
end, we mean that it is open at the top 
for pouring in liquids, (great for piss). 
It is fine if you are hangmg it over your 
head. Buf if you plan to have a bag on 
your back or side, you are in trouble. 
The fountain syringe usuall y obtaK1able 
holds two quarts also. However, they can 
be found in larger capacities. The last of 
the basics is the closed-end combination 
bag, which is usually billed as being able 
to be used as "douche, enema, or hot 
water bottle." This is a good type of bag 
to use if you are planning to have the bag 

HERE IT IS! 
OUR FAMOUS 

"Don't luck with me 11 

WRIST 
BAND 

You've seen them at 
our shop In Daytona 
Beach for the past 9 
years on bikers from 

Coast to Coast 

THIS 3 INCH WIDE BAND IS HAND
CRAFTED OF BLACK TOP - GRAIN 
LEATHER AND HAS 26 CHROME 
PLATED OVER BRASS SPI KESAND 

IS MADE TO BE ADJUST ABLE 
TO BE WORN FOR 

DECORATIVE PURPOSES ONLY 

s14 .~<includ•d 
C.O.D. REQUIRES $5 DEPOSIT 
PLEASE ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

THE SANDAL SHEAF 
7985 Santa Monioa Blvd. 

Suite 219, Box 112 
West Hollywood, CA 90046 
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on the bed with you, or being held by 
your partner. This type of bag can also 
be "double-filled" or forced to collapse 
by hand-pressure which in turn drives the 
water through the tube. 

Another piece of enema equipment 
that is handY, to have is the old-fashioned 
"enema can' or "waterin~ can." This is 
precisely what the name rmplies. It is a 
two quart capacity can with a small spout 
at the bottom onto which attaches your 
favorite hose. This again is an open-end 
affair and is very practical in that you can 
keep a jug or container of water nearby 
to refill it whenever it gets too low. If 
you are shooting the tube with a partner, 
it is an exciting event as well, for your 
partner will find it difficult to judge just 
how much water has been pumped in 
because he cannot see through the solid 
walls of the can, and unlike a bag, he 
cannot watch it deflate. 

The "in-line" pump or Antrum Syr
inge is a device to have handy as well. 
This is a length of tube with a pocket or 
bulb in the center. The idea is to attach 
each end of the tube inbetween the hos
ing that you are using. You can then re
lease the shut-off clamp and control the 
flow of water, or whatever, by hand 
pressure on the bulb. The person pump
ing the bulb has complete control over 
the amount, or speed of water in the ass. 
Physically it is a marvel of sensation, and 
for psychological games it is quite effec
tive. 

You may have also seen at some point 
in your life, the common rectal bulb 
syringe, which usually holds about 8-10 
ounces of liquid. This type of enema also 
has its merits. In a situation such as this, 
you can fill a pail with warm, soapy 
water, or plain liquid, and begin the 
"long-slow-fill." Once you have squeezed 
the contents of the bulb out, you can re
move it, and play around, without having 
to worry about getting caught up in 
lengths of tube, or pulling the tube from 
a connection with the bag. After one has 
reached capacity from the flow, you can 
also re-insert the deflated bulb up the ass, 
and by releasing the bulb, withdraw some 
of the liquid. This is particularly effec
tive when pressure mounts up beyond the 
holding point, or for long, extended 
sessions when you don't want you or 
your partner to have to hop up repeat
edly and hit the john. 

For quick-cleaning, before you get 
into extended sessions, there is also avail
able on the market a shower attachment, 
which fits onto the shower or bath spout 
as the case may be and provides a con
tinuous flow of water, non-stop. You 
must use your own judgement here as 
to just how much of the city's water 
supply you want up your ass, and just 
how clean you want to be. 

There are many nozzles to use with 
your bag, many designed for feeling and 
sensitivity. One called the "Squash
Blossom' has ribbons of curved hard 
rubber at the end. Once inserted in the 
ass, the ribbons can be pushed forward 

and back causing quite a ripple of sensu
ality. The coveted nozzle by any real en
thusiast however, is what is called the 
Bardex nozzle. This little item has an 
inflatable air balloon at the end of the 
nozzle with a tube running through it. 
The whole apparatus is stuffed in the ass, 
and the baloon inflated. Once inflated, 
the water can rush through the tubing 
to fill a gut, but with the balloon in 
position, it cannot come back out. A 
wonder for retention enemas. A terror 
for any slave. · The double bardex has 
two balloons, one which inflates in the 
ass, the other just on the outside of the 
ass-hole. For a drop to get past both bal
loons is a real feat. There is also an air 
nozzle which in addition to having a 
channel for water, has an air tube as well. 
You can shoot either air or water or 
both. The air gives a lot of turbulence, 
and sometimes a lot of cramps as well, 
not to mention the huge gusts of wind 
that hit the throne when it is expelled. 

The colon tube, as we mentioned be
fore, is approximately 30" in length, and 
is primarily used for "high enemas." 
The trick of the colon tube is getting it 
placed correctly, as it must follow along 
and around the curves of the colon. The 
tube should be inserted gently and 
pushed slowly. The recipient should feel 
no pain. At times a dull feeling of pres
sure will be noticed as the tube hits a 
curve. This is to be expected. However, 
should any sharp feelings of pain hit, the 
tube should be backtracked a bit, and 
then pushed forward again. Once the tube 
is in place, or as you are putting it in, you 
should check the water flow to make sure 
that the end of the tube has not been 
stopped up b'y whatever is up there wait· 
ing to come down. Sometimes the tube 
will double back on itself, and the water 
will not flow. An' in lin€1 pump is very 
effective for using with the colon tube. If 
you are able to pump the bulb, you know 
that the water is flowing. If it is not, 
retract the tube a short ways and try 
again until the water does flow, then 
continue to insert the tube the full 
length. 

Another important thing to remember 
when you are beginning an enema scene 
is to "bleed" the tubes. This simply 
means releasing the shut off and allowing 
some water to expel the air in the tube. 
Leaving air in the tube will create turbu
lence if you allow it to flow in with the 
water. Also some cramping may occur. 
If that's what your looking for, more 
power to you . 

Everyone who ever begins the enema 
scene always has the question "How 
much is enou~h, and how much is too 
much?" Certamly it's a valid point and 
one worth considering. 

Unfortunately, the situation is one 
that you really must learn from experi
ence. The best way to do this of course, is 
to experiment on your; own. When the 
water or liquid first enters your rectum, 
you may feel an initial pressure which is 
uncomfortable. If you shut the flow off 
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~or a few moments, your colon will be
gi n adjusting to the new displacement, 
and will soon allow you to continue the 
fl ow. You must remember that the water 
is following the line of your colon, and 
your colon does not run in one continu
ous, straight-as-an-arrow li e. So you will 
be feeling the water reach a curve within 
you, building up pressure, and then re
leasing the same pressure inside of you as 
it plunges its way furth er. Nature and 
your guardian angel will tell you when it 
is t ime to stop and run for the throne. A 
pe rfect illustration of this is what is 
known as "cramping." The muscles of 
your colon will tighten up at various 
r,oi nts, especially when you've had 
'enough." This is a sharp pain, not 

da ngerous, but most certainly a caution 
indicator. If you are cramping badly, 
do n't press your luck. Go and expel 
your baggage, and come back refreshed to 
try for more. 

Two things to remem er are that 1) 
there are chunks of matter within your 
colon that ordinarily would continue 
downward to a drowning death within 
the bowl. These substances or "shit" 
can at times block the flo N of water, and 
cause discomfort. Sometimes you can 
massage the stomach which in turn will 
move the colon slightly, and many times 
allow for the passage of more water. 2) 
When attemptmg to take a "full bag," it 
is wise to occassionally stop the flow of 
water if pressure or cramping occurs, and 
give the colon time to ad just to the new 
presence within it. The stopping of the 
water will more likely than not, give you 
a more comfortable and fu lfilling ride. 

As to a final note on capacities; a 
two quart enema is not improbable for 
80% of the r,eople attempt ing it. It is not 
considered 'big league." When you move 
toward the 2}'2 quart, yo are becoming 
professional. The 3 quart enema qualifies 
you as expert. The 3!1:! and 4 quart en
emas qualify you as one of the "big 
boys" and anything beyond that, go im
mediately to Hollywood, for you are 
indeed a water "STAR." 

What to put in your bag is a common 
question for everyone in tne water scene. 
Let's start by saying what NOT to put in 
your bag. Do not use harsh detergent 
soaps .. . a Fels Naptha.enema can cramp 
you for three days runni ng, not to men
tion the chance of damage·. Do not use 
any commercial laundry soap, I don't 
care how phosphate free it is. If you must 
use a commercial soap, Ivory flakes, or 
Ivory liquid is mild enough. The best soap 
to use for cleaning is a pu re castile soap, 
or tincture of green soap. A very small 
quantity, about a teaspoon is sufficient. 
The soap, remember, will give more 
cramping than plain water. If you are 
planning to hold onto the enema for a 
while, you're in for a turbu lent ride. 

The best cleaning enema, believe it or 
not, is the coffee enemak but with the 
prices these days it rna es it a costly 
trip. Mrs. Olsen, however, reccommends 

---

it highly. Glycerin enemas are also good 
and slippery. About 4 ounces of glycerin 
to two quarts of water. Mineral oil can 
also be used. A strai~ht mineral oil enema 
is great for preparatiOn for fisting. Prune 
juice is a sure cramper, as is phosphate 
soda (what you find in a Fleet enema at 
the drugstore). Other preparations in
clude piss enemas, salt enemas, epson salt 
enemas and of course the "velvet scor
pion" of them all ... the wine enema, 
which we will detail later. However, while 
on the subject of alcohol, let us mention 
that you should not shoot straight booze 
up your ass! In many heavy S&M trips, 
the top will shoot a few shots of vodka or 
scotch or whatever up there to buzz out 
the bottom. It is highly effective, but 
also highly dangerous. The cells that line 
the colon are great absorbers, but they 
are not made of steel and should not be 
treated so. With any chemical preparation 
or mixing, use a little sense, and a little 
caution. The trip is supposed to be fun, 
not fatal, which is why we are dead set 
against the sulfuric acid enema. 

Let us end up with a few pointers and 
ideas to tease and taunt your little minds. 
We have already touched on the use of 
the colon tube and the bardex in a scene. 
For fun pain variations, imagine adminis
tering a two quart enema of soapy water, 
and then placmg a butt plug in the ass· to 
hold the water in, or if you wish to carry 
it a bit farther, sealing the butt plug 
around the edges with hot wax, or taping 
it in with adhesive tape. Or giving a turbu
lent enema or a piss enema of the 
Master's piss, and having the slave wear 
some very tight jeans, or possibly white 
pants, to the bars for a casual drink? Or 
having two enema bags filled one with 
hot and one with cold water, the tubes of 
both connected to a Y attachment, and 
then giving the recipient a blast of hot, 
then a blast of cold to really confuse his 
nerve endings. You can also msert a colon 
tube full length, and then by placing a 
vibrator on the end of the tube, send 
shudders through the boy receiving. Or 
if you in a stuffing mood, blindfold the 
slave and stuff a bag of Kraft marsh
mallows up the ass {capacities run from 9 
to 33 of them), and top if off with a nice 
wine enema. Rubber pants are also great 
fun, as after you wear them for a few 
hours, they become hot and slippery and 
sweaty ins1de. It's nice then to peel them 
back, insert the nozzle, and then roll the 
pants back up which you're giving the 
enema. You can also place one tube in 
the ass tor giving the enema, and another 
one, with the clamp shut, one end in the 
ass, and one in a bucket, so that if the 
pressure is too great, and the poor fellow 
is tied up or something macabre like that, 
you can drain a bit of the water out. Also 
a sure groaner is giving an enema and hav
ing the slave do a sit up or two to suck 
you off, or you just might want to sit 
on his full belly of water and edge your 
cock to his little lips. All of these things 
have many variations, and not all of them 

have to be in an S&M pain-type trip . The 
psychological plays can be just as effec
tive. There is the humiliation angle of 
having to take an enema in front of some
one else. There is the obedience angle of 
having to hold the water or whatever 
until the Master says enough . There is the 
bad little boy tactic for punishment. And 
even the hungry ass technique where the 
little Wke wa_n~ as muc~ of everything he 
can g~ up ms1de of h1m. A b1g enema 
answers that in a jiffy. And of course, 
an ultimate highlight of the water trip is 
fucking or getting fucked with a warm 
enema inside. It is very much like enter
ing a warm ocean and for the receiver it 
is the ultimate full. 

The last item that we should touch on 
is the wine enema. This is the ultimate of 
experiences, and the high of highs in the 
enema trip. Again some caution is indi
cated. You should not shoot straight 
wine, because of the alcohol content. 
Warm wine when entering the ass tends 
to yield a burning sensation. This is 
nothing to be alarmed at, especially if 
you have mixed the enema properly. A 
good mixture is 1/3 to 1/2 wine, 1/2 
water, depending on your tolerance to 
alcohol. A cardinal rule however,. is that 
the enema must be given SLOwLY. If 
you are using an in-line pump, three 
squeezes at a time is plenty, stretching 
the trip out to 20 to 30 minutes. If you 
are just using a bag, release the shut off 
for a count of 3 to 5, then stop and wait 
3 to 5 minutes before proceeding. Also, 
do not move too much while you are 
doing the enema. The wine is not as easy 
to hold as water, and you don't want to 
blow the trip too soon. You will defin
itely get high, and you may not even 
know just how high you are. We do not 
suggest driving at all after a wine enema. 
Just stay in your playroom and have a 
GOOD time. 

As to the kind of wine to use, try a 
cheap red, but prepare yourself for the 
fact that when you hit the head you are 
not bleeding to death ... the wine is 
red. We have found the cheap burgundy 
to be the best. Sweet wines are defin
itely out. Vintage wines are a waste. 
Bubbly wines are turbulent. However, 
champagne is pretty hot. 

As a final mention, let us repeat 
again to do things with a proper amount 
of consideration and caution. We are not 
of the opinion that S&M is a hurtful ex
perience. We believe that bringing another 
person to a point of release or intense 
passion is not harmful in the least, but 
decent and understanding. We hope that 
our leather brothers enter into their 
scenes with love, not hate. 

We hope that you have learned a trick 
or two from this little article. Perhaps 
you will develop to a real tube shooter, 
or bag beggar, or perhaps not. But give it 
a try. It IS health,y you know. And per
haps we'll see each other in the bars 
sometimes in our "U.S. Enema Team" 
T-shirts. D 
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star wars 
I am told audiences are. applauding the 

crawl of technical credits at the end of 
George Lucas's Star Wars, and I am only 
mildly surprised. Seeing most films, as I 
do, at pnvate studio screenings, I am 
accustomed to hearing dutiful smatter
ings in homage to everyone from Gaffer 
to ~est Boy. But ovat1ons by a paying 
aud 1ence are usually reserved for scenes 
of mass mayhem or quadruple car crashes. 
Still, as implied, Star Wars provides the 
most spectacular special effects ever seen 
on the silver screen (2001: A Space 
Odyssey not excepted), and the public's 
spontaneous acknowledgment of that 
fact is gratifying. 

In all, there are 363 different effects 
as compared with 2001's 35. An entir~ 
planet is blasted into multi-colored cos
mi.c dust befo~e your very_ eyes, space 
sh1ps breathtakmgly cavort m supersonic 
~ogfi&ht~, ~otion beyond the speed of 
l1ght 1s md1cated, an entire city dwarfs 
New York's World Trade Center twin 
towers, a space-port bar caters to night
marish mutants that put the most out
rageous of Muppets to shame holo
gr~phic projections beguile the ~ye and 
mmd. 

Yup, what we have here is a real some
t~ing-for-everybody-type flick. For the 
k1ds . (of ~II ages) ther~ is the simplistic, 
com1c stnp, hero vs. villain plot. For the 
adults (ditto) there is the wonderment of 
all those effects. For boys {of all sexes) 
there is _Carrie Fisher, Eddie and Debby's 
!ovely, 1f low-busted, daughter, interest
Ingly flawed by what appears to be a 
bunsl~d nose job in the Nannette Fabray 
t~ad1t1on. For the girls (ditto) there is 
e1ther the gee-golly-gosh teenager por
trayed by 25-year-old Mark Hamill or 
sexily cynical Harrison Ford's impersona
tion of a wholesome Burt Reynolds. 

Finally, for me intellectuals, there is a 
sub rosa history of cinema featuring 
memorable moments from Melies to 
Millius, with special bows to Lang Flem
ing, Eisenstein, Ford and Hust~n. Or, 
your cerebral type can cogitate about the 
actual identity of the mysterious "Force" 
(Godhead? Pure Energy? Abstract 
Thought?) that shotguns for the good 
guys, and delight in the showdown be
tween Alec Guiness's. philosophic sage 
and David Prowse's Ming-the-Merciless 
take-off as Lord Darth Vadr whose 
ultimate escape would seem t~ presage 
an inevitable sequel. 

The script - Lucas's fifth rewrite - is 
heavy on plot but heaving on dialog 

("Will this never end?" and "This is mad
ness!" characterize the glittering Tin 
Man-like robot, Threepio - 3PO - feyly 
enacted by Anthony Daniels). The score 
of John Williams, if traditional, is bles
sedly understated and splendidly played 
by the London Symphony Orchestra 
over a superlative sound system. Seventy 
individuals and five firms are listed in the 
awesome technical credits, to say nothing 
of nearly half a hundred "creators," as 
opposed to a mere 25 actors. 

To give credit where it is unquali
fiedly due, primary kudos go to Produc
tion Designer John Barry, followed, in 
no particular order of importance, by 
Gilbert Taylor's incredible cinematog
raphy, John . Dykstra's supervision of 
Spec1al f>hoto&raphic • Effects and John 
Stears' supervision of Special Produc
tion and Mechanical Effects, Stuart Free
born's inventive Make Up, Peter 
Diamond's Stunt Coordination, Roger 
Christian's amazing Set Decorations, etc., 
etc., etc. 

Unfortunately, in this "long ago and 
far, far away galaxy," everyone is ex
cessively overdressed (don't let that cen
tral figure on the ads fool you -no such 
male cleavage appears on the screen), 
even in the intimacy of their Solari
like desert habitations (courtesy of 
Tunisia). But this is a small price to pay 
for the fastest two hours in recent movie 
history . Twentieth Century Fox, we 
thank you for taking this gamble on 
George Lucas. But, as Variety would have 
it, boffo B.O. is its own reward! 

- Ed Franklin 

black oak 
• conspiracy 

. jesse Vint is at it again. What few of 
h1s bones were left unbroken and square 
millimetres of flesh unscarred as "Bobby 
Jo" or when he crossed Macon County 
Line are given their due in the New World 
Pictures R-Rated release, Black Oak 
Conspiracy. This time out he also func
tions as his own co-produ~er (with Tom 
Clark) and co-writer (with Hugh Smith) 
claiming "I'm in my element as a pro: 
ducer. One bad thing about acting is 
that you're not always in control of your 
fate, but as a producer you get to exercise 
a certain amount of control." 

. When one so in~enuously accepts that 
kmd of responsibility, he is automaticaly 
yulnerable to whatever praise or blame is 
1n order for the result. Here it is a 
mixed bag, but Vint must take' his licks 
from the critics as readily as he subjects 
himself to the brutal harassments of the 
clutch of villains peopling this film in 
the course of which he is progressi~ely 
framed, chased, beaten, and burned. 

All of the mayhem is pegged on your 
standard good-guy-vs.-small-town-red
necks formula that has proved so dear to 
th_ose who inhabit boondock drive-ins. 
Vmt, as Hollywood stuntman Jingo 
Johnson , returns home to Black Oak and 
learns that his mother's mysterious disease 



and a mining company land swindle are 
li nked by a scandal that threatens to 
destroy the small community. 

Sheriff Grimes (Albert Salmi, further 
parodying a once-promising talent) takes 
time out from his extramarital affair with 
a partner in crime, Nurse Beulah Barnes 
(Mary Wilcox, working very hard) to 
track jingo's every move. There is dirty 
work afoot! Enigmatic Doc Roades (Will 
Hare) is close-mouthed about the strange 
blood disorder that afflicts only local 
residents, and a father-son team of mine 
owners and their hired thugs aggressively 
get into the act. Happily, our beleaguered 
hero does manage a tender night of nude 
bliss with former sweetheart Lucy Metcalf 
(Louisiana-born Karen Carlson in her 
first, and interesting, major film role). 

Among other townsfolk is an array of 
actors who seem to have taken up per
manent residence in these kinds of towns: 
Seymour Cassel, Robert F. Lyons, Vic 
Perrin, Darby Hinton, etc. Their very 
pres'ence lends an uncomfortable famil
iarity to the proceedings, all under the 
energetic direction of Bob Kelljan. 
(Those many Toms and Bobs and Dons 
behind the scenes provide a major clue to 
the quality of this effort - under more 
prestigious circumstances they would 
almost certainly be Thomases and Roberts 
and Donalds.) 

- E.F. 

eruption 
As cavalierly unreeled by a bumbling 

projectionist, the first answer print 
(still in need of color correction) of pro
ducer-director Stanley Kurian 's porn flick 
Eruption offered, in addition to some 
nice Hawaii locations, one great big 
positive value - the celebrated john 
Holmes cock. Rarely seen in repose, that 
enormous organ, as famil iar a filmic land
mark as Elliot Gould's hairy shoulders, 
dominates this movie th'e way the Wash
ington Monument towers over D.C. 

Having become a national treasure, 
this Holmes guy (onetime "johnny 
Wadd") merits at least cursory examina
tion. Attached to that awesome tool is a 

lanky, David Carradine-like body topped 
by a Frank Converse head (itself, in this 
instance, topped by newly-permed blond 
locks - and, yes, empirical evidence 
indicates Mr. Holmes is, unquestionably, 
a natural blond). His line reading, al
though more often than not limited to a 
muttered "bullshit" or "asshole " reveal 
some degree of intelligence, and he has 
learned to move with authority even 
when dressed. So, naturally, he gets top 
billing. 

The big publicity push, however, is 
focused on Hustler centerfold star Leslie 
Bovee, a middling attractive brunette 
with good tits and an aversion to wearing 
clothes. She gives head effectively, even 
when confronted with Holme's phallic 
challenge, but one is forced to conclude 
that when it comes to acting her breech 
exceeds her ~asp. Banal as screenwriter 
justin Welton s dialog might be, it surely 
deserves more proficient rendering than is 
accorded by Ms. Bovee's monotonous 
mouthings. 

Dialog implies plot, and, sandwiched 
awkwardly between loop-like couplin~s 
(the film is more spliced than edited), 
plot there is. Strongly reminiscent of the 
1944 Double Indemnity chestnut involv
ing frustrated wife-impotent husband
sexy insurance man, it serves primarily to 
allow the performers to replenish their 
vital jucies. The meant-to-be-a-surprise
ending comes off more half-cocked than 
Hitchcock. 

But the success or failure of Eruption 
will depend on audience response to the 
explicit sex scenes. Accompanied by the 
predictable complement of sighs, sobs, 
grunts, groans, and risible ad libs ("Oh, 
do it to me, I love it!") , we are privy, 
in addition to standard boy-girl two
somes, to two interesting threesomes. 
One of these, in a pool, involves two guys 
(who never touch each other) and one 
gal ; and the other, in a gymnasium, two 
gals (who certainly do touch each other) 
and one guy. Relentlessly sexist, the 
phallus-fixated direction insists that gals 
do all the heavy work, while guys JUSt 
lie back and enjoy being serviced. 

jack Mathew's photography, basically 
of the voyeuristic persuasion, includes 
some anatomically informative Extreme 
Close-Ups of genitalia, slow motion cum 
shots, and an occasional split screen 
device that enables the audience to view, 
simultaneously, the details of the sex act 
and the facial reactions thereto. Except 
for the initial mating of Holmes and 
Bovee on a beach - his Swept Away 
pounding matching that of the surf -
where the insertion of his sand-covered 
cock made at least this critic cringe 
emphatically, all the bodies involved are, 
from heads to toe, almost obscenely 
squeaky clean. 

Among those present in a cast of tens, 
you will especially remember attractive 
and admirably-hung jack Aldis in the 
pool scene, and, if your taste runs to a 
well-fed Gabriel Kaplan lookalike, Wynne 
Golburn as the unidentified stud in that 
non sequitorish gynmasium sequence. 
However, in the long (!) run, those end
less inches of John Holmes are the rule 
by which this flick will ultimately be 
measured. 

- E.F. 

A New Experience 
SNAP 
.CRACKLE 12 AMPULES 
POP . BOX -SlO.OO 

DON'T PULL 
YOUR OWN! 

With this new sensational "pull-toy" 
you won't have to. This hollow tube 
has a vibrator at one end and your 
tube at the other. Together they 
make beautiful, pulsating music. So 
if you are tired of coming up empty, 
make a new friend and traveling 
companion today. 
TUNNEL OF LOVE .. .. . ... $19.95 
(includes vibrator & batteries) 
Note: Add $2.00 for P & H 
Caison· Industries 
7985 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Suite 219, Box 112 
West Hollywood, CA 90046 
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MIDNIGHT EXPRESS by Billy Hayes 
(with William Hoffer). Thomas Congdon 
Books, E. P. Dutton, 201 Park Avenue 
South, New York, N.Y., 10003. Hard
bound, 280 pp. $7.95. 

3illy Hayes in the late sixties was your 
typical boy-next-door: blond, blue-eyed, 
wiry slim, tightl)!..muscled , athletic, a 
wrestler, surfer and lifeguard. As were so 
many kids coming to maturity in those 
dismal years, middle-class Billy was a 
college dropout (Marquette), into gras 
and hash, wandering aiml essly around 
Europe, typically representative of the 
mislaid generation. Until October6, 1970, 
that is, when he was busted for stupidly 
attempting to smuggle two kilos (about 
four pounds) of hashish through Turkish 
customs at the Yesilkoy International 
Airport outside Istanbul. 

Subsequently, from his twenty-third 
to his twenty-eighth year, he ltved a 
literal nightmare in Turkish prisons and a 
mental hospital, tortured and degraded . 
All of this is reported in graphic detail in 
Midnight Express, the book he wrote 
(with William Hoffer) which has been 
selected by the Book-of-the-Month Club 
and Playboy Book Club, purchased by a 
paperback publisher, and soon to become 
the basis of a movie produced by Peter 
Guber Filmworks (The Deep). 

Hayes, in parttal payment for those 
five lost, prime years, su rely deserves 
everything he can )iet. A victim of the 
Nixon administration's decision to clamp 
down on Turkish heroin t rafficking, he 
was used by the vindictive Turks as a 
showpiece - the first American appre
hended. He was given a longer sentence 
than customary, a sentence ultimately 
(and heartbreakin,gly) extended from four 
to thirty years! (His hairbreadth escape, 
via the "Midnig_ht Express, " is worth a 
book of its own.) 

The real villain in this book is actually 
Billy Hayes' own government, playing 
politics with one precious life. 

From the moment of his apprehension, 
Hayes' blond hair and good looks sub
jected him to "special attention," apP.Iied 
in a variety of humiliating ways: 'The 
chief on my left hit me a quick back-
handed fist to the groin . .. stripped the 
clothes from my body ... searched me. I 
stood there stark naked a d extremely 
uncomfortable. Since I'd been in Turkey 
I'd come to think that many Turkish men 
tend toward bisexuality. Every cab 
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driver, every waiter, every bazaar vender 
had seemed to leer at me. Now standing 
naked in front of the customs officers I 
felt the same hungry stares. They made 
no effort to conceal their interest." 

Shipped off to Sagmalicar prison in 
Istanbul, the special treatment meted 
out Billy Hayes escalated. On one occa
sion, when he got into a fight trying 
to hang on to his single bed sheet, he was 
dragged, wearing only pants and shoes, to 
a punishment cell . .There, "They tore my 
shoes off. Then my pants. I kicked and 
screamed ... They grabbed a heavy rope 
and wrapped it around my ankles. Two 
guards held either end of the rope, pu lied 
tt apart, and dragged my bare feet up into 
the air." Then, one of the guards, with 
"a thick wooden club about four feet 
long and two or three inches wide," 
applied fa/aka to the soles of those bare 
feet. 

Hayes explains that "homosexuality 
was a legal and moral crime, but it was 
rampant in the prison. The very guards 
who were supposed to be in control of 
this situation seemed to gain sexual 
pleasure from binding and beating a man 
with his pants off." When pushed into 
one crowded room

1 
Hayes recalls, "I felt 

a hand rub my benind. Then it reached 
down to caress my testicles." If he 
yielded to a "call of nature" and squatted 
down over a hole ·cut into the floor, 
Hayes notes that "a Turkish prisoner 
came over and squatted down in front of 
me. He began to masturbate while he 
stared at my penis." 

Though not gay, Hayes eventually 
becomes lovers wtth a young Juitar-play
ing Swede (now a band leader identified 
only as "Arne." The two o them de
veloped a touching morning routine. "I 
woke first," Hayes reminisces, "and 
slipped on my shorts. I walked barefoot 
over to Arne's bunk and laid a hand on 
his shoulder. He woke quiet and smiling. 
We gathered up our blankets ... Some
times, into the early morning, we just sat. 
Sometimes we made love." 

Certainly in no danger of being con
fused with great literature, and perhaps 
overly-susceptible to the easy cliche, 
Midnight Express nevertheless maintains a 
steady narrative force on the foundation 
of its lived reality that automatically 
places it in the category of one of the 
best true prison-and-escape stories of our 
time. This one is a must. 

- Ed Franklin 

THE .FALCONER, by John Cheever. A 
Borzoi Book published by Alfred A. 
Knopf, Inc., 201 East 50th St., New 
York, N.Y., 10022. Hardbound, 211 
pages. $7.95. 

John Cheever's Falconer is not the 
homosexual love story so many of my 
straight colleagues have been startled 
into believing it to be. It is, rather, the 
saga of a 48-year-old man, husband and 
father, who discovers through imprison
ment that his desire to live surpasses his 
need for love. This discovery is as much a 
surprise to the reader as to the protagon
ist, and brings about a denouement as 
satisfying as it is unexpected . 

One of our finest and least acclaimed 
writers (his only accolades are the 1958 
National Book Award and the Howells 
Medal for Fiction in 1965), John Cheever 
has too long been denigrated as a darling 
of The New Yorker cocktail party set -
an evaluation apparently based on his 
impecable prose style and O'Hara-like ear 
for the way people talk. With Falconer, 
he should reach the broad readership that 
is his due, an audience heretofore either 
unwilling or unable to respond to his 
earlier novels, ·The Wapshot Chronicle, 
The Wapshot Scandal, and Bullet Park . 

"Falconer," the name of a Correc
tional Facility (Cheever lives outside 
Ossining and teaches at Sing Sing), 
exists both as a plane in space and a state 
of mind. Convicted of fratricide, drug
addicted English professor Ezekial Far
ragut is assigned there to cellblock F: 
"F stands for fucks, freaks, fools, fruits, 
first-timers, fat-asses, phantoms, funnies, 
fanatics, feebies, fences and farts," he is 
told . 

The stultifying horrors of prison rou
tine, revealed between subtle easings into 
flashbacks that flesh-out both character 
and situation, comprise the substance of 
the book. Its shadow is the novelist's 
artistry at inference, allowing readers to 
apprehend as well as understand. One 
short scene of dialog, for example, is all 
Cheever needs to etch a vivid picture of 
Farragut 's bisexual, bitchy, frustrated 
wife, without resorting to one word of 
literal description. 

Jody, the hustler inmate with whom 
Farragut falls in love, is drawn only as "a 
slight young man witl:l black hair." They 
have sex two or three times a week (of 
the softcore variety) , and Jody is sud
denly motivated to reveal the tricks of 



his trade: "One. Let the other fellow feel 
that all the good ideas are his. Two. 
Throw down a challenge. Three. Open up 
with praise and honest appreciation. 
Four. If you're wrong admit it quickly. 
Five. Get the other person saying yes. 
Six. Talk about your mistakes. Seven. Let 
the other man save his face. Eight. Use 
encouragement. Nine. Make the thing you 
want to do seem easy. Ten. Make the 
other person seem happy about doing 
what you want. Shit, man, any hustler 
knows that. That's my life, that's the 
story of my I ife ... " 

Such insights abound in this beauti
fully-structured, spare, compassionate 
work. Attend, for a moment to this 
rumination: "Hanging p)ants, Farragut 
thought, were the beloved of the truly 
lonely - those men and women who, 
burning with lust, ambition and nostalgia, 
watered their hanging plants. They 
cultivated their hanging plants and he 
guessed that they talked to them since 
they talked to everything else - doors

1 tables and the wind up the chimney.' 
There is a conventional villain, deputy 

warden Chisholm who "~ets his kicks out 
of watching men in Withdrawal" from 
their addiction, but the true evil is a 
penological system that idly allows the 
nurturing of such a type. Farragut may 
rail against "the soverei&nty of his unruly 
cock ... the most cnt ical link in our 
chain of survival," but it is the debili
tating environment that forces this 
focus upon him. His affair with Jody 
taguely disturbs him ("he had not loved a 
man since he left the Boy Scouts ... 
{rollin~~ naked off his last naked scout
master ), but it enables him to retain his 
sanity. 

Falconer is a very, very sane book, 
accurate in argot, refined in style, dis
turbing in impact. As one man's journey 
from here to mfirmity and back again, it 
is worthy of a place alongside the best of 
Ford Maddox Ford. 

-E.F. 

VOYAGE, by Sterling Hayden. G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 200 Madison Ave., New 
York, N.Y., 10016. Hardbound, 700 
pages. $12.95. 

Sterling Hayden's Voyage, the ballsy 
actor's second novel {his first - and 
much less ambitious, Wanderer, was 
modestly received by cri tics and public), 
is a 700-page plunge into the seas of the 
Western Hemisphere during calendar year 
1896 - a tidy 365-day period cannily
chosen to dramatize the thematic strands 
of social injustice and political philander
ing that tie a multiplicity of characters 
and events together. 

Divided into five "Books," the 106 
staccato-like chapters lu rch dizzily, by 
land and by sea, across half the known 
world and deal with characters from 
every conceivable stratum of American 
society. Primary among these are robber
baron Banning Butler Blancnar<l, awe
somely-hung ship captain Irons Saul 
Pendleton, society butterflies Lois Mont
gomery and Mrs. Montague Cutting, 
sadistic first mate. Otto Lassiter, seaman 
5imon Basil Harwar, and writer-spokes
man Gordon Fitshugh Stirling (sic) 
Royle Macleod. 

Hayden has structured his book as 
carefully as a spider's web, starting at an 
infinity of outer threads and working 
implacably inward toward a vortex that 
enmeshes and entraps. Two major plot
lines are the ironically-juxtaposed journey
ings of a huge, steel-hulled, four-masted, 
square-rigged barque and a luxurious 
private yacht. The former hellship, "Nep
tune's Car," is carrying coal from the 
East Coast to San Francisco, while the 
latter, the "Atalanta," is on an idyllic 
cruise throu~h the South Pacific. 

Both arnve in San Francisco on the 
eve of the Bryan-McKinley Presidential 
election, but it must be noted that author 
Hayden is more at ease storming around 
the Horn than he is sniffing around the 
smoke-filled backrooms of a Chicago 
political convention. Indeed, such is the 
apparent accuracy of 19th Century sea
manly argot and nautical terms that the 
inclusion of a Glossary would have added 
siP,nificantly to complete understanding 
(' Her dones were double-griped. Her 
trysail - a wedge against the night -
stood like a sheet-iron wing. Her foresail 
and jumbo were reefed. And her jib was 

where it belonge<l, out of the way, triced 
up and swathed in gaskets, high above the 
bowsprit") . 

Vigorously masculine ima?.es, however, 
tend toward the universal: 'snout like a 
thick phallus," a moustache like "a 
winged asshole," the hull of the barque 
"red .. . the color of hot blood," and 
"she's (the wind) blowin' like a pansy in 
the Turk Street Baths." Floggings, brass 
knuckle beatings, shanghyings, tar-and
featherings, all are set forth in a deluge of 
adjectives that bespeak a well-thumbed 
Roget tucked away among the actor/ 
author's shelves. 

P~rt historical adventure, part politi
cal tract, part social document, ove•
ambitious and over-written, Voyage is 
nonetheless successful as a celebration of 
the indominatable human spirit, pin
pointed in writer Macleod's agomzed 
decision, near the climax, to remain with 
the barque, "forgoing the easy exit, hang
ing on till the bitter end - whatever that 
might be - thus, perhaps - and it really 
didn't matter - transcending himself 
for once." 

- E.F. 

CONSERVE 
ENEHCYI 
Subscribe to Fetish Times .. . save yourself 
that agonizing trip to the adult bookstore, 
where you may have to stand in line to get 
your copy of the world 's favorite 
newspaper! Wouldn't it be nicer to receive 
it at home every month in a plain brown 
envelope? 

0 10 iaaues $14 (1st c._. mail) 
0 18 iaaues $25 (1st cl ... l 
0 24 iaaues $30 (1st c._. only) 

---------------------------------
NAME 

ADDRESS ____________________________________________ _ 

CITY 

STATE & ZIP 
1 certify by my signature that I am 18 or over: 

Allow 6~8 weeks for subscription to begin. All copies mailed in plain, discreet 
brown envelope. Send payment to: B&D PUBLISHING, P.O. BOX 7109-D, 
VAN NUYS, CA 91409. 
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We noticed an episode involving a 
aircut (and shave) in San Francisco 
hotographer JIM STEWART's "MEN 

~OUTH OF MARKET" series. We set 
ese aside when we were running that 

;eri es in issue # 14 and asked Jim about 
L He came up with three more shots to 

.ell the complete story. 
Jim lives in the South of Market area 

of the bay city and does much of his 
photography in that neighborhood and at 
arious locations ranging from Mount 

Tam to the Slot Hotel. 
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Jim has titled his group of shots 
"JOHNNY GETS HIS FIRST HAIRCUT" 
and is making it available in 11" x 14" 
mat salon prints. You can write to his 
Keyhole Studios at 768-A Clementina, 
San Francisco, California 94103 for his 
complete (and free) brochure. 



TIME 

Wh·en was the last time you read anything 
about your lifestyle in TIME or NEWSWEEK? 

Now there is The ALTERNATE .. .fresh, 
brash, informative, with the events that affect 

your l ife, wherever in America you live. The 
first iss e of The ALTERNATE will be out in 
mid-June, in time for Gay Pride Week. Anita 
Bryant and Chief Davis and the Moonies will 

be there along with most of your friends. Plus 
the best photography, art and writing from 

contributors from coast to coast. It's hot, it's 
timely , it will be a leader in the Great Day 

that's coming. Don't miss an issue. 

Bave you seen the 

"THIS BROAD SITS IN HER 
TWENTY-NINE ROOM BEACH 
MANSION, WITH AN INCOME OF 
HALF A MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR. 
SHE DEVOTES HER TIME TO DENYING 
HOUSING AND LIVELIHOOD TO 
MINORITIES, CLOAKING HER MOTIVES 
IN THE FLAG, HER BREEDING ABILITIES 
AND HER REDNECK RELIGION. 
THE NATION HASN'T SEEN ANYTHING 
LIKE HER SINCE JOE McCARTHY." 

THE ALTERNATE Monthly Newsmagazine 

new look in news magazines? 
1? l . . $1- ----------------------------.. ·. ·-... JIL.). 1 SSllCS : . ~ ALTERNATE PususHING m~ 

( .l 311 California Street 

12 b 
• • San Fran cisco, California 94104 

lg 1 Ssues $15 Enter my subscription to THE ALTERNATE imme<:Jiately. 
Enclosed is $15 (add $S. for first class, $10 overseas) 
NAME ____________________________________ __ 

ADDRESS __________________________________ __ 

CITY _____________ STATE----------- ZIP ____ __ 



JOHN RECHY INTERVIEW 
Continued from Page 11 

find in myself a great deal that's not 
together, and I'm trying to get it to
~ether, but I like myself. Now this book 
IS thrusting on many people things they 
don't want to look at or think about. 
That's what ·I want them to do, though. 
Let's start thinking about them. Explore 
what connection each act has to the sex
ual. Is it intrinsically sexual) or is it sex
ual by transference? Fistrucking is a 
hateful violation of the body and is a 
flirtation with death -

DRUMMER: It's an extreme of a 
particular sexual act. 

RECHY : It's flirting with death! 
DRUMMER: In your book you con

jure images of a pil~driver plunging 
mindlessly into an ass, when that's not 
the fact. I was around in San Francisco 
when fistfucking came out of the closet 
It was an extending of the size of the 
cock; a further, deeper penetration and 
exploration of the body - never did I or 
anyone address it as an insult to the 
body. 

RECHY: Now let's do a close-up on 
this. There are always symbols. When you 
think of a fist, and you clench a fist, and 
you look at it, that, the fist itself, is an 
act of aggression. A fist is used to assault. 

DRUMMER: That wasn't the original 
concept. 

RECHY: It is not called 'hand-fuck
ing;' it is not called 'arm-fucki ng.' 

DRUMMER: Originally, it wasn't 
'called' anything at all. It was just DONE. 
The concept of humiliation has been 
introduced to what was then a physical 
experience. 

RECHY: Deal with the construction 
of the body. DRUMMER had an article 
not too long ago describing how to fist
fuck. At the bottom, almost as an after
thought, came the caution : Be careful 
with this act, since perforation of what
ever may occur and result in death. Well, 
hideous maimings and deaths have oc
curred. The mind may be !repared to 
accept a need for bigger an bigger and 
more and more, but the body isn't. It's 
as if your mind says "I can stand 2000 
pounds of pressure on my chest." Your 
mind can cope with the concept, but 
your body will be crushed by t he weight. 

DRUMMER: There are those who, 
with adequate preparation, can accom
plish extraordinary physical feats. 

RECHY: All right, but fistfucking is 
becoming prevalent, and no one is ex
ploring what they're doing or why. Fan
tasy is leading into Reality and it is very 
much a new chic performance. I find a 
modern metaphor in what's happening 
in New York. There is a gay place in 
New York which r itualistically performs 
now, performs fistfucking. And straight 
jet-setters go there to watch. Incredible! 
The straight people who have thrown us 
into all these ugly rituals watch us as 
gladiators about to destroy ourselves. 
Performing as freaks for them. That's 
in a sense what keers us from being 
proud and shedding al this guilt. I think 
we have a responsibilitY. to each pther not 
to perpetrate that gu1lt, but to clear it 
away. Recently I saw a you ng man step 
out of a porno movie. He looked very 
new to gay life. He followed me a little 
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way then suddenly blurted : " I don't 
have very much money!" It wasn 't a 
hustling area, and I hadn't said anything, 
so why was this terrific looking young 
man thinking he'd have to pay anybody, 
man? We talked and I took him home. 
He told me hwas new to all this, he 
hadn't much experience with men, so we 
got home - and right away the guy's on 
his knees in front of me! It seems in the 
movie this guy had picked up a hustler 
and then subjugated himself to the 
hustler. The young man thought that was 
the way it should be done, that he's got 
to do this because of that movie. I very 
carefully led it away from that into a 
mutual act that had to do with sharing 
other thin?s than that movie's hist. Those 
of us who ve been around a while owe it 
to the new people coming out to be re-

"S&M doesn't deal with 
hatred; S&M deals with 

love. It doesn't deal with 
pain, it deals with a new 
dimension of pleasure! 

That is clearly an argument 
that counters itself because, 

by arguing that, you 
acknowledge pain to be 

negative and hatred to be 
negative." 

sponsible and care. That's another thing I 
hate about S&M : the father - son di
chotomy is really violated. The Greek 
concept of loving teacher sharing his 
wisdom with the loving pupil. In S&M the 
negative aspects of the ·role are empha
sized: the dominating, punishing, mean 
father. 

DRUMMER: What do you think of 
some of these. rituals as art forms? All art 
is a ritualization of nature. 

RECHY: Symbols and metaphQrs. 
DRUMMER: Do you feel S&M rituals 

could serve to reflect on and fnterpret 
nature? 

RECHY : I want to be truthful despite 
the unpopularity of what my truth m1ght 
be. I honestly wish I could say yes, but I 
don't think so, really . I'm talking of my
self and my own rituals of S&M: when 
we ritualize something from a negative, 
the positive ·is cancelled, and we abdicate 
the need to stop feeling guilty and con
tinue reaffirming Guilt. 

DRUMMER: You seem to cull certain 
physical acts from S&M and r~calssify 
them as 'power-oriented' sex. 

RECHY : When the basis is an imita
tion of what straights have done to insult 
us, I find no reconcilation with that. The 
ritual of power playing straight ro an
other's 'queer,' when it deals with gay 
humiliation and guilt, I find it reaction
ary. When I look at your magazine and 
see those acts of flagellation and cocks 
wrapped up and blindfolds and mouths 
stuffed -again the story of the Black and 
the other destroying pride - I rage! I 
feel an incredible anger, NOT at the guy 
who has written this, NOT at the people 
who have posed for the pictures, NOT at 

the people who publish the magazine, 
but, you know at whom? At the strai&ht 
world that has brought us to the pomt 
that we now celebrate the torture they 
have thrust upon us. I want to emphasize: 
my criticism is not of S&M but of the 
straight world having pushed us to where 
we not only imitate their hatred but even 
perform it for them! In this context, 
following, we have overcome their shit: 
we have survived to produce some of the 
best art, the best fucking, the best of 
living - but we haven 't overcome enough 
to escape the punishing rituals. 

DRUMMER: You call · for revolution 
in The Sexual Outlaw, but I don't find 
your revolutionary confronting society or 
making demands on society or sacrificing 
anything, really, for his 'cause; he's merely 
heightening his own self-awareness by 
taking risks with his freedom in a very 
close, secret, almost guarded. situation. 
You say repeatedly that the straight 
world never sees him, only the police 
are aware of his activities. So why do you 
call this a sexual revolutionary? 

RECHY: No problem, really, in an
swering that. The police are the assigned 
guards of the general mores. The police 
move when the people condone. If the 
people said, "No more arrests of homo
sexuals," the pressure on the police 
would be to move away. When we con
front the police, we do indeed confront 
straight society because in the police is 
absorbed all the laws from the Establish
ment: to fuck, to suck, to do such-and
such in public, or wherever they desig
nate, is against the law. 

The police represent all the 
straight repressions. This is how it is 
confronted. Now, as far as no risk taking, 
the risk that any homosexual takes -
it appalls me when people claim homo
sexuals are sissies and lack courage! The 
incredible courage required to simply go 
and cruise; it's not a matter of not risk
taking. There's an enormous risk taken. 
Your life can be turned upside down in 
one instant. A cap can merely come up 
to you and say, "You're onder arrest for 

" He will say whatever he wants -
we know that cops lie, they're notorious 
for it. 

· DRUMMER: I have to interrupt here 
to ask for a clarification. The kind of 
risk your revolutionary is taking is analog
ous to a Russian dissident in outer Siberia 
being quietly picked up by the local GPU, 
thrown into the Gulag Archipeligo, and 
becomes a victim of a massive machine. 
His protest is not heard because he disap
nears in the silent dark. I don't claim 
there is no risk; I know personally there is 
a risk. I'm saying he's not throwing him
self into the open and making a statement 
to the world. 

RECHY : Good points, but certainly 
answerable. In the first place, I distrust 
martyrdom. I suspect martyrs. Causes 
often deliberately martyrize for their 
purposes, right- or left-wing. I distrust 
martyrdom and martyrs; I think they're 
Masochists and that their thing is not 
Revolution at all but personal masochism 
and also a kind of unadmitted flamboy
ance. We have t o talk tn a gay context, 
though. Other examples, such as a Rus
sian dissident, hold only to a point. In 
the gay context, there is not a great dif-



ference from what happens to women 
concern ing rape. Societal and parental 
pressures surrounding rape have so long 
victimized women and held them re
sponsible for their own rape, it has kept 
women from going to court against 
rapists. We have allowed prosecutors to 
destroy women for their sexuality. O.K.? 
The matter of rape as politics, and the 
power of women to combat rape, was 
muted because - as you say - it hap
pened in silence. The women's movement 
has now done a whole thing on the 
politics of rape, and women progressively 
are coming out and saying they have been 
raped. What has changed now? The at
titude of the police. Certain laws have 
changed. The woman is definitely the vic
tim and society is now being informed. 
I'm leading to the reality of what is 
happening to the homosexual. We get 
busted. We rush into court with a copped 
plea. We thank God it's a misdemeanor. 
Whew! Probation, everything. Quiet. It's 
Over. Shamed. Don't use my name. Don't 
tell people I've been busted. Don't. That 
is the atmosphere. If magazines and news
papers did what the woman's movement 
is doing and said "Look, it is they who 
are wrong, for busting you. There's no 
shame in having been busted," and if we 
then crowded the court rooms - tell 
them we've been busted -for nothing, let 
our names come out, we would cast aside 
that darkness. Although you are right, it 
happens too much in silence, it doesn't 
have to. I understand the people whose 
jobs and lives are threatened; they under
stand all this, too. They work on it, I'm 
sure, and that's where this radical con
sciousness that happened with women 
must happen with gays. That mass bust 
that happened should be advertised by 
the g'ay media and the st raight media. We 
have to deal with it and expose it. We 
must not allow the many good straight 
people to become "Good Germans," 
and say "I didn't know what was happen
ing." We've got to let them know that it's 
happening! Question the law in public, 
not in private. 

DRUMMER: You say that, but none 
of the evidence in the book seems to 
indicate public confrontation with the 
police. 

RECHY: The raid on Griffith Park? 
Yes. But the police are the representa
tives. 

DRUMMER: Yes. But then you go 
right to the other side of the park and no
body there knows what is happening. 

RECHY: That was very important that 
I show that the straight people are not 
aware. 

DRUMMER: They should have been 
made aware then ... 

RECHY: My book! My book in itself; 
the fact that it's on the best-seller list 
indicates not only gays are reading it. 
My book itself is an act of Revolution. 
Those people on the other side who don't 
know what's happening will know when 
they read this book. So, in my context, 
the act of Revolution is dual: 1} Telling 
the strai?,ht people: "this is our open 
defiance.' 2) Telling gay people that, 
you may not know it, but·you are the ad
vance guard of something that has never 
happened in our society. Don't fuckJ1 
up. CJ 

tJROSS WORDS 

ACROSS 
1. Under the prepuce 
7. lower yourself 

13. Rowed 
14. Free on Board 
16. Nymph of Moslem Paradise 
17. Past Russian ruler 
18. Majestic home 
20. Cheap whore house 
21. Sex jelly 
22. I love the back door 
:£5. Tuberculosis 
26. The back door of 22 across 
27. Caught in the act! 
29. Not down you 
31. In the toi-toi 
34. Shaking 
36. Sea shore 
38. Go wrong 
39. Breaks quickly 
40. Do something oral 
42. Vegetable 
43. All messed up 
44. Ruthenium (abbr) 
48. Cent (abbr) 
49. Evacuate otically 
56. Absence of a - - - - -
57. Some 
58. Desert greenery 
59. Defecate on 
60. Works on orally 
61. Clara Bow had it 
62. Scottish one 
63. 30's and 40's jazz style 
65. Eastern State (abbr) 
66. Note of scale 
68. Have some scat with me in the pig pen. 

SOLUTION NEXT ISSUE 

DOWN 
1. Oral eroticist 
2. Misty 
3. Age 
4. Strangeness 
5. Northern Midwest State (abbr) 
6. That which covers 1. across 
8. I see 
9. Rough, trade on a pier 

10. Belonging to us 
11. Holy--·--
12. lunch lightly & scatelogically 
14. Fairy 
15. Borough (abbr) 
18. Not a hit 
19. For sure 
23. Dutch (abbr) 
24. Interjection registering inquiry 
26. Gather 
24. Repeated 
30. Hawaiian food 
32. Tellurium (abbr) 
33. Either ---
35. Not downs 
37. --- for tat 
39. Unhappy 
41. Permanent 
42. Done with the tongue 
45. Makes use of for 
46. Suitable for a son or daughter 
47. Wasteland in Brit. Isles 
48. The annointed, latin, plural 
50. His or her loyal highness 
51. Image for worship 
52. Sunburned boy or girl lover 
53. -'---a maniac 
54. You get more when you are-----
55. Residue 
61. Irish (abbr) 
65. The important player in a game of tag. 
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The Crypt of San Diego in troduces 
their brand of aroma - CRYPT
TONIGHT, "for the supermen." 
Among brands that advert ise theirs 
as the cheapest, the strongest or 
the largest, CRYPT-TON IGHT is 
one of the best. Try a bottle. Satis
faction guaranteed or money back. 
Only $7. 

THE CRYPT 
733 4th Avenue 

San Diego, CA 921 01 

Our super fit tee-shirt by jeanskin
all cotton and the best fit ever. 
Nine great colors: 

White Brown Black 
Navy Beige Lt. Blue 
Red Yellow Emerald 

$8.00 eacn plus $1.00 shipping and 
handling. 

MARQUIS DE SUEDE 
321 Bleecker St. 

New York, N.Y. 10014 
(212) 675-8463 

CALIFORNIA 
GARDEN GROVE 

THE IRON SPUR/11086 Garden Grove Blvd. 
LOSANGELE~HOLLYWOOD 

INTERMOUNTAIN LOGGING CO. (western) 
8250 Santa Monica Blvd. 
J'S RIDING SHOP (western)l1644 N. Wilcox 
LEATHER LOFT I 1170 N. Western Ave. 
MARK IV I 4424 Melrose Ave. 
MELROSE LEATHER SHOP15720 Melrose 
MIKE WHALEN'S LEATHER GAME 
5210 Melrose Ave. 
TH~~ Etv1PORIUMI5466 Santa Monica Blvd. 

LOS ANG ELESIVALLEY 
MIKE WHALEN'S LEATHER GAME 
11513 Burbank Blvd. , 

NO. LONG BEACH 
MIKE'S CORRAL I 2020 Artesia Blvd. 

SAN DIEGO 

A TOUCH OF LEATHER1751 4th Ave. 
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SAY IT ... 
Silkscreened on excellent quality, 
100% cotton, tapered torso T
shirts. Sizes: S, M, L. 
"Lambda Eagle" - White only. 
"Fuck" - Black on white or White 
on black. $6.50 + .50 shipping. 
NYS residents add sales tax. 

FTS/NYC 
P.O. Box 376, Village Station 

New York, N.Y. 10014 

b 
From the GAUNTLET COLLEC
TION of jewelry for the piercing 
aficionado comes this barbell stud, 
as rugged as it is handsome. For 
maximum comfort and durability 
it is precision constructed of two 
threaded balls and an internally 
threaded 1 /16" thick post, both of 
14k yellow gold. Unlike its com
mon cousin, this stud is available 
with any post length from 1 /4" to 
1-1/8". Regularly $35. each, they 
are sale priced through Aug. 31 for 
only $28. each plus $1.50 postage 
and handling. Calif. res. add 6% 
sales tax. (Send $2. for illustrated 
brochure.) 

GAUNTLET ENTERPRISES 
P. 0. Box 3950, Dept. DM-2 

Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

SOURCES GUIDE 
HANG IN TREE·RANCH 
P.O. Box 819881San Diego,CA 92138 
THE CRYPT I 2820 Lytton St. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
AMBUSH I 1351 Harrison St. 
CAMP FOLLOWERS Leatherneck Bar 
278 11th St. 
FEBE'S I 1501 Folsom St. 
LEATHER FOREVER I 1738 Polk St. 
LEATHER 'N THINGS I 4079 18th St. 
LEATHER WORLD (James of S.F.) • 
8 39 Larkin St. 
SAN ,.-RANCISCO LEATHER CO. 
4251-A 18th St. 
THE EMPORIUM I 311 Calif. St. 
TRADING POST (western & bike) 
960 Folsom St. 

WEST HOLLYWOOD 
PLEASURE CHESTI8549 Santa Monica Blvd. 
COLORADO 

DENVER 
DENVER TRACK & SUPPLY 

POP PORN presents a collection of 
"Too Hot to Publish" T-shirts and 
hankies. For the above T-shirt, send 
$10. and specify small, med. or 
large. Hankies $3. Send $1 for 
brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome. 

POP PORN 
175 5th Ave. Ste. 1101 
New York City 10011 

Unique Post Earrings 
Available by the single earring -
or buy the pair. Individually hand
crafted in solid 14k gold to please 
the most discriminating. The 
Lambda OR the Chain (distinctive 
but not dainty). $8. each or $15. a 
pair. Calif. res. add 6% sales tax. 

LEND AN EAR 
4552 W. Pt. Loma Blvd. 

San Diego, CA 92107 

1201 E. 16th St. No. 10 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
LEATHER RACK I 904 9th St . 
FLORIDA 

DAYTONA BEACH 
ANVIL, ART & AWL 
The Sandal Sheaf I 811 Main St. 

FT. LAUDERDALE 
CLUB HOUSE II 
JAYBIRD NEWS I 2525 W. Brownard 
CLUBHOUSE BATHSI299 S.W. 8th St. 
CLUB KEY WESTI621 Truman Ave. 
PLEASURE CHEST 
Club Miami I 2991 Coral Way 
PLEASURE CHEST 
Double "R" Barl1001 N.E. 2nd St. 

JACKSON\liLLE 
HARDWARE EQUIPMENT CO. 
The Phoenixl2069 Phoenix fl.v. 
GEORGIA 
THE G'REEK GOD 
P.O. Box 121081Atlanta, GA 30355 

\ 



Pierced Penises . 
Here's a fully illustrated mini
novel, the first photo collection of 
its kind showing the art of tattoo
ing and piercing. Text by the re
nowned expert Doug Malloy. Only 
$5. plus SOc postage and handling. 

CALSTON INDUSTRIES 
7985 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Suite 219, Box 112 
West Hollywood, CA 90046 

Be proud with the Greek Lambda, 
universally recognized as the sym
bol of Gay Life. Each Pin, Pendant 
and Earring is a fine quality casting 
in the classic Greek design plated 
with a brilliant gold or silver 
finish. Only $5.95, including post
age and handling. Please indicate 
gold or silver in either pin, earring 
or pendant. 

SEPTEMBER ENTERPRISES 
17 N. Chestnut St. 

Youngstown, Ohio 44503 

NUMBERING$ 
This masculine, adjustable Sterling 
Silver ring communicates your most 
vital measurement, telling the exact 
length you'll go to when aroused*. 
A must for the man who has 
everything. Specify your number 
with rigidity; it's a sin to tell a lie! 
$24.95. Allow 4 wk. delivery. 
*to nearest 1/4 inch. 

NUMBERING$ 
P.O. Box 2597 Gr. Cent. Sta. 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
(NY residents add 8% tax) 

Soft? Try a little pursuader, or 
write for information on other 
sayings just as bold. 100% cotton, 
shaped and comes in white, black, 
or red. Just $6.95 + tax postpaid. 
Send check or money order to: 

G.J. WHITE 
P.O. Box 5893 

San Diego, CA 92105 

"Up Yours" Spike Wrist Band, 
available with 5 Spikes @ $6., 
Double Spike (9 Spikes)@ $10., or 
5" Gauntlet (26 Spikes) @ $20. 
You're sure to attract attention, 
whether you wear it on the· left or 
right wrist! 

SEPTEMBER ENTERPRISES 
17 N. Chestnut St. 

Youngstown, Ohio 44503 

' 
\ 

A very talented artist in Calffornia 
has compiled a set of explicit 
erotic drawings, printed on quality 
white bond paperA suitable for 
framing. They are lSY:l x 11 and a 
set of 10 drawings is only $12.00. 
These drawings will not be pub
lished so they can only be obtained 
by mail. 

ARTHUR HABER 
Box 410% Downstairs 

166 W. 21st St. 
New York City 10011 
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NYCMCCLUBS 
New York City: Leather mecca of 

the East Coast, and home of 14 closely
knit clubs. Not all bike ciubs, mihd you, 
but the feeling of camaraderie . . brother
hood, and masculine love permeates them 
all. No N.Y.C. club can e listed by the 
one or two star system, or no few sen
tences can describe their many activities, 
past or present. However here, in minute 
form, I shall attempt to do so. A word in 
passin g to all club broth ers reading this. 
New York City's Leather Fraternity wel
comes you to our city, and upon seeing 
any of the below club people, feel free to 
walk right over and say hello .. . for we 
are all a part of YOUR family .. . 

CYCLE M.C.: One of the older and more 
established clubs in New Yo rk City (their 
membership is international) this dub has 
just completed holding one of their most 
popular annual events: The Fire Island 
Frolic. Their club magazine, Wheels, is 
widely read all over the world . They are 
some of the most fri endly, outgoing 
group you would ever encounter. 

ARIZONA 
SONS OF APOLLO c/o the Ramrod 
395 Black Canyon Hy. , Phoenix, AZ 85009 
SONS OF APOLLO BUDDY CLUB 
395 Black Canyon Hy., Phoen ix, AZ 85009 

CALIFORNIA 
CONSTANTIN ES M.C. 
P.O. Bo x 4964, San Francisco , CA 94101 
SAN FRANCISCO SERPENT S M.C. 
P.O . Box 4964, San Francisco, CA 94109 
RECON M.C. 
P.O . Box 111 02, San Francisco, CA 941 01 

COLORADO 
KNIGHTS OF MALTA, Stockmen Chapter 
P.O . Box 8802/Denver, CO 80201 

CONNECTICUT 
THUNDERBOLTS M.C., Inc. 
P.O. Box 307, Windsor, CT 06095 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
VULCANS R.C. - D.C. CHAPTER 
Box 28282 Central Sta ., Washington, DC 20005 

FLORIDA 
HARD CORPS M.C. 
P.O. Box 13231 , Jacksonville, FL32206 
BROTHERS M.C. 
P.O. Box 4283, Jacksonville, FL 32201 
TH EBANS M.C. 
P.O . Box 1273, Miami, FL 33133 
SUNRAYS M.C. of S.E. FLA. 
P.O. Box 600122, No. Miami, FL 33160 
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN M.C. 
P.O. Box8312, W. Palm Beach, FL 33407 
ADVENTURERS- SUNCOAST~ 
P.O. Box 3452, Sem inoJe, F L 33542 
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EMPIRE CITY M.C.: A bike loving and 
bike riding club, boasting some of the 
most popular macho men in N.Y.C., this 
group is a pleasure to behold! 

EXCELSIOR M.C.: How these men fit 
into their levi's I'll never know. One word 
comes to mind: Humpy! ... Two years 
old this past June 7th, they have really 
become a part of New York's leather/ 
western scene. 

F.A.G., M.T.: A new group just forming 
in N.Y.C., (The F.A.G. standing for Fresh 
Air Group) these men are as interesting as 
their name. All the best in your efforts! 

F.F.A.: A group you can always count on 
to lend a hand (or two). Their club bar 
nights are a wonder to behold! 

IRON GUARD B.C.: Another two year 
old group of men, they plan their first 
event on August 12-13, called "Getting 
Around Town." And from the prelim
inary plans I got wind of, it'll be a blast! 

NEW YORK LEVI CLUB: A dynamite 
bunch of guys with fantastic leadership. 
Well known and seen in almost every 
leather bar in town, these men have 

GEORGIA 
ATLANTIS M.C. 
c/o Mrs. P's/551 Ponce de Leon Ave. N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 

ILLINOIS 
CHICAGO-KNIGHT M.C. 
P.O . Box A-3037, Chicago, IL 60690 
T .S.M.C. c/o R. Smrt. Apt. 2-B 
5331 No. Kenmore, Chicago, I L 60640 

LOUISIANA 
KNIGHTS D'ORLEANS 
P.O. Box 50812, New Orleans, LA 70150 

MARYLAND 
THE SHIPMATES 
P.O . Box 13434, Baltimore, MD 21203 

MASSACHUSETTS 
ENTRE NOUS M.C. 
P.O. Box 2063, Boston, MA 02106 

MICHIGAN 
SELECTMEN M.C. 
P.O. Box 1855, Fort Shelby Station 
Detroit, M I 48231 

MINNESOTA 
THE BLACK GUARD 
4126 Upton Ave . N./Minneapolis, MN 55412 
THE MINNESOTA NORSEMEN 
P.O. Box 9673 
Minneapolis, MN 55440 

MISSOURI 
GATEWAY M.C. 
P.O . Box 14055, St. Louis, MO 63178 

become synonymous with the words 
leather/western. 

NINE PLUS CLUB: They've just become 
9 years old! And they're gomg stronger 
than ever. They are formed as a social 
club, and social they certainly are. With 
club members that are known inter
nationally, this is a club that is difficult 
to write about in iust a few sentences. 
They are in the process of acquirin& a 
new clubhouse, but in the commg 
months, no visit to New York City is 
complete without stopping by to say 
hello. 

NOVA N.Y.C.: Exploding upon the New 
York L/L scene almost two years ago, 
these men are currently planning their 
"NOVA Starburst 77," July 9th, cele
bratin~ their second anniversary. Their 
ma?.azme NOVA NEWS is fast becoming 
a 'must" for the happenings in and 
around New York City. 

PRAETORIANS: This uniform-wearing 
club has become extremely well known 
and loved in the past six years of their 
existence. Their one-night anniversary af
fairs are the toast of the entire East 
Coast. I don't know what they're plan-

NEBRASKA 
KNIGHTS OF OMAHA 
514-16 S. 16th St., Omaha, Nebr . 68102 

NEVADA 
KNIGHTS OF MALTA, Western Chapter 
P.O. Box 7726, Reno, NV 89502 

NEW YORK 
NOVA NYC 
P.O. Box 1991/New York, NY 
ROCHESTER RAMS 
P.O. Box 1727, Rochester, NY 14603 

OHIO 
CIN CITY M.C. 
P.O. Box 1151,Cincinnati,OH 45201 

PENNSYLVANIA 
VANGUARDS M.C. 4 
424 South St., Philadelphia, PA 19147 

OREGON 
KNIGHTS OF MALTA, M.C. Black Rose Chap . 
242 SW Alder St./Portland, OR 97204 

TEXAS 
WRANGLER M.C. 
P.O. Box 35853, Dallas, TX 75235 
TEXAS RIDERS M.C. 
P.O. Box 61553, Houston, TX 75235 
ROUGH RIDERS M.C., Inc. 
P.O. Box 30057, San Antonio, TX 78285 

WASHINGTON 
HANDLEBAR M.C. 
20181stAve./Seattle,WA 98121 
KNIGHTS OF MALTA, Jet Chapter 
P.O.Box21052/Seattle:WA 98111 

J 



IKE CLUB! 

ni ng for their seventh anniversary on 
Oct. 8th, but last year it was a three-deck 
excursion boat ride up the Hudson River 
with ALL the trimmings! 

TRASH: One has to be a fun-loving 
person to belong to this group. At first 
looked upon as a parody of a club, this 
group of fun-seekers has really shown us 
all what a club is al about! The member
sh ip are among the sexiest in the city, 
and when you find more than one of 
them together, it 's an instant party! 

WHEELS M.C.: The only 8 year old club 
with 9 anniversary events, this club is a 
leader among the leather/western club 
scene. Known far and wide for their 
show-biz anniversary events, at this 
printing they have just completed their 
8th birthday with a three-day campout 
in N.Y. State. Their club magazine, 
Tread, is one of New York's most awaited 
publications. 

UYAMC of NY: Need you ask what the 
UYA stands for? One of New York's 
grooviest biker's clubs. 

LONG ISLAND SPUDS: Althou~h I have 
listed the New York City clubs m alpha
betical order, no list would be complete 
without the mention of the Long Island 
Spuds. As much a part of New York City 
as they are of Long Island, this club 
belongs in this listing. Under fantastic 
leadership, this group has the respect and 
admiration of the entire East Coast. One 
cannot attend an event in this area with
out seeing at least one Spud, or as more 
often, the whole bagful! 

And there you have them, 14 exten
sions of YOU . .. your brothers, your 
scene and just as important, your mdi
viduality. Most all the above clubs would 
welcome your correspondence and 
letters, and when in the Big Apple, look 
us up! 

Yours in Brotherhood, 
J IM WITHROW 

JULY 9 : NOVA "Starburst '77 " in New 
York City 

JULY 1 5-1 7: Spartans " Marathon" 

JULY 22-24 : 2nd City/Pride/Chicago 
Knights. . . " Prairie Fire" near 
Chicago 

AUGUST 5-7 : Shipmates " Keelhaul " ... 
Baltimore • 

AUGUST 12-13 : Iron Guard "Getting 
Around Town" in New York City 
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A freshly whitewashed storefront 
stands on the corner of Christopher & 
Hudson streets in New York City. Huge 
glass bulbs hang over the doorway illumi
nating the place where once there was a 
name. Ads calling for en trants in the 
"Mr. Thick Dick" and "Long Dong" 
contests flutter half-taped against the 
windows. 

Inside, wooden racks hold cellophaned 
porno magazines: Skateboard Hero, joy 
Boy, Hard Up, the bi-racial East Meats 
West. 

A counter displays yarious • erotic 
devices. Most amazing perhaps is the full
sized hard rubber arm, ending in a clench
ed fist. The man behind the counter 
tweeks playfully at the plastic knuckles. 

"You ?otta use a Iotta Crisco to take 
that one.' he says. 

A turnstile is in a doorway in the 
back corner of the store. Behind the 
turnstile sits a chubby blond person of 
indeterminate sex. His hands jangle the 
coins in his newsboy apron. 

You hand him coins or a bill which he 
exchanges for 50-cent pieces. After 
inserting the coin in the turnstile, you 
slip into the backroom. 

Half a dozen little booths stand ready 
to show films at 43 seconds fo r a quarter. 
They are never used for that purpose. 

About 10 o'clock the early crowd 
begins to arrive. Everyone takes his 
place-one to a booth. An unwritten law 
seems to permit only two poses: 

Mostly bearded men in tight Levis and 
plaid shirts or brown leather jackets stand 
in the doorways leaning on their right 
shoulder. They hook their right thumbs 
under their belts. The left hand rests palm 
outwards on the doorjam b; loose and 
ready for action. 

Smooth-faces, more passive men sit in 
the corner of the little booths, each 
resting their hands demurely ~n his lap . 

The later arrivals pi'Ck from among the 
booths like from windows at the Auto
mat. 

A blond boy walks up to a standing 
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man. He unzips the jacket in front of him 
and opens the shirt beneath. The boy's 
tongue darts across the left nipple and it 
hardens to a glistening point. The taller 
bearded man grabs the younger's wrist 
and pushes it to his crotch. The denim 
bulges beneath his hand. 

The boy opens the fly and works his 
fingers over the tip of the just-freed cock. 
A few drops of fluid ooze out under his 
touch. 

The snake-like tongue follows a path 
of hair down the chest to the pulsating 
rod below. He teases the tip before 
swallowing it till he gags. Wrapping his 
left arm around the man in front of him, 
the boy drops his right hand to his own 
fly and releases his hard cock. He strokes 
his cock to the same rhythm he sucks on 
the one above. 

Variations of this scene soon fill 
almost every booth. Before long the 
participants spill onto the floor and into 
the other booths. A shadowy human 
mountain range: standing peaks and 
kneeling valleys. 

Further west on Christopher Street is 
the Studio Bookshop. You enter their 
backroom through a pair of swinging 
saloon-type doors- after paying your 
fifty cents to the cashier. 

More men kneel at The Studio than at 
St. Patricks Cathedral on Christmas Eve. 
The movie booths in the back are plastered 
with signs: 

"Please don't deposit any money in 
the machines. They don't work." 

Those breathless or bored have a 
wooden grandstand along one wall from 
which to watch the action. Above the 
grandstand, a couple or three enjoy the 
more horizontal position of intimate 
shelf space. 

At the Studio Bookshop, even the 
back room has a back room: an open 
courtyard behind the building. A slice of 
nature for those who like to give and get 
theirs under the stars. 

The bookstores are least classy, most 

functional of the backroom places. There 
are no games. No drinking. No floor 
shows. 

A big step up from the bookstores are 
the backroom bars. The most popular of 
these are the International Stud, The 
Anvil, and The Toilet. 

In the front room of the Stud, a tall 
half-bald man misses his pool shot and 
slams the cue against the table. Opposite 
him, four doors crowd the wall in back of 
the pinball machine. 

"We've got the only take-your-pick 
johns in the city." brags the bartender. 

On the first door- they are all painted 
black- is the warning: DEFINITELY 
NOT!, emphasized with a red exclamation 
point. Next to that is a gentler, question
marked, "Maybe?" 

These bathrooms are usually empty, as 
men line up for the third and fourth 
doors. 

The third pictures a provocatively 
shaped cactus plant and the legend, 
"0 UCH! ". The last door stands com
pletely black with only the Superman 
"S" on its front. 

These bathrooms are only minor 
diversions, four Donald Ducks in the 
Disneyland of backrooms. The entrance 
to F antasyland is through the archway at 
the end of the bar. 

A Busby Berkely movie fills one wall 
of the backroom. Standing room only
except for the few kneelers who manage 
to work themselves into a corner. 

Go/diggers of 7933 is playing on the 
west wall. Two silouhetted rows of sol
diers march in opposite directions. Joan 
Blondell laments the plight of the World's 
Forgotten Man, punctuated by the sound 
from the floor • of rasping zipper teeth. 

After a time for rethreading and 
drinking, the new feature begins: "Jock 
Itch." 

Opening shot: A football field. Pigeon
toed, babyfaced footballers bump into 
solid jocks while vaguely playing with the 
ball. 

On the backroom floor a few people 
"Ahhemm" their throats clear. A tall 
bearded man about 40 kneels in front of 
a dark muscular 18 year old. The boy is 
passive. His bare eyes stare blankly into 
the crowd. The kneeler has a twitch. He 
reaches up to unbuckle the belt, now at 
eye level. There is no resistance from the 
blonde. 

On the screen, one of the players- a 
broad-built man with a perfectly trimmed 
mustache- jabs a young Latin in the chest 
with the side of his hand. The other 
throws back a blow that just grazes his 
chin. 

The muscleman punches back. The 
Latin pulls away. Whenever the Latin 
pulls back, the muscleman uses the time 
to strip off another piece of clothing. 
Soon he's ba·re and faces his opponent 
with two fists and a nine inch lance. 

The Latin does a quick turn and sends 
his right foot toward his opponent's balls. 
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l he muscleman sidesteps, grabs the 
flying leg and comes down on top of the 
Latin. He locks his tanned arms behind 
his back and forces the Spanish face 
against the lockerroom floor. With his 
free hand he pulls down the Latin's pants 
and plunges a finger into his ass. Then he 
pulls out the finger and places the tip of 
his huge cock against the tight opening. 
He lunges. The boy lets out a silent 
scream. 

"liieeeeee, love to love you back!" 
blares the disco record . On the floor a 
laugh breaks the mood, and a thousand 
glaring eyes turn toward the offender. 
This is serious business. 

Things are a bit joll ier at The Anvil, 
although not until you get inside. An evil 
giant blocks the doorway. 

"When was the last time you were 
here?" 

If you make the mistake of saying 
"Never", you will continue that situation. 

"Last Wednesday." 
"Oh yeah? How much did you pay to 

get in?" 
I had heard the guy ahead of me. 

"Two dollars." 
"What'd you get for your two dollars?" 
"Not you." I said, snapping my fingers 

in most sincere disappointment. 
He smiled, gave me two beer tickets 

and waved me in. 
Through the door. Turn right. Through 

another door. A blue streak flashes across 
the ceiling. An acrobat swings over the 
bar, his legs wrapped around a wooden 
trapeze. The light from a rotating mirror
ball exaggerates the acne scars his beard 
tries to hide. 

Suddenly two men swing across the 
room. The other, clean shaven, wears a 
leather collar around his neck with a 
chain from it down his chest. The other 
end is invisible, tucked into the front of 
his jeans. They join and swing together 
with their legs entwined. 

I set my beer on the bar and settle to 
watch the artistes. 

A hiking boot kicked my arm. "Could 
you please move? I gotta dance here." 
came a voice from above. 

I looked up. The hiki ng boots were on 
the feet of a young black man whose only 
other attire was leopardskin BVD's, the 
front of which seemed to contain two 
ostrich eggs and a baby boa. I moved the 
beer quickly and he danced by along the 
bartop. 

On a separate stage away from the bar 
was yet another dancer. This one, sprayed 
with glitter, sparkled in the light, giving a 
glorious sweaty appearance without the 
odor or effort needed to produce it. 

If his dancing was not outstanding, his 
clothes more than made up for it. 

To start at the top, he wore a derby. 
His upper torso was draped in a denim 
vest. Below gleamed the huge zipper of 
his leather jockstrap, something which 
must occasionally cause much inadvertent 
pain. Continued on Page 81 

CH 
It frequently seems that a lot of the 

truly hard-on leather bars are all clustered 
together. Shit, nobody has to tell you 
what they mean when they say Folsom 
Street. Or Santa Monica Boulevard. Or 
the Dockstrip in New York. 

Then there are the wild mavericks, the 
bars that somehow don't belong where 
they are. And, just for that reason, they 
seem to have a special quality. The Gold 
Coast in Chicago. The Interchange in 
Detroit. The Triangle in Denver. 

And add to that last list Chaps in New 
York. Chaps is located in New York's 
Upper East Side, home of Bloomingdale's, 
radical chic, and Uncle Charlie 's. It's the 
spiritual mecca of all the trendy gay 
stuff you see advertised in After Dark. 

So when John Ford told a few friends 
that he wanted to open a dynamite leath
er/Levi bar on Manhattan's Upper East 
side, the predications were about as 
encouraging as a bad case of hepatitis. 
But, son of a bitch!, if Chaps hasn't 
turned out to be one of the hottest, 
horniest, and humpiest bars around . 

And you can blame John for it all. A 
native of Iceland, John is just as hunky 
as the Chaps clientele. And he wouldn't 
have it any other way. 

He started with a long narrow bar and 
amply endowed it with amply endowed 
bartenders, sawdust floors, a pool table, 
and what appears to be all the artifacts 
from the Southwest he could get in the 
car?.o hold of a 707 . 

'People said it wouldn't work," 
confesses John. But it did and to such an 
extent that he can relax a bit now. 
"After six months I felt we had attracted 
the right crowd so we abolished the dress 

code (leather or western, no ties or 
women) . We still have one rule though: 
no drag queens." 

Clearly, John doesn't fuck around 
with a good thing. Responding to his 
people, Chaps has instituted a "Trash 
Nite" which occurs roughly on the last 
Wednesday of the month. 

It's. a semi-private affair {check with 
the bartender for details and a ticket) 
and for five bucks you can suck on two 
cold beers and as many inches as you can 
handle. 

"Trash Nite" expands the concept of 
the bar considerably and while it doesn't 
become a notorious pants-around-the
ankles backroom {New York's got those 
too, you horny bastard) it does promote 
an intimacy found at places like San 
Francisco's cozy Boot Camp. 

Typically, the guys in Chap's are 
heavy into Levi's and good sex, and John 
is frequently pressed into service as a 
matchmaker by some dude with a specif
ic request. There's even been some fist
fucking done on the pool table and 
while that's not regular entertainment 
it does show you that Chaps is eager to 
lend a hand in helping you get your 
rocks off. 

There are various activities through 
the weeks with movies on Monday, 
dances on Sunday, and possibly some 
club nights in the future. 

Perhaps the most ambitious under
taking is yet to come. John seems to be 
fast acquiring the majority of the block 
and will soon open a hotel, two restau
rants, a leather shop, and possibly a bath 
house. "Sort of one-stop shopping," says 
John with a sly grin. More like one-stop 
fucking I'd say. . 

So you can see, it doesn't really matter 
where you're located. What matters is 
where you're at. 

-PAUL EDWARDS 
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DRUMMER IS AVAILABLE IN MANY OF AMERICA'S TOP LEATHER BARS. WE HAVE LISTED THEM IN CAPITAL LETTERS. 

MEN1S BAR SCENE MEN1S BAI= 
THEA/WESTERN I LEATHER /WESTERN I LEATHER/WESTERN I LEATHER I WESTERN I LEATHER/WESTERN I LEATHER /WESTERN I LEATH 

To the best of DRUMMER 'S knowledge, all of 
these bars are still al ive and living in Leather. If 
you can keep us informed of openings and/or 
closings of Leather Bars in your area . . . or let 
us know what we have missed - it w ill keep us 
all informed of where the Leather action is. 

ALABAMA 
DOTHAN 

The Upstairs .. . .. · ..... , 314 N. Foster 

ARIZONA 
PHOENIX 

Ramrod ....... 395 N. Black Canyon Rd . 

CALIFORNIA 
ARCADIA (off 210 Fwy) 

Long Branch ..... 131 Y. E. Huntington Dr. 

GARDEN GROVE 
SADDLE CLUB ....... B192 Garden Grove 
THE IRON SPUR .... 11066 Gardp.n Grove 

LOS ANGELES!HOLL YWOOD 
Bunkhouse ...... .. . 451 9 Santa Mon ica 
Detour ........ .. .... 1087 Manzanita 
1170 . . . . . . . . . . . 1170 N. Western Ave. 
FALCON'S LAIR .... 742 N. Highland Ave. 
Griff's . . . . . . . . . . . . 5574 Melrose Ave. 
Headquarters . . . . . . . 1941 Hyperion Ave. 
Jaguar . ..... . .. 7511 Sant a Mon ica Blvd . 
LARRY'S . . . . . . . . . . 5414 Melrose Ave. 
LEATHERMAKER .... . 2518Sunset Blvd . 
Manhandler Saloon . . . . . 2692 S. LaCienega 
ONE WAY .... .. . . .... 612 N. Hoover 
OUTCAST ... . .. 4223 Sant a Monica Blvd. 
RUSTY NAIL . ... 7994 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Sl LVER DOLLAR SALOON 4356 Sunset Blvd. 
THE SPIKE ... ... 7746 Sant a Monica Blvd . 
Stud . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 16 Melrose Ave. 

LOS ANGELES/VALL EY 
Driveshaft . . .... .. . 13751 Victory Blvd . 
Farmhouse ... .. .. . 1231 ~ Venturi! Blvd. 
Frank's Buckeroo Inn .. 902 Hollywood Way 
The Signal .. . .. .. .. 10522 Burbank Blvd . 
Hayloft . . . . . . . . . 1181 8 Ventura Blvd. 

NORTH LONG BEACH 
MIKE'S CORRAL ..... 2020 Artesia Blvd . 
STALLION . . . . . . . 5823 N. Atlant ic AvP 

PALM SPRINGS 
Party Room ...... . . 67-977 Highway 111 

SACRAMENTO 
Montana Saloon ..... 7604 Fair Oaks Blvd . 

. SAN BERNARDINO 
SKYLARK .. . . . .. 917 In land Cent er Dr. 

SAN DIEGO 
BEEJAY'S ... . . . ...... 7501ndioSt . 
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THE HOLE .. ... . . . .. .. . 2820 Lytton 
SAN FRANCISCO 

AMBUSH ... ....... . 1351 Harrison St. 
Bolt ... . . .... .... . ... 1347 Folson 
BOOT CAMP ... .. . ... ... 1010 Bryant 
Dude . . . . . . . . . . . . 990 Post (at Larkin) 
FEBE 'S . . . .. ..... . .... 1501 Folson 
Federal Hotel .. . .. . . ... 1087 Market St. 
HOMBRE ... . . . . .. . . . 2348 Market St. 
LEATHERNECK ... ... . . .. 278 11th St. 
LION PUB ........... 2062 Divisadero 
Polk Gulch Saloon . . . . . . . . . . 1090 Post 
Rainbow Cattle Co . . .. . .... 199 Valencia 
RAMROD ....... . . . .... 1255 Folson 
Round -up . ... .. ..... . ... 298 6th St. 
Saddle Tramp Saloon . . . . . 1087 Sutter St . 
Slot Hotel . .... . ..... . . 979 Folson St. 
Wild Goose . . . . . . . . . . . . t488 Pine St. 

SAN JOSE 
641 Club . . . . . . . . . . . 641 Stockton St. 

SANTA BARBARA 
Thirtv West Cota ... . . . ... 30 W. Cota St. 

COLORADO 
DENVER 

Our Den .......... . .. 5110 W. Colfax 
Triangle .. . ........ . . 2036 Broadway 
1942 Club ............ 1942 Broadway 

COLORADO SPRINGS 
Box Car (on Nevada Ave. near Air Force Acad .) 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
EAGLE .. .. . ...... . 904 Ninth St. NW 
Eagle in Exile . ... . . ... 953 Ninth St . NW 
Louie's Spartan Lounge . . . 305 Ninth St. NW 

CONNECTICUT 
HARTFORD 

Warehouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 Woodbine 

:···················: • • • • ; THE SPIKE ; 
• • = NEW YORK'S FRIENDLY = = LEATHERBAR = 
= 11th Ave. at 20th St. = = (212) 989-8913 = 
• • • • 
~ •••••••••••••••••• r. 

WATERBURY 
Rusty ' s Roadhouse ...... 1388 Thomaston 

FLORIDA 
FT. LAUDERDALE 

Tacky 's ......... 2509 W. Broward Blvd . 

JACKSONVILLE 
Brothers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 484 May st . 
PHOENI X BAR . . .. . ... Ph oen ix at 11 t h 

MIAMI 
Double " R " Bar . . .. 1001 N.E. Second Ave. 
Tool Room .. • . . ........ 3604 S.W. 8th 

ORLAfiDO 
The Stable .... 410 N. Orange Blossom Trail 

ST. PETERSBURG 
Red Devil ...... . ... . 1305 Central Ave . 

TAMPA 
KiKiK i Saloon .......... 909 N. Tampa 

WEST PALM BEACH 
Man 's Country ...... 506 25th St . 

GEORGIA 
ATLANTA 

Mrs. P's . . . . . . . 551 Ponce de Leon, N.W. 

ILLINOIS 
CHICAGO 

GOLD COAST ..... .. .. 501 N. Clark St. 
The Redoubt . . . . . . . . . . . 65 W. Illinois 
Snake Pit . ... ........ 2628 N. Halsted 
Touche .. . ... . ...... 2825 N. Lincoln 

CALUMET CITY 
MR . B's CLUB . ......... 606 State Line 

KENTUCKY 
LOUISVILLE 

Badlands Territory .... . .. . . 116 E. Main 

AMansCiub 
1005 California 713- 528·9653 

Off Montrose at Westheimer 
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LOUISIANA 
NEW ORL EANS 

Golden Lantern . . . . . . . . . 1239 Royal St. 
Lafitte's in Exile . . . . . . . 901 Bourbon St. 

T.T.'S WEST ........ . .. 820 N. Rampart 
Seven Seas ......... . ... 515 St. Philip 

MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE 

Gallery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1735 Maryland 
Leon's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870 Peak 
Satellite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 901 AI iceanna 
Shipmates (at rear of Gallery ) 1735 Maryland 

MASSACHUSEITS 
BOSTON 

THE BOSTON EAGLE .. 88 Oueensberry St . 
Herbie's Ramrod ..... . . . . ... 12 Carver 
Shed ............. .. 272 Huntington 
Sporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228 Cambridge 
Chaps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 B I agden St. 

PROVINCETOWN 
Sea Drift Inn (a guest house) . 80 Bradford St. 

SPRINGFIELD 
Quarry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 382 Dwight St. 

MICHIGAN 
DETROIT 

INTERCHANGE ...... . . .. 1501 Holden 
Stephen's Saloon .... 17436 Woodward Ave. 

MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS 

The Rear Entry ... .. 9th St . N.@ Hennepin 

MISSOURI 
KANSAS CITY 

Pit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1014 Oak 

ST. LOUIS 
Bob-Martin's Bar ....... . .. 201 S. 20th 

MONTANA 
BILLINGS 

Frank's Hole . .... .... . . . 1625 Central 
Cockpit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131 Moore 
Pack Trail Inn ...... . ....... Pine Hills 

Diamond Bar 

NEBRASKA 
OMAHA 

NEW YORK 
BUFFALO 

516 S. 16th St. 

Villa Capri .... 937 Main St ., Corner of Allen 
MANHATTAN 

Anvil . . . . . . . 500 W. 14th St . at 11th Ave. 
Barracks .... ..... .... 226 W. 42nd St. 
Beau Geste . . . . . . . . . . . 239 Third Ave. 
BootHill ......... 317AmsterdamAve. 
Boots & Saddle . . . . . . . 76 Christopher St . 
Candle .. . . ....... 309 Amsterdam Ave. 
EAGLE'SNEST . ... ... 21stat11thAve. 
Fedora's .............. 239 W. 4th St. 
Cock Ring ..... .. ... .. 180 Christopher 
Chaps .......... . .... 1558 3rd Ave. 
Mine Shaft ......... 835 Washington St. 
Nine Plus ... ... 138 11th Ave. at 18th St. 
Ramrod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 394 West St. 
Rawhide . .. . . . West, foot of Christopher St. 
Spike Bar ..... ... . 11th Ave. at 20th St. 
Strap ... ... ...... 18th St. at 10th Ave. 
Warehouse Pier 51 .... 324 Amsterdam Ave . 

QUEENS 
Billy The Kid ....... 76-07 Roosevelt Ave. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
RALEIGH 

The Capital Corral . . . . . 313 W. Hargett St. 

2820 LYTTON 
SAN DIEGO, CA 
(714) 226-9019 

8 A.M. TO AFTER HOURS 
BEER, WINE & COCKTAILS 

HOME OF THE 

CRYPT 

LEATHER SHOP 

OHIO 
AKRON 

Satan's Inferno ........ . . 351 W. Market 
COLUMBUS 

The Loft . ... ... 622 S. High St. (Upstairs) 
Trade Winds II ......... 117 E. Chestnut 

CLEVELAND 
Lower Landing ...... 1012 Summer Court 
LEATHER STALLION . ... .. 2203 St. Clair 
Zanzibar . . . . . . . . . . . . 1630 Payne Ave . 

ROCKBRIDGE 
Summit Lodge ..... .. . Route 1, Box 296 

TOLEDO 
THE RUSTLER SALOON . 4023 Monroe St. 
Open Closet ..... 3310 Fecor St . at Central 

OREGON 
PORTLAND 

Dahl & Penne's . . . . . . . . 604 S.W. Second 
Other Inn ............ 242 S.W. Alder 

PENNSYLVANIA 
NEWHOPE 

Cartwheel Inn ........ 1 Mile West on 202 
PHILADELPHIA 

Allegro ... . ... .. . .... 1412 Spruce St. 
Cell Block . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 S. Camac 
Post ............... 1705 Chancellor 
Westbury Hotel Bar . . . . . . 217 S. 17th St. 
247 Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247 S. 17th St. 

PITTSBURGH 
Edison Hotel Bar .... ..... . . 135 Ninth 
Rathskellar . ......... 1226 Herron Ave. 

TENNESSEE 
MEMPHIS 

Entree Nuit · .......... 265S. Cleveland 

4023 Monroe St. Rear 
(At Central Ave.) 

• Toledo 
Phone: 4 73·9264 

LOCUI IIIII UN SAL£ 
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DRUMMER IS AVAILABLE IN MANY OF AMERICA'S TOP LEATHER BARS. WE HAVE LISTED THEM IN CAPITAL LETTERS. 
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Jungle Lounge 
NASHVILLE 

TEXAS 
DALLAS 

715 Commerce 

Sun Dance Kid . ... . . . . . .. 4025 Maple 
Texas Ranch . .. ... .... . . 4117 Maple 

FDRTWORTH 
651 Club .... : . . . .. . . 651 S. Jennings 
Rawhide . . . . . . 4016 White Settlement Rd. 

GALVESTON · 
Mary's Too . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2502 Q 1/2 

HOUSTON 
Barn .... . ....... . .. . .. 710 Pacific 
Exile .. . ...... . . .... . ... 1011 Bell 
Inside/Outside Country . . . 1318 Westheimer 
Levi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2400 Brazos 
Locker . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1732 Westheimer 
Mary's . ... . . .... ... 1022 Westheimer 
Ranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6800 S. Main 
Silver Bullet Saloon . . . . 1005 California St. 

WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE 

THE MARSHALL'S OFFICE . . . 1224 Howell 
JOHNNY'S HANDLEBAR .. . .. 2018 First 
Madison Tavern .. . ... ..... 922 3rd Ave. 

WISCONSIN 
MILWAUKEE 

WRECK ROOM .. . ... . . . .. 266 E. Erie 
GREEN BAY 

Man Hole . . . . . . . . 207 S. Washington St. 

OPEN 3 DAILY 
AFTER HOURS 
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11818 
VENTURA 

STUDIO CITY 
769-8636 

WYOMING 
CHEYENNE 

Sam's Place ...... ... . 1600 Central Ave. 

CANADA 
MONTREAL, P.O. 

Cafe Regent Apollo ..... 5116 Ave du Pare 
Dominion Square Tavern .... f243 Metcalre 
Lincoln Cafe ..... .. .... 4479 St. Den is 
Neptune Tavern . .. 1121 des Comissaires, W. 
Trux ........ . . 1426 Stanley , 3rd Floor 

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56 Widmer St. 

VANCOUVER, B.C. 
Playpen South . ....... 1369 Richard St. 

THE 
INTERCHANGE 

1501 Holden St. 
(at Trumbull) 
Detroit, Mich. 48208 
ph. (313) 875 • 8092 
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Continued from Page 71 

A silver-tipped black cane swished in 
his white-gloved hands. To the left. To 
the right. Trying to pick up the beats he 
missed with his two-step . 

To the right and in front of the stage 
are the men's and "Ladies" rooms. As 
there are no women allowed in the Anvil, 
"Ladies" must mean something else. 

The curious can watch the less than 
private performances in .the doorless 
men's room. All pl~:~mbing is in full view 
of the dance floor. 

Before continuing this plunge into the 
pleasurable perverse, I have a confession 
to make. I am afflicted with stricture. 

This is a scientific euphemism for a 
nervous condition where you just can't 
piss in front of others. S metimes I have 
to stand for half an hour until the coast is 
clear. I was hopeless at those Parisian 
street pissiors. 

Saved by the closable ladies room 
door! Built just for those who shared 
my affliction. 

I waited until the last man left and 
quickly entered. There was no lock on 
the door. (There never is at a backroom 
bar.) I propped one foot against the door 
and hopped on the other to get within 
aiming distance. 

Outside the trapeze artists were less 
clothed than before. Mustacheman and 
his collared friends are down to their 
leather jockstraps. The chain, however, 
still runs from his neck to inside the 
strap. Neither has taken off his hiking 
boots. Mr. Dog Collar wears Earth Shoes. 

I turned away from these antics to 
explore the backroom, where a projector 
on a high platform shows 8mm porno 
films on a tiny screen across the room. 
Under the platform is arwther enclosed 
room with a tro~gh·like sink along one 
wall. The only illumination comes from 
the porno projector. When the movies are 
on, you can see two shows at the same 
time. 

In the reflected light, you can also 
make out the entrance to still another 
room, the interior of which is totally 
black. 

I groped my way ins1de. Something 
soft pushed against my chest. I grabbed 
for a wall. 

The pushing grew more intense as I 
tried to pry my way to the other side of 
the room. In front of me I felt a large 
naked ass, like two half melons. It pushed 
against me. Then a mysterious hand 
reached between us, fumbled with my 
zipper and lowered my pants. 

I was hard. The smell of so many 
tight bodies and the thril l of such com
plete anomynity pumped blood into my 
once limp cock. Before I knew it, I was 
deep in the ass in front of me. From 
somewhere below, a tongue reached up to 
tease my hanging balls. As I pumped, the 
tongue worked its way back to tight I ittle 
hole, driving me wild. 

"Further! Deeper!" came a whispered 
voice in front of me. 

I pushed onward. Soon I could hold 
myself no longer. I moaned and reached 
around to grab something for support. A 
fat cock sprang from somewhere into my 
hand. I pumped this thick dick as I 
pumped myself into the ass ahead of me. 
We came together. 

Afterwards, I shouldered my way out 
of this room and back on to the main 
floor. The dancers still wore their white 
socks and boots, but that's all - except for 
the boy in the collar. Finally I saw where 
the chain led-to a little ring about eight 
inches below the waist. 

Seeing what that boy could fit through 
that tiny opening immediately restored 
my faith in the ability of a camel to 
thread a needle and the Rockefellers 
to get to heaven. 

After The Anvil, there is only one 
place left to go: The Toilet. The back
room of backraom bars. 

In this most derelict section of derelict 
Chelsea, winos loll on the stoops around 
the entrance. Remembering the trouble 
I had being admitted to the Anvil, I wore 
tight black Levi's and a leather jacket to 
The Toilet. 

I picked my way past the -garbage to 
the entrance. 

"Here comes another one." yelled a 
wino. I smiled. 

A street level elevator brought me up 
to the second floor. I paid my three 
dollars and got a ticket to exchange for 
beer. 

An elderly man with tufts of hair in 
his ears stepped out of his pants in front 
of me. He folded them neatly and handed 
them to the coatcheck boy. The sign on 
the door said: 

"Coats 50 cents. Clothes $1.00." 
I checked my jacket. 
Passing a storeroom (more furniture 

and less smell than a backroom) I turned 
right and went to the bar. To the right 
was a slide show( rather mild compared to 
the black and b ue movies of the Stud or 
Anvil. Mostly pictures of muscular 
bearded men, often partially dressed in a 
construction hat or football helmet. 

Ultraviolet light bathed the dance 
floor. Should anyone dance, they would 
have a sickly purple complexion. Should 
they smile, they would have phosphate 
white teeth. No one dances. No one 
smiles. Its not that kind of bar. 

My natural tendency to take a beer 
and sit on the nearby bench to watch the 
show earned me a poke in the back of the 
head. The bench is made for kneeling, not 
sitting. The wall features a sign: ARMY 
GLORY HOLES, and a series of holes at 
different heights and diameters. 

Behind this very thin wall likes part of 
the backroom which makes up 75% of 
The Toilet. As the night progresses, the 
wall above the bench gradually begins to 
look like a huge multipegged hatrack. The 
benchkneelers have their choice of 
fleshy pegs. 

But the real scene at the Toilet is the 

L-shaped backroom- a concrete floored 
labyrinth of folded passageways, hills, 
platforms and other surprises. The focus 
of these, quite naturally, is the toilet. 

The backroom lighting is worthy of a 
Hollywood set. Perfectly placed red 
lanterns cast shadows over partial parti
tions. 

The- toilets. themselves are divided 
into two sections, with two stalls in each 
section. One section is dark and the other 
barely discernable. 

Opposite the toilets is the other side 
of the glory holes. Men line up shoulder 
to shoulder pressing their noses against 
the wood in front of them as they press 
their cocks through the holes. 

On the toilets sit naked men (except 
for the classic white socks and hiking 
boots), one to a stall. These men function 
a human urinals- or anything else called 
for. 

These aren't the modern equivalents of 
carnival geeks- dregs of society forced by 
dispair into ultimate degradation. These 
men love their work. 

I walked by the toilet on my way to 
explore the further reaches of "The Pit." 
As I passed, I heard: 

"Pssst, hey you. Come here." 
It cc.me from one of the toilet stalls. 

I looked in and saw a flesh boyd, its head 
in darkness. The stomach rolled over its 
lap and sagged between the legs. A hand 
beckoned, wavin9 me inside. 

"Shit on me! ' pleaded the fat man, I 
declined. 

But a good looking, dark-haired 
stranger agrees. The fat man lies on the 
concrete floor and the other squats over 
his face. 

The upper man grunts as he forces 
the shit out of his body. A few drops of 
piss spurt from his cock during the 
effort ... then success. 

The fat man moans with pleasure as 
the first load hits his face . Then more, 
again and again, fast and loose. When 
things are over, a pink tongue rises from 
the brown-smeared face and licks clean 
the little hole which gave him so much 
pleasure. 

In the corner of one of the stalls in 
near blackness stands a low sink used by 
those few who prefer porcelain to tongue. 

At The Toilet, the ventilating system, 
like the lighting is designed for a variety 
of tastes. 

A fan blows out of the dark "Platform 
Room" and an open window airs a lighter 
passageway. But in the Pit- and of course 
in the toilets- the air is motionless. The 
smell alone will bring you to your knees. 
Subway bathrooms are flower gardens by 
comparison. 

Breathing as little as possible, I returned 
to the bar for my third drink. Suddenly I 
felt a pressure in my bladder. The Toilet! 
My stricture! I can't even piss in front of 
people let alone into them!! I clamped 
my knees together, walked to the elevator 
and went out to piss privately, on some 
side street. D 
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!hl ~~lighting words~~ 
r_pg~ 
We are indebted to the SAN FRANCISCO SENTINAL for 
the following editorial by Charles .. Lee Morris, who, we feel, 
says just about what we would say ourselves. 

"So-called gay folks would just as soon kill you as look at 
you." 

Thus spake the Reverend Jerry Falwell at a Miami rally 
thrown together by Anita Bryant as part of her vicious anti
gay crusade. 

No, Reverend Mr. Falwell , we're not out to slaughter any
body. 

But let me tell you, sir, that we're hopping mad and ready 
to fight. In Miami. In Pennsylvania. In New Hampshire. In Lit
tle Rock. And even, sir, right here in San Francisco. 

Fight for what, you ask, Mr. Falwell? 
For our right to survive. For our right to walk down the 

street and share a glorious moment of freedom unchained by 
the shackles with which you religious bi~ots would enslave us. 

And sir, we're ready to fight you 1n the courts, in the 
voting booth, in the halls of august and not-so-august legisla
tures, fight you in the echoing chambers of Congress, and -
if need be - we'll fight you in the streets and trenches to pre
serve our freedom from your tyranny. 

My God, sir, what gives you the right to impose your reli
gious beliefs on the course of civil law? If you hold that right 

TheBIJSTof 
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unto yourself why shouldn't the smallest, most fanatical splin
tered religious sect have the same ri~ht to impose their convic
tions in the same manner? You, Sir, oppose homosexuality. 
Other religions oppose the consumption of Coca Cola. Haven't 
they the equal right to sanction that belief in law? 

Or can't you comprehend that in this country, by our Con
stitution, religion has nothing whatsoever to do with civil law? 

You and your gang of bigots have declared war on us. And 
we shall resist. We wi ll fight you every step of the way if you 
persist in your evil campaign against us. We have been fore
warned by the experience of six million ~European Jews and 
220,000 known gay people who perished in the Nazi campaign 
not unsimilar to yours. 

We'll not let you once again deprive us of our freedom, 
treat us like freaks, allow your children to taunt and attack us 
while you praise them (as were good Jew-baiting German chil
dren} for their "manly" defense of an image which exists no
where in reality save in your distorted view of yourself. 

Nor, be warned, will we allow politicians to trample over 
us at will because they fear the power of your vote. The justice 
on our side is far more potent in the long run than the dis
torted, twisted picture of "law" you can conjure up in the 
name of organized re ligion. 

We'll not be fooled by high-soundin~ campaigns like "ma
jority vote" and vote for measures wh1ch would strip us of 
our political allies and destroy our influence. 

You, sir, have given us adequate warning. We are alert. We 
shall remain vigilant. We see your evil for what it is. History 
has taught us the destructiveness of your ways. Should your 
campaign drag more of us into concentration camp ovens, 
know now that we'll not go meekly. 

In fact, we won't go at all. 0 
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NEW YORK CITY 
38 W. 28th Street (212) 684-9848 

Hudson Street at Christopher (212) 929-·~,.. 
(a landmark in the py capitol of the world) 

CAMDEN, NJ 
13&0 Admiral Wilson Blvd. (609) 366-9888 

PHILADELPHIA 
1919 Market Street (216) 687-8364 
120 s. 13th Street (216) 732-9894 

OPEN 24 HOURS 
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